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SUMMARY
Diatoms are eukaryotic unicellular algae that employ highly specialized proteins called
silaffins for making nanopatterned silica-based cell walls. These proteins share little
or no homology across diatom species and are extensively post-translationally modi-
fied. Apart from conventional modifications (e. g., phosphorylation and glycosylation)
lysine residues of silaffins bear polyamine chains with highly heterogeneous molecu-
lar structure. The latter appear to be specific for silicifying organisms and therefore
hypothesized to play a key role in biosilica synthesis. However, polyamine modifica-
tions of lysines, modified proteins, and modification sites remain poorly characterized.
To address these questions, we developed a method to quantify polyamines and iden-
tify sites of polyamine modifications in proteins from phylogenetically closely related,
yet morphologically distinct diatoms Thalassiosira pseudonana, T. oceanica, and Cyclotella
cryptica. We demonstrated that the overall pattern of polyamines followed the phyloge-
netic proximity across these diatom species and showed that polyamine modifications
occurred at consensus sites even in proteins showing no sequence similarity.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Kieselalgen (Diatomee) sind eukaryotische einzellige Algen die hochspezifische Prote-
ine (sogenannte Silaffine) erzeugen, um ‘nanopatterned’ Silica-Zellwände herzustellen.
Diese Proteine zeigen geringe oder gar keine Homologie innerhalb der Diatomeen Gat-
tung und sind ausgiebig (extensiv) posttranslatorisch modifiziert. Zum Unterschied zu
konventioneller Modifikation (z.B. Phosphorylierung und Glykosylierung) weisen Ly-
sinreste von Silaffinen einige Polyaminketten mit sehr heterogenen molekularen Struk-
turen auf. Diese Modifikationen sind spezifisch für Kieselalgen und spielen somit hypo-
thetisch eine Rolle in der Biosilica-Synthese. Allerdings sind Lysin Polyamin Modifika-
tionen, modifizierte Proteine und modifizierte Stellen kaum charakterisiert. Um diese
Frage zu beantworten entwickelten wir eine Methode Polyamine zu quantifizieren und
die Position von Polyamin-Modifikationen in engverwandte Proteine zu identifizieren
(in morphologisch unterschiedliche Diatomeen Thalassiosira pseudonana, T. oceanica und
Cyclotella cryptica). Wir zeigten, dass das Gesamtmuster von Polyaminender phylogene-
tischen Nähe dieser Kieselalgenarten folgt und dass diese Polyaminmodifikationen an
Konsensusstellen sogar in Proteinen auftraten, die keine Sequenzähnlichkeit zeigten.
Diatomeen-BiosilicaKonsensusstellen
Modifizierte Proteine
Modifizierte PeptideT. oceanica
C. crypca
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2 introduction
1.1 diatoms
Diatoms are unicellular, eukaryotic, photosynthetic algae that produce micro- and
nano-scale silicified cell walls [1]. Diatoms occur in almost every aquatic and moist
environment on Earth, inhabiting not only oceans, seas, lakes, and streams, but also
soil and wetlands. These organisms have enormous biogeochemical and ecological
importance, since they are responsible for around one-fifth of the world net primary
production [2–4]. Their ocean-wide dominance is reflected by large marine sea-floor
sediments of silica including diatomaceous earth, most cherts, and a considerable frac-
tion of current fossil fuel reserves [5–8]. According to dating record of these fossils,
diatoms emerged relatively recently in geological time (about 180 mya) [8–10]. Since
then, their diversity exploded into ~250 living diatom genera with more than 200 000
species estimated to exist at the moment, although just half of them have been de-
scribed and classified by unique morphologies [11] (see Fig. 1.1).
The ecological and evolutionary importance of diatoms motivated researchers to
analyse their genomes [12–15]. These diatom sequencing projects shed light on their un-
usual evolutionary history. Whole-genome comparison has revealed incredibly rapid
and wide evolutionary divergence between Thalassiosira pseudonana and Phaeodactylum
tricornutum, that is comparable with those for fishes and mammals [16]. More re-
cent sequencing studies revealed that diatom genomes are highly chimeric and contain
multiple genes acquired through horizontal-transfer events [16]. Diatoms provide an
intriguing example of combining genes from different sources, contributing to many
unusual physiological features that are believed to underlay their evolutionary and eco-
logical success. For instance, diatoms possess an ornithine-urea cycle, which is similar
to that of animals but is absent in other plants [17, 18]. This metabolic coupling seems
to be fundamental for diatom physiology, because it affects the precursors for long-
chain polyamines (LCPAs), which are thought to be directly involved into formation of
ornately patterned biosilica cell walls – the most conspicuous and spectacular feature
of these organisms.
It has been argued that the evolutionary success and an incredible variety of diatoms
is largely due to their ability to build silicified cell walls, which may serve as an armour
protection against phytoplankton predators [20–22] and are energy efficient to produce
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(a) Actinoptychus senarius (b) Biddulphia antediluviana (c) Pleurosigma
angulatum
(d) Surirella fastuosa (e) Triceratium favum
Figure 1.1 Images of the cell walls of five different diatom species: (a) the circular shape of the
radial centric diatom Actinoptychus senarius; (b) the rhomboid shape of the polar centric diatom
Biddulphia antediluviana; (c) the rhomboid shape of the pennate diatom Pleurosigma angulatum;
(d) the ovoid shape of the pennate diatom Surirella species; (e) the triangular shape of the polar
centric diatom Triceratium favum (images taken from [19]).
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comparing to equivalent organic structures [23]. How this evolutionary trade-offs re-
late to fascinating evolutionary success and morphological diversity of diatoms is cur-
rently under debate [24]. It is clear, however, that advanced mechanical properties and
robust biosilica structure is relevant to their adaptation ability, which fits well in the
context of diatom evolutionary efficiency. Indeed, when designing buildings and air-
craft, architects and engineers have applied the same structural principles as diatoms
use to create their minute shells. Nowadays biosilica structures attract increased atten-
tion from a broad array of researchers, ranging from fundamental biologists to applied
material scientists [25, 26]. The present study focuses on the fundamental mechanistic
basis of biosilicification processes.
1.2 diatom biosilica
1.2.1 Biosilicification in nature
During evolution many organisms (e. g., diatoms, sponges, radiolaria) have acquired
the ability to build specifically structured, silica-based exo- or endoskeletons using
silicon (Si), the second most abundant element in the Earth’s crust [27, 28]. These intri-
cately shaped biomineral structures are produced via biosilicification, which refers to the
process by which inorganic silicon is incorporated into living organisms as biosilica (i. e.,
‘biogenic silica’). Interestingly, diatoms can produce these structures from silicon under
benign ambient and physiological conditions (from 4 to 40 C, atmospheric pressure),
while silica formation in diatoms is around 106 times faster than the corresponding
abiotic process [29]. In contrast to biosilicification, industrial syntheses of silica in vitro
are typically accomplished under extreme temperature, pressure and pH. Amorphous
silica is a widespread biologically produced inorganic material, and thus, owing to its
abundance and physical properties, is also widely used as the basic raw material in
semiconductors, glass, plastics, ceramics, optical fibers, insulators, detergents, cosmet-
ics, and chromatographic materials such as resins. It is not surprising that the exquisite
features of diatom biosilica has been regarded as a paradigm for future silica nanotech-
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nology [30–35], mainly due to unique structural features of biosilica cell wall, which
will be discussed further in the next section.
1.2.2 Diatom biosilica structure and cell cycle
The diatom silica-based cell wall, or frustule, ranges from 2 to 2000 µm and shows three-
dimensional morphologies on the micro- and nano-scale that are precisely reproduced
over generations. These hierarchical porous structures are characterized by levels of
symmetry and complexity far beyond the capabilities of best technologies available
to date. Frustules display an incredible variety of shapes and forms across different
diatoms species [36], which have attracted scientists by their inordinate beauty ever
since the earliest microscopical observations [37].
Based on the shape and symmetry of their frustules, diatoms are traditionally di-
vided into two main groups: the centrics and the pennates (see Fig. 1.1, [1]). Centric
diatoms could be classified into two subgroups based on different types of symmetry:
radial centrics have a circular center of symmetry in the middle of the valve, while polar
centrics have bi- or multipolar valves with an elongated or distorted center of symme-
try. In contrast to centric diatoms, pennate species are bilaterally symmetrical and their
shells are typically elongated parallel to the longitudinal axis of symmetry.
Typically, the diatom frustule consists of two almost identically structured overlap-
ping halves (theca), hence the taxon name1. The slightly larger top half (epitheca) over-
laps the bottom one (hypotheca), allowing them to fit each other much like a Petri dish
and its lid (see Fig. 1.2a). Each theca consists of a valve and several girdle bands that
span the boundary of a diatom cell. Terminal girdle bands in the overlapping region
of both thecas are termed pleural bands. Valves usually display lace-like patterns of
nanometre-scaled pores, while girdle bands exhibit far less decoration diversity.
Diatoms primarily reproduce asexually through binary fission, where each new
daughter cell receives either the epi- or hypotheca from the parent cell (refer to Fig. 1.2b).
This form of division results in a size reduction of the daughter cell that receives the
smaller frustule from the parent and therefore the average cell size of a diatom popu-
lation decreases over time. To avoid the significant size reduction, diatoms are capable
1 the word ‘diatom’ originates from Greek diá-tom-os (= dichó-tom-os) meaning ‘cut in half’
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(a) Diatom cell wall structure
(b) Diatom cell cycle
Figure 1.2 Structure of the diatom frustule and cell cycle. (a) Diatom cell wall structure. The
cell wall is made up of two half shells, named the epitheca and hypotheca, which together fully
enclose the protoplast. Each theca consists of a valve and one or more girdle bands that run
laterally along the outline of the cell. The terminal girdle bands of each theca constitute the
overlap region of the cell wall in which the slightly larger epitheca overlaps the hypotheca. (b)
diatom cell cycle: (1) cytokinesis and formation of a valve silica deposition vesicle (SDV) in
each daughter protoplast; (2) and (3) expansion of the SDV and formation of a new hypovalve
within each SDV; (4) exocytosis of SDV contents; (5) separation of daughter cells; (6) formation
of the first girdle band SDV; (7) consecutive formation and secretion of girdle bands; (8) DNA
reduplication. Figure adapted from Kröger and Poulsen [33].
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of sexual reproduction, where meiotic cell divisions and gamete fusion results in the
formation of an auxospore with the augmented cell volume [38].
1.2.3 The cell biology of biosilica morphogenesis
Silicon is an essential nutrient for biosilica formation, while its limitation in diatom cul-
tures induces a cell cycle arrest. The formation of diatom biosilica takes place in special-
ized intracellular compartments termed SDVs. The SDV is considered to be a cellular
‘reaction vessel’ in which all the chemical steps of silica formation and patterning take
place. Although the immediate monomeric precursor for silica polycondensation in-
side the SDV is unknown, orthosilicic acid (Si(OH)4), which occurs in natural habitats
in concentrations between 3 and 70 µm [39], represents the original source for cell wall
biogenesis [33]. Si(OH)4 is transported into the diatom cell by specific Na
+-dependent
transporter proteins, termed silicic acid transporter proteins (SITs) [40–44].
As indicated in Fig. 1.2b, valves are formed only during cell division, while girdle
bands are produced over interphase. Therefore, biogenesis of the diatom cell wall
requires two different types of SDVs that are present at different stages of the cell cycle.
During cell division each sibling cell produces a valve SDV, which gradually grows as
more and more silica becomes deposited. When valve formation is complete, the SDV
fuses with the cell membrane depositing the newly formed biosilica structure on the
cell surface. Immediately after cell cleavage, each daughter cell initiates the synthesis
of a new hypovalve. As the cell volume increases during interphase, the stepwise
formation of girdle bands takes place. When the cell volume has reached the required
size a new round of cell-division cycle begins (different stages of the diatom cell cycle
are shown in Fig. 1.2b). Studies on other silicifying organisms have demonstrated that
SDVs are not a speciality of diatoms but rather appear to be the general organelles for
silica biogenesis [45].
However, despite being very common in nature, biosilicification remains a poorly
understood phenomenon. Species-specific diatom biosilica structures are precisely re-
produced over generations, presumably indicating that biosilica morphogenesis takes
place under precise morphogenetic control, which, in turn, implies the existence of spe-
cialized proteins that guide integration of silica precursors into the protein-based or-
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ganic templates. It is currently hypothesized that SDVs contain protein-based organic
matrices that control silica formation, resulting in species specifically nanopatterned
biosilica, an organic-inorganic composite material. Therefore, better understanding
of the molecular mechanisms of biosilica morphogenesis should be achieved through
the identification and characterization of proteins, that are intimately associated with
the cell wall and are directly involved in silica polycondensation. In recent decades,
significant insight into the molecular mechanism of silica biomineralization has been
obtained by structural and functional analysis of biomolecules that are involved in the
process of diatom biomineralization [46–49]. Furthermore, the genome sequencing pro-
vided an important resource for investigating the biosilica forming machinery [12–16].
However, the search for biomolecules that determine biosilica patterns turned out to
be extremely challenging.
1.3 the role of polyamine post-translational mod-ifications in diatom biosilicification
The diatom frustule represents an inorganic-organic hybrid material that is mainly
composed of nanopatterned inorganic silica as well as various specific organic macro-
molecules (proteins and/or peptides, polysaccharides, long-chain polyamines, for re-
view refer to [33, 46, 49, 50]). It is assumed that protein-based organic templates are di-
rectly involved into biosilicification process, and, therefore, these organic components
are embedded within biosilica structures [48–50]. Given that biosilica is usually very
robust and resistant to most chemical and physical treatments, it is very challenging to
extract molecules (and especially proteins) from these composites without degrading
or chemically modifying them. In pioneering works by Nakajima and Volcani in
the early 1970’s, the uncommon amino acids 3,4-dihydroxyproline [51] and #-N,N,N-
trimethyl-d-hydroxylysine [52] were isolated from acidic hydrolysates of purified cell
walls. Since this first biochemical evidence for the presence of post-translationally mod-
ified proteins in diatom biosilica, more components have been discovered, as extraction
methods have become more exhaustive and also less chemically aggressive.
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1.3.1 Identifying biomolecules associated with diatom biosilica
The general biochemical approach to identify biosilica constituents is to separate the
intracellular organic material from biosilica, and then extract the biosilica embedded
components from purified cell walls. This approach led to the identification of a num-
ber of protein families (i. e., frustulins2 [53, 54], pleuralins3 [55]) that are tighly associated
with the biosilica but were later demonstrated to be incorporated after SDV exocytosis
and therefore none of these proteins are actively involved in silica biogenesis [56].
Long-chain polyamines LCPAs, another class of biosilica-associated organic molecules,
were discovered upon complete dissolution of the diatom biosilica in liquid HF [57], a
treatment known also to cleave O-glycosidic and phosphate ester bonds, whereas pep-
tide bonds remain intact [58, 59]. After subjecting LCPAs to strong acidic hydrolysis,
their molecular masses remained unaffected, excluding the presence of peptide bonds
in their structures [57]. The ESI-MS study further indicated that long-chain polyamines
represent linear chains up to 20 repeated propyleneimine units [57], the longest poly-
amine chains found in nature. It was shown later, that each diatom species display a
wide variety of LCPA structures, including the overall chain length, the degree of N-
methylation, and, unexpectedly, site-specific incorporation of a quaternary amines [31,
60, 61]. It was hypothesized later that various biosilica patterns can be generated by
polyamines of different chain lengths and structures (for review see [62]). Mass- and
NMR-spectroscopic analysis revealed the presence of LCPAs in other silicifying organ-
isms like sponges [6], further corroborating their involvement into biosilicification. All
LCPAs identified to date have either a propylenediamine, putrescine, or spermidine
basis molecule to which linear oligo-propyleneimine chains are attached. Furthermore,
in vitro experiments have shown, that polyamines of different chain lengths induce
rapid silica precipitation from a silicic acid solution [63], which is enhanced or made
species-specific by a synergistic action with highly-specialized peptides and proteins,
as discussed below.
Upon full dissolution of the diatom silica with anhydrous HF novel peptides from
C. fusiformis diatom termed silaffins4 were extracted and characterized [64]. The first
2 from ‘frustule’, a diatom silicified cell wall
3 from ‘pleural band’, the overlap region of hypotheca and epitheca
4 from ‘silica affinity’
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discovered peptides silaffin-1A and silaffin-1B from C. fusiformis were thoroughly char-
acterized in a follow-up study [65], displaying that these peptides are highly post-
translationally modified. To avoid the harsh treatment with anhydrous hydrogen fluo-
ride, the diatom biosilica was dissolved by an acidified ammonium fluoride (NH4F/HCl
pH ~5.0) solution [66]. This method allows the extraction of silaffins in their na-
tive state, keeping O-linked modifications intact. Furthermore, Poulsen and Kröger
employed the same approach to characterize silica-associated organic material from
T. pseudonana and identified three bands by SDS-PAGE corresponding to higher molec-
ular weight silaffin polypeptides, and a single band corresponding to LCPAs [67].
The first identified silaffins were subjected to N-terminal Edman sequencing, and the
database sequence searches allowed the identification of silaffin-encoding genes [64,
67]. Altogether, one silaffin from C. fusiformis and four from T. pseudonana were de-
scribed and characterized [64–69]. Analysis of protein sequences revealed the same
gene organization, namely the presence of a 22-amino acid signal peptide for co-
translational import to endoplasmic reticulum (ER) [70], which is flanked by N-terminal
RXL-spacer (sequences and UniProt entries are listed in Fig. A.4a–A.4e). This similarity
suggests the operation of analogous processing pathways for this silica-associated pro-
tein family. However, it was also found, that silaffins do not share significant sequence
similarity, thus preventing the use of homology-based tools for the identification of
related proteins in diatom genome databases.
The lack of sequence conservation prompted a genome-based bioinformatics min-
ing of other putative biosilica-associated proteins. Scheffel et al. developed an amino
acid composition-based bioinformatics approach, which enabled the identification of
86 silaffin-like proteins (SFLPs) in the genome of the diatom T. pseudonana [71]. A
group of six W or Y-rich proteins (listed in Fig. A.4i–A.4h), that exhibited highly
repetitive sequence structures with silaffin-like motifs (KXXK), were demonstrated by
GFP-tagging to be directly associated with the girdle band region of biosilica. These
proteins, hence called cingulins5, could not be purified from T. pseudonana cell walls
using established biosilica extraction approaches (see Section 1.3.1). Each cingulin
contains one RXL-containing domain, which starts (Fig. A.4i–A.4k) or ends (Fig. A.4f–
A.4h) with the tripeptide sequence RXL. This motif is also present in the precursors of
biosilica-associated diatom proteins, where they play a role of the recognition site for
5 from ‘cingulum’, the girdle band region of a frustule
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proteolytic cleavage at the C-terminus of the leucine residue. Nevertheless, no other
biosilica-associated proteins were identified in these functional genomic studies.
Another protein component that is tightly associated with diatom biosilica, polypep-
tides called silacidins6, were co-purified with silaffins after mild dissolution of T. pseudonana
biosilica [72]. These polypeptides were enriched with phosphorylated serine and acidic
amino acids (hence the name), and it was hypothesized that these highly acidic low-
molecular weight peptides assist silaffins and LCPAs in silica precipitation [73]. Later,
several homologues of the gene encoding the silacidin protein in T. pseudonana were
found in different centric diatoms species [74], which may suggest their involvement
in biosilicification process. However, sequence conservation for silacidins appears to be
rather an exception across diatom biosilica-embedded proteins. Despite the presence of
multiple repetitive motifs (highlighted in Fig. A.4), silaffins appear to completely lack
a-helices and b-sheets and have largely a random coil structure, similar to natively-
unfolded proteins [75].
The past decades of diatom research provided significant insight into molecular com-
ponents of the biosilica-forming machinery, particularly proteins and peptides, that
may act both as structural templates and mechanistic catalysts for the silica polycon-
densation reaction (for review refer to [46]). In order to explain the mechanism of silica
morphogenesis by both silaffins and LCPAs several models have been proposed [76].
It was argued that only the polyamine moieties, but not the phosphate groups, are
directly involved in catalysis of silicic acid polycondensation [34]. The ammonium and
amino groups of the oligo-propylamine chains of silaffins and LCPAs are believed to act
as acid-based catalysts for the condensation of silicic acid [77]. The mechanisms of sil-
ica formation in the silaffin-1A from C. fusiformis (natSil1A) and the LCPA/phosphate
systems appear to be very similar. In both cases, electrostatic interactions between
polyamine chains and phosphate groups lead to the formation of supramolecular ag-
gregates [66, 78]. These aggregates appear to be responsible for accelerating the con-
densation of oligo-silicic acid molecules [78]. Fig. 1.3 shows the proposed mechanism
for catalysis of silicic acid condensation by oligo-propyleneimine containing molecules.
This suggests, that conservation of post-translational modifications patterns rather than
conservation of the amino acid sequence can be essential for silaffin function.
6 from “silica” and “acidic” nature of these peptides
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Figure 1.3 Hypothetical mechanism for silica poly-condensation reaction catalyzed by
polyamines present in silaffins (adapted from Kröger and Sandhage [34]). Two propylene-
imine units (hereafter denoted as propylamines) within a polyamine chain contain the amino
group and the ammonium group (R = H or CH3), which bind silicic acid molecules by a
hydrogen-bonding interaction: (1) protonation of the amino group and deprotonation of ammo-
nium group by silanol (–Si–OH) results in formation of a reactive silanolate ion (–Si–O –) and
oxonium ion (–Si–O +H2); (2) the silanolate group reacts with the neighbouring silicon atom
resulting in a siloxane bond (–Si–O–Si–) formation through the elimination of a water (H2O);
(3) newly formed silica is replaced by two other silicic acid molecules, and the catalytic cycle
commences.
1.3.2 PTM complexity of biosilica-associated proteins
The set of proteins expressed in a diatom cell and embedded into the diatom biosilica,
here termed as the biosilicome, represents highly post-translationally processed proteins
and/or peptides. The post-translational modification (PTM) complexity is definitely
the most remarkable feature of biosilica-associated proteins. In the course of intra-
cellular maturation silaffin precursors undergo extensive post-translational processing,
including the proteolytic cleavage of the N-terminal signal peptide [70] and the cova-
lent attachment of a different chemical moieties at multiple amino acid residues. The
latter results in extremely complex protein structures bearing numerous PTMs. Silaffin
PTMs range from global modifications such as phosphorylation, which is found in all
eukaryotic species, to unique modifications such as polyamines attached to the #-amino
groups of lysines. Additionally, complex glycosylation and sulfation were reported for
several silaffins from T. pseudonana and C. fusiformis. The identification and chemical
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characterization of multiple PTMs on the same polypeptides remains challenging [79–
82]. Although protein sequences can be deduced from nucleotide sequences, post-
translational modifications, in general, cannot. As will be presented below, the current
knowledge of silaffin PTMs is limited to a few proteins, while many more remain
unknown.
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Figure 1.4 PTM complexity of biosilica-associated proteins. Biosilica-associated proteins
could be modified by wide array of PTMs. Overview of PTMs identified from different di-
atom species is provided in Table 1.1. Site specificity of the most PTMs remains unknown.
Despite the progress in research of PTMs of biosilica-associated proteins, to date only
three glycoproteins have been identified from the diatoms T. pseudonana and C. fusiformis
[67, 83]. It was shown that silaffin-2 from C. fusiformis (natSil2) represents a highly
glycosylated and sulfated protein [83]. After deglycosylation with trifluoromethane-
sulfonic acid [84, 85] both glycosylation and sulfation modifications are completely
removed; it is not clear, however, whether sulfation is directly linked to the polypep-
tide backbone of natSil2 or to protein-bound glycans. The carbohydrate composition of
protein-bound oligosaccharides appeared to be rather complex: galactose, rhamnose,
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glucuronic acid, fucose, glucosamine, and a monomethylated deoxyhexose. Presum-
ably due to the abundance of glucuronic acid natSil2 is the only component of the
C. fusiformis ammonium fluoride extract that is stained by the polycationic carbocya-
nine dye ‘Stains all’, which indicates highly negative net charge [86, 87]. HF treatment
converts natSil2 into a strongly positively charged protein, indicating that the high neg-
ative charge density of natSil2 results solely from its HF-sensitive PTMs. As mentioned
previously, the sequence of natSil2 remains unknown.
The T. pseudonana silaffins are highly glycosylated and sulfated acidic proteins, thus
resembling natSil2 from C. fusiformis. Silaffins silaffin-1/2 from T. pseudonana (tpSil1/2),
which occur as high (tpSil1/2H) and low (tpSil1/2L) molecular weight isoforms, and
silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3) have rather different carbohydrate composition:
tpSil3 have a substantial amount of glucuronic acid, whereas both tpSil1/2 do not have
it at all. Additionally both tpSil1/2 and tpSil3 contain some unidentified monosac-
charides [67]. HF-treatment [58, 59] of tpSil3 resulted in a single band on SDS-PAGE
with an apparent molecular weight of 35 kDa, which is considerably higher than the
predicted molecular weight of the mature polypeptide 21.2 kDa due to presence HF-
insensitive modifications [67, 68]. Similarly, after treatment with HF both isoforms of
tpSil1/2 resulted in two bands on SDS-PAGE with the apparent molecular weights
much lower than in untreated samples, which again is due to the presence of PTMs re-
sistant to HF-treatment. Consequently, an exceptionally high negative charge imparted
by the carbohydrate and sulfate moieties to regulatory silaffins makes them incapable
to precipitate silica alone. However, it was also found that deglycosylated natSil2
possess an intrinsic silica silica precipitation activity in vitro [83]. This demonstrates
that glycosylation and sulfation may autoinhibit the silica formation by modulating
the silaffin function. Poulsen et al. speculated, that regulatory silaffins may be able
to influence silica morphogenesis by means of their interaction with silica-forming
molecules, although its mechanism remains unclear [67, 83].
All silaffins are presumed to be phosphorylated to a significant extent. The first
identified and characterized silaffin appeared to be extensively phosphorylated pro-
tein. These phosphate groups affect SDS-PAGE significantly, increasing the apparent
molecular weight from 3 to 6.5 kDa. The attachment sites of the phosphate groups
within natSil1A were analysed by 31P-NMR spectroscopy, because the confirmation
with tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) analysis was difficult. It was shown, that
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phosphate groups linked to silaffin-1A from C. fusiformis , of which seven bind serines
and one binds a #-N,N,N-trimethyl-d-hydroxylysine [66]. The total phosphate analy-
sis of silaffins natSil2 in C. fusiformis, tpSil3 and tpSil1/2 in T. pseudonana demonstrates
that these proteins are also substantially phosphorylated. However, none of phosphate
groups were mapped directly to the polypeptide sequences of this silaffins [67, 83].
The phosphorylation of modified lysines will be discussed in Section 1.3.3.
Another phosphorylated peptide from T. pseudonana is silacidin, a highly acidic low-
molecular weight peptide which mainly consist of Ser more than 60 % of which are
also highly phosphorylated [72, 73]. Like in the case of natSil1A, these phosphates
were identified with 31P-NMR with no direct mapping by mass spectrometry. Never-
theless, it is clear that phosphorylation affects numerous serine residues and plays an
essential role in biosilica formation. The presence of phosphate groups makes natSil1A
able to precipitate silica in the absence of phosphate buffer, whereas dephosphory-
lated natSil1A completely lacks silica precipitation activity. If the phosphate group is
not present on the protein, it has to be supplied a in buffer and is used up stoichiomet-
rically in the process. These results strongly support the hypothesis that phosphates
in biosilica-associated proteins serve as polyanions required in vivo for silica formation
directed by LCPA and polyamine PTMs present in silaffins. The phosphate moieties on
biomineralization proteins play an important role in mineral formation, yet the kinases
catalyzing the phosphorylation of these proteins are poorly characterized. Recently,
a membrane-associated serine/threonine kinase has been identified in T. pseudonana
based on its similar expression pattern as tpSil3 [88]. However, it only phosphory-
lates a fraction of all silaffins and accounts for only ~25 % of all silaffin kinase activity,
indicating that many other kinases are active.
1.3.3 Lysine #-polyamine modifications in biosilica-associated proteins
Lysine PTMs in silaffins exhibit more complex and elaborate modification patterns
than O-linked modifications. Silaffins contain multiple lysine residues, which can be
modified by covalent attachment of polyamine chains. These polyamines represent
multiple linearly linked propylenimine units, exhibiting variations in chain length and
degree of N-methylation. Thus, even within one type of PTM, multiple subtypes ex-
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ist, thus greatly expanding the scope of silaffin lysine modification. Being positively
charged at physiological pH, lysine polyamine modifications, in fact, significantly in-
crease cationic net charge of silaffins, which is essential for these proteins to exert
their silica precipitation activity under the acidic pH of diatom silica deposition vesicle
lumen [64]. Such a modification allows for a combination of cationic and hydrogen-
bonding interactions to bind tightly to the surfaces of silica particles. Although any
amine possess inherent silica precipitation activity, diatoms may employ complex pat-
terns of variable lysine PTMs for the fine regulation of silica precipitation process.
However, there is only scarce information available on the structure of #-polyamine-
modified lysines in silaffins. All lysine PTMs known to date were reviewed by Kröger
and Poulsen in [33] and depicted in Fig. 1.5. Interestingly, beyond histone proteins,
the proteome-wide extent of lysine modifications remains largely uncovered by the
most recent reviews in the PTM research field [89], presumably due to the limited set
of currently available chemical structures.
(a) Poly-N-methylpropylamine attached to #-amine of lysine
+
(b) #-N,N,N-trimethyl-d-
hydroxylysine
Figure 1.5 Chemical structures of modified lysine residues with basic structural units of post-
translational modifications present in silaffins (reviewed by Kröger and Poulsen [33]). The
basis of each structure is the lysine moiety (highlighted in black). Phosphorylation of the hy-
droxyl group of hydroxylysine (highlighted in red) was also described elsewhere [52, 66]. Poly-
amine modifications of lysine residues represent an oligo-propyleneimine residues attached
to the #-amino group of lysine (highlighted in blue) [64, 65]. Some of the propyleneimine-
modifications are N-methylated (highlighted in green).
Indeed, besides modifications of natSil1A and tpSil3, very little information is avail-
able regarding PTMs in silaffins. The analysis of the first discovered silaffin natSil1A
from C. fusiformis revealed the presence of polyamine modifications resistant to HCl
hydrolysis [57, 64]. This 3.5 kDa silaffin peptide contains three different lysine re-
sidues representing #-N,N-dimethyllysine, #-N,N,N-trimethyl-d-hydroxylysine, and #-
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polyamine-modified lysines. The latter modification is composed of 4–9 linearly linked
propylenimine units, in which each N-atom except the first one is methylated (Fig. 1.5a).
Additionally, 31P-NMR analysis of natSil1A has shown that phosphorylation affects
side hydroxyl chain of #-N,N,N-trimethyl-d-hydroxylysine [66] (Fig. 1.5b). This modifi-
cation and its non-phosphorylated counterpart were first discovered in 1970 by Naka-
jima and Volcani in diatom cell walls of N. pelliculosa [52]. Later, similar modification
was also found in hydrolysates of T. pseudonana biosilica [90, and current work], demon-
strating that d-hydroxylysine phosphorylation may be important for silaffin function.
Lysine #-amino groups of another 24 kDa protein silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3),
where 30 of the 33 lysines are embedded in a KXXK motif, modified by #-N,N-dimethy-
lation and polyamine chains [67, 68]. Based on the PTM mapping results in tpSil3,
Sumper et al. formulated empirical rules, referred to as the ‘polyamine code’ (as a lin-
guistic equivalent to the concept of ‘histone code’) [68]. According to one of these rules,
in each K(A/S/Q)XK motif the N-terminal lysine has two aminopropyl units, while the
C-terminal lysine becomes #-N,N-dimethylated. The existence of such regularity indi-
cates the presence of a sophisticated multi-step enzymatic machinery for silaffin post-
translational modification. However, it would be premature to stipulate the presence of
rules for enzymatic modification based on a single mapped protein. Given the lack of
sequence conservation among known silaffins, the presumption that silaffin function is
not dependent on a specific polypeptide fold, but rather requires a particular arrange-
ment of conserved post-translational modifications leads to the logical and testable hy-
pothesis of structure-function relationship. The lack of sequence conservation between
silaffins may also reflect the large phylogenetic distance between diatom species, from
which they originate (T. pseudonana and C. fusiformis). However at the moment it is not
possible to draw any specific conclusion on silaffin similarity due to the limited set of
silaffin sequences available. Investigating this intriguing question would require larger
set of biosilica-associated proteins with mapped lysine PTMs from different diatom
species.
To the best of our knowledge, polyamine-modified proteins are somewhat unique
for biomineralizing organisms7, and the pathway for their modification remains enig-
7 Protein polyamine modifications occur also in sponges and silicifying haptophytes [44, 91, 92]. Addi-
tionally, an unusual amino acid hypusine (the molecule comprised of hydroxyputrescine and lysine) was
found in all eukaryotes and in some archaea [93, 94]. The only known protein containing hypusine is
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A (eIF5A) and a similar protein found in archaebacteria [95, 96].
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matic. Particularly, it is unclear which enzymes responsible for catalyzing the in-
dividual steps in silaffin processing: sequential transfer of propylenimine units to
#-amino groups of lysine, and methylation of primary and secondary amines [97,
98]. T. pseudonana polyamines exist both in a lysine-bound form, and also as free
long-chain polyamines [57], much like the silaffins intimately associated with biosil-
ica (as discussed above in Section 1.3.1). Each LCPA typically represents a 0.6 to
1.5 kDa molecule, based on putrescine or spermidine and comprised of several propy-
limine units, which are usually N-methylated. Therefore, the chemical structures of
polyamine-modified lysine residues in silaffins are very similar to the oligo-N-methyl-
propylamines units of LCPAs, thus implying a commonality in LCPA biosynthesis and
post-translational modification of silaffins. The analysis of T. pseudonana genome re-
vealed the presence of a group of N-aminopropyltransferases [99], sometimes fused to
a eukaryotic Tudor domains, that bind histones on N-methylated lysines [100]. Thus,
these putative multi-domain enzymes may be involved in post-translational modifi-
cation of silaffin proteins in a targeted and site-specific way, but the details are only
beginning to be elucidated.
All silaffin PTMs known to date are summarized in the Table 1.1. Apparently, lysine
polyamine modifications, unlike other PTMs, are present in all silaffins. Consequently,
specific #-polyamine modifications of lysines may be a characteristic feature of proteins
involved in silicon biomineralization. Consequently, a molecular definition of silaffins
as a protein class in the absence of sequence conservation may be based on the pres-
ence of lysine polyamine chains with varying length and methylation degree. The
site-specific location and spacing of positively charged lysine modifications in silaffins
may be crucial for its silica-binding function. At the same time, the potential variety
of lysine PTMs may be associated with the phylogenetic relationships among diatom
species and their incredible morphological diversity. Hence, elucidation of the chem-
ical modifications of silicifying proteins should provide a more complete mechanistic
understanding of biomineralization processes in diatoms.
Over the last decades, the chemical understanding of lysine modifications in silaffins
has substantially advanced, however, there is still a significant gap between currently
known modifications and the full complexity of endogenous silaffin modifications
PTMs. To put this work in the context of previous studies, we point out methodological
limitations of most proteomic analyses of silaffin proteins. Until present time the dis-
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Table 1.1 Overview of silaffin PTMs identified from different diatom species. See [33, 46, 101]
for review.
Diatom Silaffin
Post-translational modifications
Referencesat lysine
at proline at hydroxylamino acidsat #-amino group at d-position
C. fusiformis
natSil1A
natSil1B
Methylation,
#-polyamine chains
Hydroxylation,
phosphorylation Not present Phosphorylation [57, 64, 66]
natSil2 Methylation,
#-polyamine chains Unknown Hydroxyproline Phosphorylation,
glycosylation,
sulfation
[83]
T. pseudonana
tpSil1/2 Methylation,
#-polyamine chains Unknown
Hydroxyproline,
dihydroxyproline [67]
tpSil3 Methylation,
#-polyamine chains Hydroxylation Not present [67, 68]
tpSil4 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown [69]
N. pelliculosa Unknown Methylation Hydroxylation,phosphorylation
Hydroxyproline,
dihydroxyproline Unknown [51, 52]
E. zodiacus Unknown Methylation,
#-polyamine chains Unknown Unknown Unknown [102]
covery of biosilica-embedded proteins either relied on laborious biochemical analyses
of purified silaffins [65–68], or indirect methods such as whole genome expression pro-
filing under different stress conditions [49, 103–106]. Although these studies identified
many protein candidates potentially involved in silica formation, all the utilized ap-
proaches are not suitable for silaffin PTM characterization. Despite great biological in-
terest in lysine PTMs, our knowledge of modification sites is limited to a few proteins in
a couple of evolutionary distant species (including T. pseudonana and C. fusiformis). This
substantially hampers or even precludes the comparison of polyamine protein-bound
structures in the context of evolutionary and functional conservation. Addressing these
questions is challenging at both the biological and methodological level, and prompts
the development of new analytical strategies and chemical methods for PTM charac-
terization. High-throughput approaches for the identification of PTMs are now being
developed. Recent advances in MS instrumentation coupled to the development of an-
alytical methods over the past several years now allow us to investigate the biosilicome
on a global scale.
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1.4 mass spectrometry in ptm discovery
The characterization of protein post-translational modifications (PTMs) remains one of
the major challenges of MS-based proteomics. Historically, one of the first applications
of mass spectrometry in protein research was mapping of a PTMs on a single pro-
tein [107]. Although until recently mass spectrometers have substantially evolved, the
basic operating principles of these instruments remain conceptually the same. In the
current section, recent advances in development of analytical approaches, instrumen-
tation, and bioinformatics analyses, as well as their implications for characterization of
silaffin PTMs will be discussed.
1.4.1 Modification-specific proteomics
In general, mass spectrometric detection of PTMs can be achieved via three strate-
gies: top-down, middle-down, bottom-up approaches (Fig. 1.6a–1.6c) [108]. The bottom-up
proteomics approach Fig. 1.6c represents by far the most commonly applied strategy
for the chemical characterization of protein modifications [109]. This method refers
to the analysis of modified peptides released from the protein by enzymatic cleav-
age. In this approach, peptides are usually obtained via digestion of the protein with
a site-specific proteolytic enzyme(s), typically trypsin. Proteins can be digested in-
solution, or pre-fractionated by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electropho-
resis (SDS-PAGE) followed by in-gel digestion [110, 111]. The latter method allows
removal of low-molecular-weight contaminants already at electrophoresis step and in-
creases resolution in analytical separations. The resulting protein digest is separated
by reversed-phase liquid chromatography (RPLC), which is followed by MS/MS frag-
mentation. In most cases the observed mass shift in a peptide mass spectrum indicates
a certain PTM type. By searching for the corresponding mass shift, modified peptides
can be identified and the PTM sites mapped back to the protein sequence.
In contrast to the bottom-up approach, a ‘top-down’ analysis Fig. 1.6a can provide a
global view on PTMs present in intact proteins. PTM characterization by a top-down
approach may be achieved with nonergodic fragmentation techniques such as ETD and
ECD. However, top-down approach is less sensitive than bottom-up, and data interpre-
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Figure 1.6 Proteomics approaches
tation may be non-trivial due to the higher complexity of both MS1 and MS2 spectra
from multiply charged precursor ions [112]. Here, middle-down strategy Fig. 1.6b, in
which proteins are digested into peptides commonly in the 3 to 9 kDa range, might rep-
resent an appropriate compromise, combining both the sensitivity and global overview
of silaffin PTM complexity. However, similarly to a top-down approach, longer pep-
tides (>3 kDa) generated in a middle-down fashion have much wider charge-state dis-
tributions as compared to bottom-up peptides, thus reducing the overall signal sensi-
tivity. Therefore, the bottom-up approach, which usually involves high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) separation of in-gel-digested proteins, clearly demon-
strates an optimal sensitivity for mapping of silaffin PTMs. However, the use of con-
ventional trypsin-based bottom-up approach for lysine PTM mapping appears to be
premature, because it implies that both the ‘intact’ protein sequence and the PTMs are
exactly known.
We therefore shifted a ‘classical’ bottom-up paradigm towards a prior analysis of
modified lysines. Biosilica-embedded proteins can be broken down to amino acids by
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hydrolysis, while methylated and polyamine-modified lysines are stable to both acid
and alkali treatment. Cleavage with hydrochloric acid (HCl) is the most common hy-
drolysis method [113], which was first applied in diatom research by Nakajima and
Volcani [51, 52] and further utilized by the groups of Sumper and Kröger to identify
polyamine-modified lysines in isolated silaffins [64–68, 83]. Surprisingly, the full quali-
tative and quantitative lysine PTM profiling has never been done so far in total diatom
biosilica extracts, while it represents a prerequisite for any further PTM mapping stud-
ies. The important advantage of this straightforward approach lies in its simplicity and
ability to characterize the lysine modifications in total biosilica hydrolysates without
any additional treatment. However, analysis of #-polyamine-modified lysines displays
multiple analytical challenges, as discussed further.
1.4.2 Analysis of polyamine-modified lysines by mass spectrometry
Identification of amino acids in acidic hydrolysates is a classical protein analysis method,
which has been referred to as amino acid analysis (AAA) [114]. Therefore, identifica-
tion of lysines along with their PTMs represents a variation of AAA, though it is
specifically focused on profiling of post-translationally modified lysines. Hydrolysis
using hydrochloric acid (HCl) is currently universally applied to AAA, because HCl
can cleave peptide bonds completely independent of the amino acid sequence and
PTMs [113]. Hence, AAA is applicable to highly-modified proteins such as silaffins,
that are not easy to be analyzed by enzymatic proteolysis. Most amino acids are ob-
tained quantitatively from protein hydrolysates by HCl, which can easily be removed
by evaporation afterwards. Therefore, HCl hydrolysis provides a generic and straight-
forward method, which combines simplicity, accuracy, and wide applicability.
After HCl cleavage of biosilica-associated proteins, #-polyamine-modified lysines
have to be analyzed in total biosilica hydrolysates. To address this issue, the RPLC sepa-
ration methods were traditionally used to separate, identify and quantify components
in complex mixtures. However, the conventional RPLC separation of underivatized
polyamines, or (in our case) #-polyamine-modified and methylated lysines is challeng-
ing due to the low retention of hydrophilic and highly charged polyamines, and their
susceptibility to undergo severe tailing [115]. Hence, polyamine liquid chromatogra-
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phy (LC) either requires the utilization of ion-pairing techniques, which are generally
poorly compatible with MS, or hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) alter-
natives, which suffer of lower separation efficiency compared to the RPLC.
Due to the reasons above polyamine molecules are commonly analyzed by making
them react with different derivatizing agents [116] with attachment of bulky hydropho-
bic groups and thus enhancing the hydrophobicity of the derivatized compounds,
which could be separated on a reversed-phase column, resulting in higher sensitiv-
ity in comparison to underivatized molecules. Most of these derivatization reagents,
however, exhibit certain disadvantages and limitations, including derivative instability,
inconsistent production of derivatives, inability to derivatize secondary amino groups,
necessity of removal of excess reagent to avoid rapid RPLC column deterioration and
poor compatibility with ESI-MS [117–124].
+
AQC QAC-derivative NHS1° or 2° amine
+
pH~9
Figure 1.7 AQC derivatization chemistry. Primary and secondary amines react with 6-
aminoquinolyl-N-hydroxysuccinimidyl carbamate (AQC) yielding 6-quinolinylaminocarbonyl-
amines (QAC-derivatives) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)
In contrast to other reagents, derivatization with 6-aminoquinolyl-N-hydroxysuccin-
imidyl carbamate (AQC)8 was demonstrated to be a simple, fast and reproducible
pre-column derivatization [126–134]. AQC increases chromatographic retention and
improves electrospray ionization (ESI) of hydrophilic molecules, thus making them
directly amenable for RPLC. The AQC reagent uses the N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)-
activated heterocyclic carbamate to quantitatively derivatize primary and secondary
amino groups, converting them to stable hydrophobic 6-quinolinylaminocarbonyl (QAC)-
derivatives (the reaction chemistry is depicted in Fig. 1.7). The excess of AQC reagent
reacts with water to form 6-aminoquinoline (AMQ), which can be easily separated
from the QAC-derivatives (see Fig. A.1 for potential degradation ways). Therefore, this
8 According to the recommendations of the IUPAC for nomenclature of organic compounds [125]
it was also called N-hydroxysuccinimidyl 6-quinolinyl carbamate (HSQC), CAS registry number
148757-94-2 [126]. For simplicity reasons and regarding to the common use in the literature, within
this thesis it was named AQC.
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fluorescent derivatizing reagent originally designed for UV-absorbance detection [127],
can be applied for relative quantification with ESI-MS with higher sensitivity and
specificity. Consequently, the ease of AQC derivatization and the stability of QAC-
derivatives makes this approach ideally suitable for accurate profiling of lysine polyamines
in crude biosilica extracts.
After all the QAC-derivatives of polyamine-modified lysines are catalogued and
quantified in total biosilica hydrolysates by LC-MS/MS, lysine PTMs can be mapped to
specific sites in biosilica-associated proteins by the bottom-up proteomic strategy. The
latter usually implies pre-fractionation of intact proteins and enzymatically cleaved
peptides before mass spectrometric analysis [109], which will be covered in the follow-
ing section.
1.4.3 Fractionation of proteins and peptides prior to mass spectrometry analysis
Pre-fractionation of proteins by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis (SDS-PAGE) followed by in-gel digestion is the most commonly used sample
preparation technique in proteomics to date [110, 111]. This gel-based approach allows
reliable elimination of common contaminants (such as detergent and salts), meaning
that essentially any chemicals can be used for sample preparation prior to the gel.
Following in-gel digestion or acidic hydrolysis of silaffin proteins, the resulting com-
plex peptide or amino acid mixture needs to be (at least partly) fractionated prior to
introduction into the mass spectrometer. For this, reversed-phase liquid chromatogra-
phy (RPLC) separates individual compounds mainly by their hydrophobicity, making
it by far the preferred method used for separation of peptides released by enzymatic
digestion. Typically, octadecyl carbon chain C18-bonded silica used for the column
packing (‘stationary phase’), whereas the acidified water and acetonitrile solvents (‘mo-
bile phase’) used for creation of concentration gradients, which refers to the increase of
the concentration of one solvent versus another during the MS acquisition. The ion-
ization of non-volatile peptides is usually achieved by soft ionization techniques such
as electrospray ionization (ESI) and nESI (nano-ESI), where a high voltage is used to
create an electrostatically charged spray that triggers the desolvation of peptides from
solvent droplets into the gas phase [135]. Due to direct compatibility, RPLC can be
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coupled online to ESI ion source of a mass spectrometer. RPLC separation efficiency
depends on many factors such as column parameters (dimensions, adsorbent surface
chemistry, material particle size and packing, etc.), separation conditions (column tem-
perature, solvent flow rate, etc.), eluent types and composition, and the chemical nature
of the components. Therefore, it is possible to achieve an optimal selectivity and sen-
sitivity via proper adjustment of these parameters for each individual compound of
interest. Next, extensively pre-fractionated protein digest is subjected to tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS) analysis.
1.4.4 Tandem mass spectrometry analysis in modification-specific proteomics
Mass spectrometry (MS) has been widely recognized as a superior analytical technique
in proteomics and has gained an important role in the analysis of PTMs. To date, a
wide variety of different mass spectrometry instrument configurations, that differ in
performance capabilities (i. e., ionization method, scan speed, resolution, sensitivity,
and mass range) have been developed for proteomics. A major breakthrough was the
introduction of Orbitrap™ (Thermo Fisher Scientific) mass spectrometers that are
recognized as a gold standard for mass spectrometry-based proteomics at the moment.
Most of the experiments reported in this thesis were carried out using a ‘hybrid’ tan-
dem mass spectrometer, Linear Trap Quadropole (LTQ) Orbitrap Velos combining a
linear ion trap with the Orbitrap analyzer [136]. This instrument can routinely achieve
high resolution and mass accuracy, providing confident identification of PTMs with
high sensitivity and throughput. The principal scheme of this instrument is shown in
Fig. 1.8.
Typically, the mass spectrometer measure the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of gas-phase
molecular ions within certain resolution and m/z range. Gas-phase ionized molecules
arrive from ESI source (a) through the ion optics (b) to linear IT, or Linear Trap
Quadropole (LTQ). Trapped ions of a defined m/z range can be isolated and analyzed
using tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) in high pressure IT (c), where fragmenta-
tion is achieved upon collisions with molecules of neutral gas, hence termed collision-
induced dissociation (CID). The resulting fragments are then detected in low pressure
IT (d) as they hit a mass detector. Alternatively, the precursor ions can be transported
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Figure 1.8 Schematic view of the LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer. The hybrid config-
uration couples a linear ion trap (IT) to a high resolution mass analyzer (Orbitrap). The in-
strument is equipped to perform both collision-induced dissociation (CID) and higher-energy
collisional dissociation (HCD) mode of peptide fragmentation. (a) electrospray ion source; (b)
stacked ring ion guide (S-lens); (c) high pressure IT (6.7 10 3 mbar); (d) low pressure IT
(4.7 10 4 mbar) for CID; (e) the curved ion trap (C-trap); (f) HCD collision cell; (g) Orbitrap.
Figure is adapted from Olsen et al. [136].
all the way from IT to the C-trap (e) and further into the external collision cell (f), where
higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD) fragmentation takes place. The ions are
then returned to the C-trap, from where they are ejected into the Orbitrap mass ana-
lyzer (g) by the high-energy pulse. This energy force the ions to circulate around the
central rod electrode and oscillate with different axial frequencies that are proportional
to their m/z. However, the acquisition speed of Orbitrap-HCD is about half of what is
found for IT-CID fragmentation spectra. Despite this limitation, higher resolution and
mass accuracy of MS/MS spectra, provided by Orbitrap mass analyzer9, outperform
those of CID spectra acquired in IT. Moreover, IT-CID fragmentation does not allow for
trapping of fragment masses below ‘low mass cut-off’, or the so-called ‘1/3 rule’ (28% of
the precursor mass). In contrast to IT-based CID, HCD with Orbitrap detection is less
affected by low mass cut-off limitation and supports detection of lower m/z region10. It
is highly advantageous for fragmentation of modified peptides, where a covalent mod-
ification may give rise to a ‘characteristic’ low-molecular fragments, also denominated
as ‘marker’, ‘diagnostic’ or ‘reporter’ ions. These characteristic fragments are analytically
very useful, since their occurrence is a reliable indicator for the presence of the cor-
9 A m/z range from 100 to 2000 can be measured in 1.3 s at a targeted resolution 130 000 at m/z 400
(Rm/z 400), whereas it declines proportionally as 1/
p
m/z
10 The C-trap scheme is better for transmission and detection of low-molecular weight fragments, com-
pared to quadrupole IT [137]: it is only limited by rf-amplitude of the C-trap and cuts off m/z below
~1/20 of the precursor m/z and therefore does not compromise the detection of low-molecular fragments.
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responding modified amino acid residue (for review refer to [138]). Alternatively, in
some cases, the peptide modification may give rise to a strong neutral loss, where all
charge is retained on one dominant fragment ion, suppressing the relative ion abun-
dance of other fragmentation events. Here HCD demonstrates another clear advantage
over CID, allowing multiple fragmentation events and resulting in richer MS/MS spec-
tra of modified peptides, where the neutral loss may be unproductive.
As seen from above, the hybrid mass spectrometer combines complementary frag-
mentation by IT-CID and Orbitrap-HCD, presenting the advantages of speed for the
former and accurate measurements within wide m/z range for the latter. A common op-
erational mode to control the MS/MS acquisition process is based on data-dependent
acquisition (DDA), where the most abundant precursor ions are selected for MS/MS
analysis. This process is depicted in Fig. 1.9b. In this strategy, the mass spectrometer is
programmed to select the ions with predefined features (e. g., charge state) in the full
scan (MS1) for fragmentation in a cyclic way, so that N of the most intense precursors
(TopN) are subsequently subjected either to CID or HCD MS/MS scan (MS2). The
m/z values of fragmented precursors are placed into the dynamic ‘exclusion’ list for a
certain period of time to allow the successive fragmentation round of next abundant
precursor. Typically, each MS1 is followed by several MS2 rounds, alternating back-to-
back CID and HCD fragmentation for same precursor ion, after which the new DDA
cycle commences. Therefore, DDA attempts to optimize productivity of MS/MS by
minimization of redundant peptide precursor selection and maximization the number
of peptide identifications.
Analysis of MS/MS spectra provides information on the molecular weight of the
fragment ions and enables extrapolating its sequence and position of PTM sites [141].
In LTQ Orbitrap Velos peptide ions are fragmented by either one of the collision-
induced techniques: collision-induced dissociation (CID) and higher-energy collisional
dissociation (HCD). Here the peptide backbone cleavage occurs through the minimum-
energy path via breakage of amide CO NH bonds (marked by in Fig. 1.9c). The
most common peptide fragments that produced by low-energy collisions are b- and
y-ions, highlighted in the Fig. 1.9c in red. The mass differences between y-ion series in-
dicate the amino-acid sequence, which could be read from C- to N-terminus. Typically,
HCD spectra (in contrast to CID) contain ions in the low m/z range including y1, y2
and immonium ions (IMs) of modified residues. In addition, a-ions can occur, which
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Figure 1.9 Principles of data-dependent acquisition (DDA) and peptide fragmentation: (a)
total ion chromatogram (TIC) of Asp-N digest of biosilica AFSM extract; (b) the DDA cycle of
the Top3 most intense precursors; (c) fragment ion nomenclature.
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b1 b3 b4 b5 b6(c) Fragment ion nomenclature [139, 140]. This schematic diagram shows N-terminal a,
b and c ions and C-terminal x, y and z ions for a seven amino acid peptide
represent a CO loss from the b-ions11. If the peptide is modified, ion series containing
the modification will demonstrate the corresponding mass shift. Additionally, for cer-
tain modifications the characteristic fragments or neutral losses occur. E. g., H3PO4-loss
is typically observed for phosphorylation ( 98 Da) and CH3SOH-loss for methionine
oxidation ( 64 Da).
As shown in Fig. 1.9c, fragments in b- and y-ion series differ from each other by
mass of one amino acid residue. Consequently, it is possible to derive sequence in-
formation from peptide fragment spectra. However, the experimental MS/MS spectra
often demonstrate incomplete ion series, intervening peaks from co-isolated precursors,
etc. Assuming that MS-acquisition is performed in course of HPLC run, it generates
increasingly complex datasets containing a large number of MS/MS spectra. Conse-
quently, the subsequent analysis have to face a huge amount of generated data. The
presence of PTMs boosts the combinatorial explosion in the number of potential pro-
tein modification states, which excessively complicates the data analysis of proteomics
data and leads to high number of false-positive identifications [143, 144]. Therefore,
modification-specific analysis of silaffins requires a toolkit of dedicated computational
and statistical methods, which will be reviewed in Section 1.4.5.
11 This loss is usually observed for b2-ion and generates HCD-characteristic a2/b2-pair in the lower mass
range [142] (see Fig. 1.9c)
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1.4.5 Bioinformatics tools for modification-specific proteomics
Bioinformatics represents an essential aspect of MS-based proteomics, especially due
to the complex datasets produced by modification-specific proteomic analysis. PTM
annotation using MS and MS/MS data can be achieved using automated search tools.
Prior to the search against protein sequence database, the peptide-derived spectral data
is converted into a peak list containing the m/z value of the precursor and its fragments.
Several algorithms have been developed to carry out this analysis, where peptide can-
didates are assigned to an experimental spectrum within the shortest possible time
and ranked by an empirical or statistical peptide-spectrum match (PSM) score. Among
the most popular search engines are Mascot and SEQUEST, while many others exist
(for review refer to [145–147]). However, the identification rate for each type of soft-
ware is limited, irrespective of its sophistication and algorithmic basis, due to MS/MS
spectra from co-isolated precursors, unspecific or unexpected protease cleavage, incor-
rect monoisotopic peak assignments or charge state determinations. Hence, database
searching using tandem mass spectra is particularly challenging, especially due to the
complex nature of multiple coexisting lysine PTMs in silaffin proteins. This effect is
much more noticeable for the analysis of larger peptides as their long sequences can
be modified several times with different modifications that exceedingly complicates
database searches. Therefore, specialized computational approaches need to be imple-
mented to allow for a comprehensive assignment of silaffin PTMs.
Commonly, a modification-specific MS-data analysis strategy can be divided into
three major steps: pre-processing of the MS output data, PTM search against pro-
tein sequence database, and statistical validation of PSM and PTM assignment results.
The goal of the preprocessing step is to increase the quality of a subsequent database
search results, which may include cleaning, deisotoping and deconvolution of raw
peptide MS/MS spectra [148–151]. In a second step, before initiating the database
search, the user is asked to specify a list of PTMs that can be searched as ‘fixed’ or
‘variable’ [152]. Fixed modifications are applied universally, while variable modifica-
tions are those which may or may not be present. Finally, the database search result
typically represent a mix of correct and false PSMs. The confident way to filter for con-
fident PSMs hits is the use of a composite target-decoy database, which is created by
reversing or scrambling protein sequences from a target database and is then appended
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to it. Under the assumption that random decoy PSMs and target matches follow the
same distribution, a score cut-off corresponding to certain false discovery rate (FDR)
can be estimated [153]. In addition to FDR evaluation, another goal of the validation
step of the modification-specific analysis is the precise localization of PTMs within a
peptide [152]. To this end, the corresponding algorithms can assess the cumulative bi-
nomial probability of correct site localization using Mascot Delta Score (MD-score) [154]
or “localization probability score,” which is integrated into MaxQuant [155]. However, the
validation of site-specific PTM assignments very often relies on the visual inspection
of the search results and therefore has to be often verified manually.
1.5 rationale of the thesis
The characterization of silaffin PTMs is one of the major tasks that has to be accom-
plished in proteomics of diatom biosilica. As discussed in Section 1.3.2, silaffin pro-
teins undergo multiple post-translational processing events, which include proteolytic
cleavage and covalent addition of a modifying groups to various amino acid residues.
Lysine modifications represent the most remarkable class of silaffin PTMs, because they
are hypothesized to modulate chemical properties of biosilica-associated proteins and
regulate their silica-precipitation function. Our knowledge of lysine PTMs is limited to
a few proteins from phylogenetically distant species, which preclude any conclusions
according to their structural relationship and functional importance.
Since silaffin lysine PTMs are highly heterogeneous, it is necessary first to create a cat-
alogue of polyamine-modified lysines present in all studied diatom species. Although
the profiling of lysine modifications may be achieved by the developed technique in
any biosilica extract, the further localization of pre-profiled PTMs to weakly homolo-
gous protein sequences (refer to Section 1.3.1) ultimately requires the availability of a
complete genome or at least a substantial part of cDNA sequences. Luckily, the recent
advances in genomic sequencing have enabled a unique opportunity to localize silaffin
PTMs to specific sites in biosilica-associated proteins. Currently, six diatom genome
sequences have been published [13–16], providing resources for deeper research into
the proteome of these organisms. Therefore, the current study has been focused on
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Figure 1.9 Phylogenetic tree [156] and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the cell
walls of three centric diatom species. These diatom species have circular valves with varying
ornamentation between central and rim region of the valve face (Fig. 1.9b, 1.9d and 1.9f), while
their girdle bands have less structural complexity and look similar to each other (Fig. 1.9c,
1.9e and 1.9g). Biosilica architectures of these diatom species demonstrate clear differences:
T. oceanica (Fig. 1.9f) has a much smoother valve surface throughout most of the valve area
in contrast to T. pseudonana (Fig. 1.9b) and C. cryptica (Fig. 1.9d). At the same time, all three
diatom species possess tube-like features at the valve rim; the T. oceanica shell, however, almost
entirely lacks elevated mesh-like ridges on the valve surface, which are present only in the rim
area (Fig. 1.9f). SEM images are courtesy of D. Pawolski.
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three centric diatom species with sequenced genomes: Thalassiosira pseudonana [13],
T. oceanica [14] and Cyclotella cryptica [15]. Their biosilica cell wall structures, presented
in Fig. 1.9, display heterogeneous morphology that reflects their phylogenetic prox-
imity, where T. pseudonana is more closely related to C. cryptica than to T. oceanica [156,
157].
In this thesis, I would like to expand the number of profiled lysine modifications to
several phylogenetically-related species in order to compare their profiles in different
diatom species. Therefore, this work aimed at the development of the corresponding
analytical method for analysis of lysine polyamine modifications in biosilicifying pro-
teins. After the proof-of-concept, the method will be applied to biosilica extracts from
the three diatom species. Furthermore, lysine PTMs need to be localized at biosilica-
associated protein sequences. This effort would eventually result in determination of
consensus modification sites, which is a key requirement for mechanistic understand-
ing of post-translational modification machinery in diatom biosilica.

2 A IM OF THE THES IS
The function of biosilica precipitating proteins is largely defined by the presence of
lysine post-translational modifications (PTMs), and exploring their diversity is critical
for a mechanistic understanding of the biomineralization process in diatoms.
The primary aim of this study is to define consensus motifs that comprise a ‘Rosetta
stone’ for the lysine modification code for biosilica-associated proteins.
Three goals were to be addressed during the research:
1. Establish an analytical method for lysine PTM profiling that shifts the conven-
tional bottom-up approach towards analysis of modified lysines in total biosilica
hydrolysates (Section 3.1).
2. Apply the method above for global profiling of lysine modifications in biosilica
extracts from three closely related diatom species: T. pseudonana, T. oceanica and
C. cryptica. To this end, we examine whether similarities at the molecular level
follow evolutionary proximity (Section 3.2).
3. Map of pre-profiled polyamine PTMs back to protein sequences in order to de-
termine consensus motifs for polyamine modifications in biosilica-associated pro-
teins (Section 3.3).
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3.1 a method for analysis of #-polyamine ptms: aproof-of-concept
3.1.1 Establishing a method to analyse #-polyamine PTMs in biosilica hydrolysates
This study aimed to establish a selective and sensitive method for analysis of polyamine-
modified lysines. According to the previously identified compounds (refer to Fig. 1.5
in Section 1.3.3), lysine #-polyamine modifications exhibit predictable structures con-
sisting of repeating propyleneimine (hereafter denoted as propylamine) units and N-
methyl groups. A general formula for lysine modifications is displayed in Fig. 3.1,
where structural units are color-coded. Each structure consists of several propylamines
that are attached linearly to #-amine of lysine residue (PA0, PA1, PA2, PA3, ...), display-
ing different degree of N-methylation (Me1, Me2, Me3, ...). Additionally, the lysine
side-chain can be hydroxylated (Hydroxy), whereas this side hydroxyl can be phos-
phorylated (Phospho).
The list of m/z values calculated according to the generic formula can be used for tar-
geted MS/MS analysis of #-polyamine-modified and methylated lysines (Table 3.1).
Previously, direct infusion ESI-MS/MS was applied in a number of studies allow-
ing characterization of modified lysine residues cleaved from biosilica-associated pro-
teins [6, 52, 57, 64, 67, 68, 83, 90]. However, being simple and rapid, the direct infusion
analysis would not optimally allow discrimination and quantification of multiple com-
pounds with isobaric molecular masses corresponding to the structural formula in
Fig. 3.1 (e. g., the molecules with different position of N-methyl groups). As of now,
this limitation precluded mainly the full qualitative and quantitative profiling of lysine
modifications present in total hydrolysates of the whole biosilica extracts. Therefore,
we set up a novel technique, aiming not to replace the existing one, but rather to
complement it with the structural profiling and quantitation of isomeric #-polyamine
modifications.
We established a method, which includes acidic hydrolysis and derivatization by
AQC followed by LC-MS/MS analysis. The analyzed polyamine structures display
different degrees of N-methylation, allowing a maximum of 2n + 1 additional methyl
groups per molecule (where n represents a number of nitrogens in polyamine back-
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Figure 3.1 Generic structure of the lysine post-translational modifications in biosilica-
associated proteins. PA0, lysine residue; PA1, PA2, PA3, propylamine units; Me1–Me7, N-
methylation positions (where R1–R7 = H or CH3); d-hydroxylation of lysine (Hydroxy); phos-
phorylation of side hydroxyl (Phospho).
Backbone Me0 Me1 Me2 Me3 Me4 Me5 Me6 Me7 ...
Lys-PA0 147.1128 161.1285 175.1442 189.1599 — — — — ...
Lys-PA1 204.1706 218.1863 232.2020 246.2177 260.2334 274.2491 — — ...
Lys-PA1-PA2 261.2284 275.2441 289.2598 303.2755 317.2912 331.3069 345.3226 359.3383 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hydroxy-Lys-PA0 163.1077 177.1234 191.1391 205.1548 — — — — ...
Hydroxy-Lys-PA1 220.1655 234.1812 248.1969 262.2126 276.2283 290.2440 — — ...
Hydroxy-Lys-PA1-PA2 277.2233 291.2390 305.2547 319.2704 333.2861 347.3018 361.3175 375.3332 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Phospho-Hydroxy-Lys-PA0 243.0740 257.0897 271.1054 285.1211 — — — — ...
Phospho-Hydroxy-Lys-PA1 300.1318 314.1475 328.1632 342.1789 356.1946 370.2103 — — ...
Phospho-Hydroxy-Lys-PA1-PA2 357.1896 371.2053 385.2210 399.2367 413.2524 427.2681 441.2838 455.2995 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...Table 3.1 Calculated m/z values of singly-protonated molecular species for #-polyamine struc-
tures from Fig. 3.1. Accounted for singly-charged molecular species. Furthermore, each struc-
ture was supplemented with respective number of derivatization groups (NQAC) attached
to primary and secondary amines (shown in Table A.1). Propylamine units (PA0, PA1, PA2);
N-methyl groups (Me1–Me7); d-hydroxylation of lysine (Hydroxy); phosphorylation of side
hydroxyl (Phospho).
bone). As discussed in Section 1.4.2, AQC reagent quantitatively derivatizes primary
and secondary amines [127]. Consequently, the corresponding number of attached
derivatization groups (NQAC) indicates how many non-methylated nitrogens are
present in the #-polyamine chain. The NQAC groups is therefore helpful to resolve
ambiguities between multiple isobaric molecules, allowing discrimination of struc-
tural isomers including polyamine chains of varying structures. The resulting QAC-
derivatives can be quantified by the integration of extracted-ion-chromatogram (XIC)
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peaks of their protonated molecular species. LC separation of QAC-derivatives is fol-
lowed by high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS), which can be targeted to precal-
culated m/z values of anticipated #-polyamine lysines (from Table 3.1) with the corre-
sponding number of QAC moieties attached. Tentatively assigned polyamines could be
further confirmed by LC-MS/MS analysis, thus providing detailed information regard-
ing both relative abundance and structure of covalently polyamine-modified lysines.
Finally, upon the MS/MS fragmentation QAC-derivatives generate the pronounced
fragment of m/z 171.0564, which could be used for multiple reaction monitoring (MRM)
experiments [130, 131].
However, the different number of QAC groups (NQAC) attached to polyamine
derivatives may affect their ionization efficiency, thus biasing the instrument response.
Therefore, having an established analytical method at hand, we examined its applica-
bility for the analysis of synthetic and commercially available standards that contain
different number of primary and secondary amines (Section 3.1.2). To further demon-
strate the quantification accuracy, we applied the entire workflow to well-characterized
biosilica-associated protein silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana [67, 68] (Section 3.1.3).
3.1.2 Evaluation of the method applicability for profiling of lysine #-polyamines
In order to investigate the response factors for lysine derivatives, the calibration curves
for molecules reacted with different number of derivatization groups (NQAC) were
build. Additionally, method evaluation addressed the completeness of derivatization
reaction and stability of resulting QAC-derivatives. For this purpose stock solutions
of synthetic and commercially available standards with different number of primary
and secondary amines were used (all compounds are listed in Table 5.1 and Sec-
tion 5.1 of Materials and Methods). The structure and corresponding number
of QAC-groups attached to each of the analytical standards are depicted in Fig. 3.2.
The synthetic ornithine- and lysine-based #-polyamines, or post-translational modifi-
cation (PTM) 275-orn and PTM 289 respectively1 (Fig. 3.2a and 3.2b), were synthe-
1 For reader convenience here and further all the lysine derivatives in the text are annotated with m/z
values of singly protonated molecular ions. Similarly, QAC-derivatized molecules are denoted with the
m/z value following by the respective number of QAC moieties attached in parentheses (NQAC). In
Section 3.3 lysine PTMs mapped to the protein sequence are denoted with the nominal m/z value for
simplicity.
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sized by Marina Abacilar in Armin Geyer laboratory (Philipps-Universität, Mar-
burg, Germany). The polyamine chain of these molecules corresponds to the abun-
dant lysine modification, which has been characterized previously in protein silaffin-3
from T. pseudonana (tpSil3) [67, 68]. The use of ornithine for internal standard deriva-
tive is explained by its abundance in diatom biosilica (concentrations are three orders
of magnitude lower than lysine, unpublished results). Much like spermidine poly-
amine (Fig. 3.2c), they react with three AQC molecules resulting in 3QAC-derivatives.
Standards of unmodified lysine (Fig. 3.2d), #-N-monomethyllysine (Fig. 3.2e), d-hy-
droxylysine (Fig. 3.2f) accepted 2QAC moieties, whereas #-N,N,N-trimethyllysine
(Fig. 3.2h), #-N,N-dimethyllysine (Fig. 3.2g), arginine (Fig. 3.2i), and proline (Fig. 3.2j)
were 1QAC-derivatized.
Previously, #-polyamine chains were demonstrated to be stable towards acidic hy-
drolysis [57]. At the same time, primary and secondary amines have different reaction
rates [122, 127]. Therefore, partial or incomplete derivatization of polyamines may bias
the quantification accuracy. To ensure the completeness of derivatization, the synthetic
polyamine-modified lysine consisting of two propylamine units with a dimethylated
terminal amine attached to #-amine was used (PTM 289, Fig. 3.2b). The complete-
ness of derivatization reaction was assessed by the amount of incompletely derivatized
#-polyamine, which did not exceed 1 % of total standard amount. QAC-derivatives
are stable at room temperature, while the excess reagent does not affect the analysis.
Moreover, during RPLC separation the sample is cleaned up with the mobile phase,
thus eliminating ion-suppression effect from borate buffer, which is poorly compatible
with ESI-mass spectrometry (MS). The QAC-derivatized #-polyamine-modified lysine
was stable at 4 C in borate buffer within a week with decomposition degree less than
10 %; nevertheless, immediate analysis right after derivatization was preferred. Finally,
the completeness of AQC-derivatization of polyamines in crude biosilica hydrolysates
was confirmed by using ornithine-based internal standard (PTM 275-orn, see Fig. 3.2a),
which was spiked into each sample prior to the analysis.
Calibration curves produced for 2QAC and 3QAC-derivatives were linear within
three orders of magnitude (1000-fold dynamic range), demonstrating similar response
factors (see Fig. 3.2). Therefore no individual standards for each type of lysine modi-
fications because the instrument response is controlled by the number of QAC groups
attached. Therefore, it is safe to consider that all 2QAC and 3QAC (and presum-
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Figure 3.2 Calibration curves of standard compounds with a different number of QAC moi-
eties attached: (a) polyamine-modified ornithine (PTM 275-orn); (b) polyamine-modified ly-
sine PTM 289; (c) spermidine; (d) unmodified lysine; (e) #-N-monomethyllysine (PTM 161); (f)
d-hydroxylysine (PTM 163); (g) #-N,N-dimethyllysine (PTM 175); (h) #-N,N,N-trimethyllysine
(PTM 189); (i) arginine; (j) proline; QAC, derivatization group.
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ably 4QAC, which were not tested) compounds demonstrate similar response and
no correction factors are required. At the same time, the 1QAC lysines demon-
strated approximately 10 lower response factors (see Fig. 3.2a). Consequently, abun-
dances of 2QAC and 3QAC-derivatives, calculated from XICs, can be normalized
to the spiked ornithine-based internal standard (Fig. 3.2a), while 1QAC-derivatized
molecules have to be quantified via external calibration. Additionally, calibration
curves were produced for 17 physiological amino acids in order to determine their
content in protein hydrolysates (Fig. A.2). 1QAC-derivatized amino acids displayed
dynamic ranges of four orders of magnitude, whereas a few amino acids exhibited
linearity over two orders of magnitude.
Therefore, the established method is applicable for quantitative analysis of lysine
derivatives. The major advantages provided by this method include enhanced sensi-
tivity and selectivity to all the covalently modified lysines. To further demonstrate
the method applicability for analysis of crude biosilica hydrolysates, we applied the
entire workflow for characterization of lysine modifications in the purified biosilica-
associated protein tpSil3.
3.1.3 Profiling of lysine modifications in silaffin-3
As discussed in Section 1.3.2, protein silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3) is a well-
characterized component of its biosilica extract with highly complex modifications [67,
68]. Therefore, tpSil3 was purified from T. pseudonana biosilica extract according to the
protocol developed by Poulsen and Kröger (refer to Section 5.2 or [67]). ESI-MS of
underivatized acidic hydrolysate in the positive ion mode revealed two abundant peak
clusters with m/z 319.2704, 333.2860, 347.3017, and lesser amounts of m/z 275.2442,
289.2598, 303.2755, 317.2911, which displayed the mass difference of 14 Da between
neighbouring peaks that corresponds to CH2 unit (Fig. 3.3). These masses fit to lysines
modified with two propylamine units with different number of N-methyl groups (see
in Table 3.1), which also agreed with previously published data [67]. These chemical
structures were confirmed with high-resolution MS/MS spectra with 3 ppm accuracy
(refer to Section 3.2.1 and Fig. A.13–A.21).
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Figure 3.3 MS-spectrum of acidic hydrolysate of silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3)
Next, HCl hydrolysate of the purified tpSil3 was subjected to AQC-derivatization.
Resulting QAC derivatives were injected to LC-MS for quantification of modified lysines
and other amino acids from their XICs signals (see Section 5.6 for experimental de-
tails). The amino acids were quantified from calibration curves (Fig. A.2), while the
molar amounts of #-polyamine lysine derivatives were calculated proportionally to the
amount of ornithine-based internal standard (PTM 275-orn, Fig. 3.2a). The calculated
molar amounts of both amino acids and #-polyamines were normalized to the total
amount of all QAC-derivatives. To ensure correctness of the results obtained from this
experiment, the same sample of tpSil3 was analyzed for amino acid content using UV-
detection at 280 nm (refer to Section 5.7). Both results were compared to theoretical
amino acid composition of tpSil3. The full profile of lysine modifications and amino
acid content of this protein are displayed in Fig. 3.4.
The polypeptide chain of tpSil3 contains a total of 33 lysine residues that corre-
spond to 16 % (of the total amino acid content), while less than 5 % of free lysines
were detected (see Fig. 3.4). At the same time, relative abundances of other amino
acids corroborated tpSil3 database sequence. Under the conditions of acidic hydrolysis
(6 m HCl, 16–24 h at 110 C) some amino acid residues undergo oxidation or complete
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Figure 3.4 Amino acid content and lysine PTMs profile of tpSil3 by MS- and UV-detection.
Validation of the developed method with the analysis of silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3).
Only 25 % of free lysines were detected. About 75 % of total lysine content is modified with
different #-modifications, displayed in (a)–(i). Asx, Aspartic acid or Asparagine; Glx, Glutamic
acid or Glutamine; QAC, derivatization group.
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degradation [113]. Upon HCl hydrolysis asparagine and glutamine were converted to
aspartic acid and glutamic acid, respectively, and therefore detected as sum of both
(Asx and Glx in Fig. 3.4). Tryptophan completely degraded, whereas methionine and
cysteine cannot be directly determined from the hydrolyzed samples due to oxida-
tion, and therefore were not quantified. Serine, tyrosine, and threonine are partially
hydrolyzed. Thus, considering the stable amino acid residues, both LC-MS and UV-
detection demonstrated collaborating results for amino acid determination, however
UV-detection failed to distinguish different lysine modifications species due to the lack
of corresponding standards. In contrast, the developed MS-based method clearly indi-
cated the presence of differently modified lysines. Therefore, we concluded that total
amount of modified lysines corresponded to 80 %, which was in a good agreement with
previously reported data [67, 68]. Side-chain polyamines of the detected lysine modifi-
cations vary in number of propylamine units and N-methylation groups. The number
of derivatization groups (NQAC) attached to primary and secondary amines of mod-
ified lysines was in accordance with fragment spectra of non-derivatized molecules
(e. g. for PTM 303a, Fig. 3.4), which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2.1.
3.2 profiling lysine #-polyamine modifications inbiosilica extracts from three diatom species
Silaffin proteins appear to be permanently associated with (or embedded within) the
biosilica, as they are not extracted from diatom cell walls under rigorous extraction
conditions (e.g., 2 % SDS at 95 C, 8 m urea, or 6 m guanidiniumHCl), as long as the
silica remains intact (discussed in Section 1.3.1). To increase the accessibility of silaffins
we employed the protocol by Kröger et al. [66], which was used previously for the
characterization of LCPA, silacidins, and other biosilica-embedded components [66, 67,
72, 83]. Briefly, acidified ammonium fluoride solution (pH 4.5) was used for solubiliza-
tion of the biosilica-associated proteins, therefore termed ammonium fluoride soluble
material (AFSM).
The AFSM extracts from three diatom species were hydrolyzed with HCl. The ly-
sine modifications from total acidic hydrolysates were fragmented via two alternative
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ways: (a) directly in HCl hydrolysate without any pre-fractionation, and (b) in course
of LC-MS/MS run with pre-column AQC-derivatization. The lysine #-polyamine struc-
tures were obtained by combining information derived from both types of spectra,
which are given in Appendix (Fig. A.9–A.25). Each MS/MS spectrum was interpreted
and annotated with compositions and chemical structures. Additionally, the number
of derivatization adducts (NQAC) helped to resolve isobaric molecular species using
RPLC. The full catalogue of the detected lysine PTM structures from the three diatom
species is summarized in Table 3.2.
3.2.1 Lysine PTM profile and characteristic fragments
Prior to the analysis of lysine #-polyamines in total biosilica hydrolysates, the fragmen-
tation of lysine- and ornithine-based standards bearing d-polyamine modifications was
investigated (mass spectra are shown in Fig. 3.6). The MS/MS of ornithine derivative
with exact m/z 275.2442 (PTM 275-orn) revealed the series of fragments that corre-
sponds to the fragmentation of propylamine chain, which corroborated fragmentation
pattern of lysine #-polyamine modification (cf. Fig. 3.6a and Fig. 3.6b). Cleavage po-
sitions that lead to the observed fragment ions are depicted by in Fig. 3.5, where
the corresponding fragments are indicated as m- and n-ion series. Optimal normalized
collision energies (nCE) required for the complete fragmentation of both polyamine
standards were about 25 % to 35 %, which was applied for fragmentation of other mod-
ified lysines. Additionally, the pronounced H2O-losses were detected for ornithine
fragments, where the formation of stable six-membered lactam ring occurred (the so-
called ornithine effect [158]), which was not observed for lysine #-polyamine standard.
This hallmark fragments can be used to distinguish further lysine and ornithine poly-
amine modifications, if they would be present in diatom biosilica hydrolysates.
Next, the acidic hydrolysates of biosilica extracts from the three diatoms were sub-
jected to direct infusion MS/MS analysis. Altogether, 20 m/z values were detected
within 3 ppm accuracy that were matched to #-polyamine-modified lysine structures.
In Table 3.2 each structure is referred to as ‘PTM’ with a nominal m/z for underiva-
tized singly-charged ion (the exact m/z are also provided). In order to validate the
chemical structures of underivatized molecular species higher-energy collisional disso-
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Figure 3.5 Schematic diagram of m- and n-ions representing fragmentation of #-polyamine
chain (R1–R7 = H or CH3). For certain lysine modifications containing d-hydroxyl phosphoryla-
tion the H3PO4 ( 98 Da) or HPO3-loss ( 80 Da) neutral losses can be observed.
ciation (HCD) MS/MS was produced for m/z. Direct infusion MS/MS analysis revealed
the presence of multiple compounds with isobaric molecular masses. This approach,
being simple and rapid, appeared to be insufficient for the analysis of complex biosilica
matrices due to the presence of several structural isomers, i. e. PTMs 303, 317, and 331.
The direct infusion analysis did not allow their discrimination, and, consequently, it
was not possible to unambiguously validate the corresponding structures with MS/MS
spectrum. Additionally, direct MS analysis could be difficult for the identification and
quantification of these lysine PTMs due to significant differences in ionization efficien-
cies of polyamine molecules, which would require to use analytical standards for each
individual compound.
To overcome this issue, LC-MS/MS was performed, which resolved and fragmented
separately the isobaric species. After pre-column derivatization each isoform reacted
with a different number of AQC molecules, corresponding to the total number of pri-
mary and secondary amines present in the structure. In Table 3.2 next to each m/z value
for underivatized species the corresponding number of derivatization adducts is pro-
vided (NQAC, highlighted in gray). Isobaric molecular species with different NQAC
groups were well chromatographically resolved and fragmented separately, thus pro-
viding an independent confirmation for isomers and other structures. For instance,
PTM 303 in Fig. 3.7. Similarly, PTMs 317 and 331 in Fig. A.15–A.18. Additionally, the
RPLC analysis of QAC-derivatized species revealed the presence of five low-abundant
lysine modifications (PTMs 204, 218, 246, 248, and 261), which are present in biosil-
ica hydrolysates from all three diatom species. These modifications were tentatively
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(a) Fragment spectrum of synthetic ornithine d-polyamine derivative PTM 275-orn (m/z 275.2442; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of synthetic lysine #-polyamine derivative PTM 289-lys (m/z 289.2598; 1+)
Figure 3.6 HCD MS/MS spectra (nCE to 30 %) and chemical structures of synthetic standards
of oligo-propylenediamine-substituted #-lysine and d-ornithine derivatives used for validation
of the method and as internal standards: (a) ornithine d-polyamine derivative (m/z 275.2442;
1+); (b) lysine #-polyamine derivative (m/z 289.2598; 1+). Spectra are annotated with accurate
masses, calculated chemical composition (CHNO) and delta mass (in mmu). Lysine-specific
immonium ions at m/z 84.0808 and m/z 129.1022 are not annotated. The pronounced H2O-
losses that were observed during fragmentation of PTM 275-orn are characteristic for ornithine
d-polyamines, where the formation of stable six-membered lactam with m/z 257.2320 occurs
(the so-called ornithine effect [158]), which has not been observed for lysine #-polyamines.
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assigned with a corresponding chemical structure based on the accurate mass and
NQAC derivatization moieties (listed in Table 3.2).
The fragmentation of mono-, di- and trimethylated lysine derivatives results in
lysine-specific immonium ions with a moderate intensity at m/z 115.1229, 129.1386 and
143.1543, respectively. Also, the immonium ion with m/z 130.0867 has been observed
for all methylated lysine species (Fig. A.9–A.11). A specific characteristic ion for mono-
methylated lysine was observed at m/z 98.0964, which corresponds to the immonium
ion (IM)-NH3 ion (Fig. A.9). These results are in a good accordance with previously
published data on lysine methylation [138, 159–161].
In addition to the lysine-specific fragment ions at m/z 84.0808 and m/z 129.1022, sev-
eral specific marker ions can be detected for #-polyamine chains. For instance, MS/MS
spectra of PTMs 413 and 333 (phosphopolyamine and its non-phosphorylated counter-
part, correspondingly) contain the pronounced fragment with the exact m/z 143.1543
(refer to Fig. A.21 and Fig. A.24). As shown in MS/MS spectra from tpSil3 peptides in
Fig. 3.18, the fragmentation of #-polyamine-modified lysine (PTM 289) also results in
formation of the abundant fragment ion of m/z 143.1543. Similarly, this characteristic
ion occurs in spectra of PTMs 303b and 317, which have the same #-polyamine chain
structure (Fig. 3.7 and A.16). The fragmentation of #-polyamines PTMs 317a (isomer
modified by 1QAC, Fig. A.15), PTMs 331a and 331b (isomers with 1 and 2QAC re-
spectively, Fig. A.17 and A.18), PTM 347 (Fig. A.22) resulted in characteristic fragment
with m/z 157.1699, whereas lysine derivatives PTM 275 (Fig. A.13), PTM 303b (isomer
with 3QAC, Fig. 3.7), PTM 319 (Fig. A.20) demonstrated the presence of m/z 129.1386
diagnostic ion.
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized isomeric lysine #-polyamines PTM 303 (m/z 303.2755; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 2QAC-derivatized lysine modification PTM 303a (m/z 322.1893; 2+)
Figure 3.7 HCD MS/MS spectra of isomeric lysine derivatives PTM 303. (a) spectrum of
underivatized isomers (m/z 303; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 2QAC-derivatized molecule
PTM 303a (m/z 322.1893; 2+), nCE to 30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass,
corresponding calculated chemical composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(c) Fragment spectrum of 3QAC-derivatized lysine modification PTM 303b (m/z 407.2133; 2+)
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(d) Fragment spectrum of 2QAC-derivatized lysine modification PTM 303c (m/z 322.1893; 2+)
Figure 3.7 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative PTM 303b and PTM 303c (continued
from previous page). (d) spectrum of 3QAC-derivatized lysine modification PTM 303b, nCE
to 30 %; (c) spectrum of 2QAC-derivatized lysine modification PTM 303c, nCE to 30 %. Frag-
ment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical composi-
tion (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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Table 3.2 Catalogue of lysine modifications and their characteristic fragments. Cleavage po-
sitions that lead to the observed fragment ions are depicted by . Lysine-specific fragments at
m/z 84.0808 and m/z 129.1022 are not listed.
m/z (nqac) ptm structure and reporter fragments spectrum
Ornithine-based internal standard
PTM 275-orn
(standard)
m/z 275.2442
(3QAC)
+
143.1543
160.1808
116.0706
230.1863
86.0964
173.1285
103.1230
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.8
p. 126
#-methylated lysines (Fig. 3.10b)
PTM 161
m/z 161.1285
(2QAC)
+
98.0964, 115.1229
Fig. A.9
p. 127
PTM 175
m/z 175.1441
(1QAC)
+
129.1386
Fig. A.10
p. 128
(
+28
K in Fig. 3.21b)
PTM 189
m/z 189.1598
(1QAC)
+
144.1388
Fig. A.11
p. 129
(
+42
K in Fig. 3.21c)
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Table 3.2 Catalogue of lysine modifications (continued from previous page)
m/z (nqac) ptm structure and reporter fragments spectrum
#-polyaminated lysines (Fig. 3.10c)
PTM 204
m/z 204.1707
(3QAC)
+
low-abundant derivative
no MS/MS
PTM 218
m/z 218.1863
(3QAC)
+
low-abundant derivative
no MS/MS
PTM 232
m/z 232.2020
(2QAC)
+
201.1598130.0863
103.1230
161.1285
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.12
p. 130
(
+85
K in Fig. 3.21f)
PTM 246
m/z 246.2176
(2QAC)
+
low-abundant derivative
no MS/MS
PTM 261
m/z 261.2285
(4QAC)
+
low-abundant derivative
no MS/MS
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Table 3.2 Catalogue of lysine modifications (continued from previous page)
m/z (nqac) ptm structure and reporter fragments spectrum
PTM 275
m/z 275.2442
(4QAC)
+
129.1386
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.13
p. 131
PTM 289
m/z 289.2598
(3QAC)
+
143.1543
244.2020
86.0964
187.1441
103.1230160.1808
130.0863
143.1543
Fig. A.14
p. 132
(
+142
K in Fig. 3.21d)
PTM 303a
m/z 303.2755
(2QAC)
+
143.1543
130.0863 258.2176201.1598
characteristic fragments
Fig. 3.7b
p. 51
PTM 303b
m/z 303.2755
(3QAC)
+
130.0863
157.1699
187.1441
232.2020
117.1386
characteristic fragments
Fig. 3.7c
p. 52
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Table 3.2 Catalogue of lysine modifications (continued from previous page)
m/z (nqac) ptm structure and reporter fragments spectrum
PTM 303c
m/z 303.2755
(2QAC)
+
473.3235
157.1699 187.1441
388.2343
characteristic fragments
Fig. 3.7d
p. 52
PTM 317a
m/z 317.2911
(1QAC)
157.1699
+
130.0863 272.2333201.1598
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.15
p. 133
PTM 317b
m/z 317.2911
(2QAC)
+
143.1543
130.0863 215.1754 272.2333
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.16
p. 134
PTM 331a
m/z 331.3068
(1QAC)
+
157.1699
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.17
p. 135
PTM 331b
m/z 331.3068
(2QAC)
+ +
157.1699
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.18
p. 136
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Table 3.2 Catalogue of lysine modifications (continued from previous page)
m/z (nqac) ptm structure and reporter fragments spectrum
d-hydroxylated lysines (Fig. 3.10d)
PTM 163
m/z 163.1077
(2QAC) +
characteristic fragments
??
no MS/MS
PTM 205
m/z 205.1547
(1QAC)
+
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.19
p. 137
PTM 248
m/z 248.1969
(2QAC)
+
characteristic fragments
no MS/MS
PTM 319
m/z 319.2704
(3QAC)
+
129.1386
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.20
p. 138
PTM 333
m/z 333.2860
(2QAC)
+
143.1543
188.2121
143.1543
Fig. A.21
p. 139
(
+186
K in Fig. 3.21e)
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Table 3.2 Catalogue of lysine modifications (continued from previous page)
m/z (nqac) ptm structure and reporter fragments spectrum
PTM 347
m/z 347.3017
(2QAC)
+ +
157.1699
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.22
p. 140
Phosphopolyamines (Fig. 3.10e)
PTM 399
m/z 399.2367
(3QAC)
+
129.1386
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.23
p. 141
PTM 413
m/z 413.2523
(2QAC)
+
143.1543
143.1543
Fig. A.24
p. 142
PTM 427
m/z 427.2680
(2QAC)
+ +
157.1699
characteristic fragments
Fig. A.25
p. 143
An important outcome of the fragmentation study is the discovery of characteris-
tic ions, present in fragmentation spectra of the #-polyamine modifications. These
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fragments are diagnostic for modified lysine residues and can be used for further
peptide-independent and modification-specific detection of #-polyamine PTMs. De-
tected characteristic ions preferentially represent #-side chain fragments or IMs, whose
m/z are summarized in Table 3.2 (below each structure). According to the MS/MS of
other lysine modifications, the majority of modification-specific fragments refer to the
low-mass region between m/z 50 and 300, and therefore could be detected with high
resolution and sub-ppm mass accuracy (refer to spectra in Fig. A.8–A.25). Information
about these diagnostic modification-specific ions is very important for identification of
modified peptides and for the validation of MS/MS-based PTM assignments, which
will be discussed further in Section 3.3.5.
The accurate masses and MS/MS spectra of six lysine modifications corresponded
to phosphorylated d-hydroxylysines with #-polyamine chains, and its corresponding
non-phosphorylated counterparts with the mass shift of 80 Da for HPO3 (PTMs 399,
319, 413 and PTMs 333, 427 and 347 respectively). However, it is highly surprising
that O-phosphoester bond can be resistant upon exhaustive acidic hydrolysis2 (6 N
HCl, 24 h at 110 C). In the current work, investigation of these structures, collectively
denoted as phosphopolyamines, was addressed with elaborate structural study, which
will be discussed in the following section (Section 3.2.2).
3.2.2 Elucidation of phosphopolyamine structures resistant to acidic hydrolysis
Profiling of biosilica hydrolysates and purified tpSil3 revealed the presence of QAC-
derivatized phosphopolyamines, which eluted earlier than their non-phosphorylated
counterparts (see Fig. A.5). Two alternative structures were proposed, which contained
either phosphoester bond (C O P, Fig. 3.9b) or phosphonate group (C P , Fig. 3.9c).
Both structures were consistent with MS/MS spectrum of the PTM 413 (m/z 413.2523,
Fig. 3.8a), however the observed intensity corresponding to the H3PO4 neutral loss
( 98 Da) was unexpectedly weak. To test the C P bond assumption, total biosilica hy-
drolysate was derivatized with acetic anhydride to detect the corresponding mass shifts
for acetylated species (see Section 5.9). The resulting MS/MS spectrum acquired from
the doubly acetylated derivative of m/z 497.2735 and demonstrated in Fig. 3.8b, how-
2 On the other hand, phosphorylated structures were completely converted to non-phosphorylated ones
by HF-treatment (Fig. A.6).
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Figure 3.8 Phosphopolyamine MS/MS spectra. H3PO4 ( 98 Da) or HPO3 ( 80 Da) neutral
losses.
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ever, does not allow assigning unambiguously the C P bond in the phosphopolyamine
structure. The same problems were subsequently encountered in analysis of less abun-
dant phosphorylated species (PTMs 399 and 427), which were detected in biosilica
hydrolysates (displayed in Fig. 3.10e, phosphorylated).
 2  1 - 0 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 
0
.0
0
- 1 - 2 
d(31P)
-1
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(a) 31P-NMR spectrum of T. pseudonana biosilica hydrolysate.
_
(b) C O P;  0.6 ppm
_
(c) C P ; 8.5 ppm
Figure 3.9 31P-NMR spectrum of T. pseudonana biosilica hydrolysate.
To further elucidate the structure of the phosphopolyamines, diatom biosilica hy-
drolysates were subjected to 31P-NMR analysis, which were carried out by Marcus
Rauche in Eike Brunner laboratory (Technische Universität Dresden, Germany). The
NMR spectrum of T. pseudonana biosilica hydrolysate (displayed in Fig. 3.9a) revealed
the presence of one signal at  1.68 ppm. Phosphoserine with C O P bond and
N-phosphonomethylglycine (or glyphosate) with C P bond were measured indepen-
dently as a reference compound to distinguish chemical shifts for both bonds (data
not shown). The 31P-NMR spectra exhibit that for C P bonds the chemical shift is
about 8.5 ppm (Fig. 3.9c) and for C O P bond about  0.6 ppm (see Fig. 3.9b). The
signal at  1.68 ppm at the 31P-NMR spectrum of the hydrolysate supports the assump-
tion, that the phosphorous in all phosphopolyamines is attached via oxygen at the
lysine residue and not directly bonded on a carbon Fig. 3.9b. From comparison of the
31P{1H}-NMR-decoupled and nondecoupled spectra the signal at  1.68 ppm exhibit
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a doublet structure due to J-coupling (approximately 7.3 Hz) to one neighboring 1H
nucleus. Coupling constants around 7 Hz are typical for 3J-couples of P H. This is
indicating that the phosphate residue is linked to a disubstituted C H group. Instead
the coupling constants of P H bond in glyphosate is much higher with approximately
12.71 Hz and typical for 2J(PH)-couplings [162]. Consequently, both chemical shift and
multiplet structure indicate that the structure of phospho-containing compounds in
T. pseudonana biosilica hydrolysate corresponded to phosphoester bond (C O P, see
Fig. 3.9b).
Taken together, these results suggested that phosphopolyamine modifications com-
prise an abundant class of lysine post-translational modifications (see Fig. 3.10e and
Fig. 3.11e). These modifications was not described before in the literature, however
phosphorylation of the hydroxyl group of N-trimethylhydroxylysine has been previ-
ously reported by Nakajima and Volcani in Navicula pelliculosa diatom [52], which is
displayed in Fig. 1.5). Later, same lysine modification was found in silaffin-1A from
C. fusiformis [66]. The presence of these modifications in biosilica extracts from differ-
ent diatom species indicates, that phosphopolyamines may play an important role in
biosilicification process. Phosphopolyamines occurred in extracts of both T. pseudonana
and C. cryptica (however, with a different abundances, see Fig. 3.10e), but were com-
pletely absent from T. oceanica extract. This observation motivated the comparative
study of lysine PTMs in three diatom species, in order to analyze the similarities and
differences in #-polyamine profiles from the three diatom species.
3.2.3 Lysine polyamine modification profiles of AFSM extracts
The AFSM biosilica hydrolysates were derivatized by AQC and subjected to LC-MS/MS
analysis, where QAC-derivatives were detected and quantified by XICs of their proto-
nated molecular ions (exact experimental procedure described in Section 5.6). The
molar amounts of #-polyamines were calculated proportionally to the amount of in-
ternal standard spiked into each sample (PTM 275-orn), and then normalized to the
total molar amount of all #-polyamine derivatives. For technical reproducibility evalua-
tion, three successive LC runs were considered, and for biological reproducibility, two
biological replicates were averaged. Coefficients of variation for AQC-derivatized in-
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ternal standard, spiked into the biosilica extracts samples before analysis, were within
3–14 %. Coefficients of variation for technical replicates were within 10 % for all of the
measurements. Moderate reproducibility could be explained by the biological variation
in diatom cultures (age variations, different growth rate, etc.)
The content and abundance of modified lysines are shown in Fig. 3.10. To evaluate
the total occupancy of lysine residues in the each AFSM extract, the rate of unmodi-
fied lysine residues PTM 147 (2QAC) out of total detected lysines was measured and
shown in Fig. 3.10a (unmodifified lysine out of total amount). Notably, total lysine
occupancy accounted for 75–85 %, which is consistent with the previous analysis of
purified tpSil3 protein (~75 %, see Section 3.1.2). Altogether, 25 modified lysine QAC-
derivatives were detected within 3 ppm accuracy, and their chemical structures were
confirmed by high-resolution MS/MS. Upon dissociation of QAC moieties the reporter
fragment of m/z 171.0564 is readily generated, while the rest fragments correspond to
fragmentation of underivatized lysine modifications. Interpretation of these spectra in
combination with the number of reacted derivatization moieties (NQAC) aided the
assignment of N-methylation in the #-polyamine side-chain, thus allowing to resolve
ambiguities in case of structural isomers. Independent proof for the assigned poly-
amine structures was obtained from high resolution MS/MS spectra of underivatized
molecules, which was discussed in Section 3.2.1. All the obtained quantitative and
structural data are schematically summarized in Fig. 3.10, where the corresponding
chemical structures are provided next to the data bars.
Mono-, di- and trimethylation of lysine #-amino group represented the most abun-
dant cumulative modification, which accounted for 50–70 % of the total PTM abun-
dance (m/z 161.1285, 175.1441, 189.1598; #-methylated, Fig. 3.10b). Linear polyamine
chains attached to #-amino groups of lysine residues represent the most structurally
diverse subgroup of lysine PTMs (total 13 structures out of 25), whose polyamine side-
chains displayed different degree of N-methylation (#-polyaminated, Fig. 3.10c). Six
#-polyaminated and #-methylated lysines were d-hydroxylated (Fig. 3.10d). Addition-
ally, the LC-MS/MS analysis revealed three phosphorylated hydroxylysine derivatives
(PTMs 399, 413, and 427, Fig. 3.10e), whose non-phosphorylated counterparts with the
corresponding mass difference of 80 Da were also observed (accordingly, PTMs 319, 333
and 347; Fig. 3.10d). d-hydroxylysine (PTM 163 2QAC), and also #-N,N,N-trimethyl-d-
hydroxylysine (PTM 205 1QAC), reported previously in other diatom species [52]. A
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number of #-polyamine-modified lysines were previously reported for silaffin proteins,
e. g. PTMs 275, 289, 303, 333, which were also detected in tpSil3 hydrolysate (see [68]
and Section 3.1.2). In addition to these seven already known lysine PTMs, 18 novel
lysine modifications are reported here for the first time.
The length of polyamine chain in lysine modifications is restricted by two repeated
propylamine units for all three diatom species, while the methylation degree of poly-
amine chains may substantially vary. For instance, it is shown that the modification
of PTM 303 is present in all extracts as two structural isomers (see Fig. 3.7 in Sec-
tion 3.2.1). These two isoforms, which are denoted as PTM 303a and PTM 303b in
Table 3.2, were well separated via LC-MS/MS, because they carry different number of
QAC-derivatization groups (2QAC and 3QAC, respectively). The different number
of derivatization groups indicates on varying N-methylation pattern of their polyamine
chains. Abundances of both isoforms differed significantly throughout profiles of all
three diatom species. The same was observed for PTM 331 (1QAC and 2QAC),
where these modifications were specific for T. oceanica and C. cryptica respectively, sim-
ilar to the relative abundance of both isoforms varied among the three diatom species
and the number of reacted QAC-groups helped to resolve structural isomers.
3.2.4 Comparison of AFIM and AFSM profiles in T. pseudonana
After mineral phase dissolution and extraction of AFSM, the organic matrices that
remain insoluble after ammonium fluoride treatment was also isolated and analyzed
in T. pseudonana biosilica. Previously it has been shown, that ammonium fluoride in-
soluble material (AFIM) contains proteins, polysaccharides and long-chain polyamines
(LCPAs) [71, 163–165], however, it remained poorly characterized in any diatom species
due to laborious and inefficient isolation procedure. In the current work the biochemi-
cal composition and importantly #-polyamine profile of the AFIM has been addressed
in T. pseudonana. The lysine #-polyamine profiles for AFSM and AFIM are compared
in Fig. 3.11. The qualitative composition of lysine PTMs for both fractions remains the
same; at the same time, AFSM and AFIM display striking quantitative differences in
modification profiles. On one hand, the abundance of lysine #-methylated species is
decreased in the AFIM extract (Fig. 3.11b), whereas on the other hand, the content of
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d-hydroxylated and particularly phosphorylated species is substantially increased for
AFIM fraction (Fig. 3.11d-e).
(b) ε-methylated (c) ε-polyaminated (e) phosphorylated(d) δ-hydroxylated
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of AFSM and AFIM
The abundance of unmodified lysine (out of total amount) in AFIM is two times less
as compared to AFSM Fig. 3.11a, and the profile is shifted towards #-polyamine species
in AFIM. Important to mention, that proteins comprising insoluble fraction are differ-
ent from those in AFSM, consisting mainly of cingulins and newly discovered proteins
termed silicanins [90, 166]. The larger number of lysine PTMs in these proteins would
be expected to enhance the silica formation activities of protein aggregates in AFIM,
which might be important for biosilica morphogenesis of girdle bands region. How-
ever, PTM profiling of AFIM fractions in other diatom species remains to be further
investigated.
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3.2.5 Phylogenetic relationship across three diatom species
The modification pool shared by all diatom species is qualitatively conserved for most
of the modifications, although the relative abundances of lysine PTMs differed strongly
throughout profiles of all species. Some of modifications are shared by all studied
species, whereas several PTMs appear to be species-specific. To further investigate this
issue, we compared the full profiles of lysine modifications in biosilica extracts from
three diatom species T. pseudonana, C. cryptica and T. oceanica. The graphic presentation
of phylogenetic relationship can be significantly simplified via tabular view in Table 3.3,
where the lysine modifications have been clustered into the boxes ( ) with species-
specific modifications based on their abundance or occurrence.
It is shown in Table 3.3, that T. pseudonana and C. cryptica ( ) shared almost
the same polyamine modification pool with three specific PTMs for C. cryptica ( ),
while multiple exceptions occurred for the phylogenetically more distant diatom T. oceanica
( ). Total six lysine modifications were specific for T. oceanica extract (i. e., PTMs 218,
232, 246, 248, 317a and 331a). It is clear, therefore, that polyamine PTM profiles follow
the phylogenetic proximity across three diatom species, which is reflected by phyloge-
netic tree on top of each column in Table 3.3 ( , adapted from Fig. 1.9a and [156,
157]).
Strong differences in almost all PTM abundances imply the existence of tightly regu-
lated enzymatic machinery responsible for biosilica formation in diatoms. Differently
modified lysines may represent semi-products of subsequent silaffin processing steps,
where enzymatic machinery for post-translational modification should include methyl-
transferases, aminopropyl-transferases, and hydroxylases (see Fig. 3.10b–d). There is
a clear structural similarity between lysine #-polyamine chains and LCPAs, indicating
a common enzymatic pathway for biosynthesis of these molecules (which has been
previously hypothesized in [99, 167]). These scheme implies that hydroxylation and
phosphorylation of lysine residues occurs after #-polyamination, which is supported
by the presence of the corresponding ‘intermediates’. Based on the clustered data,
summarized in table Table 3.3, it is possible to draw hypothetical routes for lysine
post-translational modifications that are demonstrated in Fig. 3.12 (the direction of
hypothetical PTM pathway is marked with arrows).
Nevertheless, the surprising variability of polyamine modifications and strong dif-
ferences for abundances of (almost) all lysine derivatives imply on the set of differently
modified proteins potentially involved in biosilica morphogenesis. Therefore, the fur-
ther elucidation of post-translational specificity for protein modifications is important
for mechanistic understanding of biosilicification processes in different diatoms species.
To follow up on this notion, it is necessary to locate the sites of those modifications in
silaffin sequences and to perform inter- and cross-species comparison of the corre-
sponding PTM patterns that will be presented in Section 3.3.
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Figure 3.12 Hypothetical routes for lysine post-translational modifications from the three diatom species,
based on their occurrence and abundance. See also Table 3.3. TP , T. pseudonana; CC , C. cryptica; TO ,
T. oceanica
Table 3.3 Tabular representation of the data from Fig. 3.10 (clustered by occurrence and abundance). Phylogenetic relationship between the three
diatom species is shown by the tree ( ), which is adapted from Alverson et al. [156]. The abundance profiles of modified lysines were similar in
the phylogenetically more closely related T. pseudonana and C. cryptica ( ), and both differed from the profile in the phylogenetically more distant
T. oceanica ( ). TP , T. pseudonana; CC , C. cryptica; TO , T. oceanica.
Occurred in TP , CC and TO Occurred in TP and CC Occurred in TO only Occurred in CC only
+
+ +
+ +
+ + + +
PTM 163 (2QAC) PTM 205 (1QAC) PTM 218 (3QAC) PTM 331b (2QAC)
0.70.3% 0.20.0% 4.60.5% 2.20.5% 1.60.7% 0.00.0% 0.00.0% 0.00.0% 0.80.5% 0.00.0% 3.30.9% 0.10.0%
+
+ + + + +
+
+ +
PTM 161 (2QAC) PTM 275 (4QAC) PTM 232 (2QAC) PTM 347 (2QAC)
4.20.9% 9.71.6% 3.31.7% 7.50.6% 5.30.8% 0.50.3% 0.00.0% 0.10.1% 10.70.3% 0.00.0% 0.90.3% 0.00.0%
+
+ + + + + + + +
PTM 175 (1QAC) PTM 303b (3QAC) PTM 246 (2QAC) PTM 427 (2QAC)
30.74.2% 23.27.3% 44.10.6% 1.00.2% 3.10.7% 0.20.0% 0.00.0% 0.00.0% 1.50.3% 0.00.0% 1.70.4% 0.00.0%
+
+ + + +
PTM 189 (1QAC) PTM 319 (3QAC) PTM 248 (2QAC)
2.50.4% 24.91.4% 17.42.6% 3.71.1% 2.60.3% 0.10.2% 0.00.0% 0.00.0% 1.10.2%
++ + + + +
PTM 204 (3QAC) PTM 333 (2QAC) PTM 317a (1QAC)
0.80.2% 0.40.1% 1.00.1% 9.34.2% 1.70.1% 0.40.2% 0.10.0% 0.10.1% 2.52.0%
+
+ + + + +
PTM 261 (4QAC) PTM 399 (3QAC) PTM 331a (1QAC)
1.50.7% 0.20.1% 2.30.3% 3.71.5% 4.00.4% 0.00.0% 0.00.0% 0.00.0% 1.30.2%
+ + + +
PTM 289 (3QAC) PTM 413 (2QAC)
16.44.5% 12.42.8% 2.80.9% 9.25.3% 3.10.4% 0.10.1%
+ +
PTM 303a (2QAC)
2.20.1% 1.60.3% 6.21.4%
+ +
PTM 317b (2QAC)
0.50.5% 0.40.1% 0.90.2%
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3.3 site-specific localization and discovery of con-sensus motifs for lysine polyamine ptms
In order to investigate site-specificity of post-translational modification machinery in
diatom biosilica, PTM profiles should be followed up by accurate mapping of modifi-
cation sites in biosilica-associated proteins from three diatom species. Localization of
lysine modifications from PTM profiles (displayed in Fig. 3.10) can be achieved through
the ‘bottom-up’ approach [109]. The presence of characteristic fragments (summarized
in Table 3.2) in MS/MS spectra of modified peptides will be beneficial for further
validation of the found PSMs. However, the canonical bottom-up proteomics faces im-
portant limitations, when it comes to analysis of highly post-translationally modified
proteins, such as silaffins. To address these challenges, the current study was focused
on the tailoring of the existing proteomics methodologies towards the localization of
highly heterogeneous lysine polyamine modifications in biosilica-associated proteins.
The applicability of this specialized approach need to be validated with an analysis
of previously characterized protein, silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3) [67, 68]. Next,
PTMs were mapped onto sequences of biosilica-associated proteins from three closely-
related diatom species (T. pseudonana, C. cryptica, T. oceanica). Finally, the found modifi-
cation sites should be aligned to reveal consensus motifs for post-translational modifi-
cation.
3.3.1 Multiple protease strategy for mapping lysine PTMs
As discussed in Section 3.1.3, tpSil3 is a well-characterized protein from T. pseudonana
biosilica extract [67, 68]. Previously, Sumper et al. attempted to map lysine modifica-
tions in tpSil3 protein using multiple proteolytic enzymes, chemical cleavage reagents
(CNBr), and their combinations [68]. However, the information about lysine PTM sites
obtained in that study is more suggestive than definitive. In this regard, the major lim-
itation was the use of low-resolution mass measurement for lysine modification map-
ping in the absence of proper MS/MS confirmation for sequences of detected modified
peptides. We therefore aimed to demonstrate that our PTM localization results are
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consistent with, or improved over previous tpSil3 mapping efforts. As shown above in
Fig. 3.4, the amino acid content of the purified protein was analyzed and verified to be
identical to the predicted. Additionally, the purity of the native tpSil3 was examined
by SDS-PAGE, which displayed the presence of a single intense band (see Fig. 3.15).
To investigate the modification sites in tpSil3, native protein was digested in-gel with
several proteolytic enzymes having complementary cleavage specificity (Asp-N, chy-
motrypsin, Proteinase K, Glu-C and trypsin), and the resultant digests were analyzed
by LC-MS/MS (refer to Section 5.14). To this end, using more than one proteolytic en-
zyme having complementary cleavage specificity, or a multiple protease strategy [168],
increases the sequence coverage and, therefore, chances of detecting PTM sites in
biosilica-associated proteins. The combination of both highly selective and nonselective
proteases improves protein and PTM coverage [169, 170]. Moreover, digesting silaffin
proteins with multiple proteases also improves the chances of producing informative
mass spectrum, facilitating the modification assignment problem and resolving poten-
tial PTM localization ambiguities. However, only one (modified) peptide was detected
in Asp-N digest, which resulted in drastically low sequence coverage (total ~5 %, refer
to Fig. 3.13a).
EGHGGDHSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEEDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMP
DEAGAKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVDAKASKESHMSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAE
DVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKASKE
SSMPSSKAAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA 
(a) native tpSil3 (11/205 amino acids, 5 % coverage)
EGHGGDHSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEEDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMP
DEAGAKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVDAKASKESHMSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAE
DVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKASKE
SSMPSSKAAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA 
(b) tpSil3 expressed from a synthetic gene (192/205 amino acids, 94 % coverage)
Figure 3.13 Peptide coverage obtained for: (a) native tpSil3 (natively purified protein, 5 %);
(b) tpSil3 expressed from a synthetic chimeric gene (94 %, accounted for both Asp-N and
trypsin)
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To demonstrate that unmodified tpSil3 sequence is perfectly digestible, a synthetic
chimeric gene, which encodes tpSil3 sequence without a signal peptide3 concatenated
with reference quantification peptides from protein standards (four from BSA and six
from PhospB) and flanked by purification tags (Twin-strep-tag and His-tag) was pro-
duced (the full sequence is displayed in Fig. 5.2). This synthetic chimeric gene was
inserted into high-level expression vector and expressed in E. coli (for cloning protocol
refer to Section 5.3 or to [171]). The resulting band of overexpressed protein was di-
gested in-gel with Asp-N and trypsin. LC-MS/MS analysis of the digest resulted in
94 % peptide coverage (Fig. 3.13b). We therefore concluded that tpSil3 bears a complex
and abundant set of PTMs, which impedes the access of proteolytic enzymes to protein
backbone, thus decreasing the sequence coverage. The analysis of these highly modi-
fied structures require the use of specialized protein deprotection technique, which can
enable access of proteases and allow mapping of lysine modifications, which should
remain unaffected by deprotection.
3.3.2 Selection of deprotection technique
The most logical approach to improve the digestion efficiency and to maximize the
number of detectable peptides per protein is to selectively remove non-lysine PTMs.
Several enzymes are available for releasing O-linked glycans and phosphorylation.
However, dephosphorylation with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIAP) [172]
was inefficient for tpSil3 deprotection (data not shown). As compared with enzymatic
removal of protein phosphorylation or glycosylation, the chemical deprotection has
the advantage that all O-linked modifications can be removed regardless of their struc-
ture. However, harsh chemical methods can also cleave peptide bonds, which leads to
unacceptable protein degradation. To this end, several chemical treatments were exam-
ined for reducing the modification complexity of tpSil3, while leaving the polypeptide
backbone intact:
(a) treatment with trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (TFMS) [84, 85];
(b) treatment with soluble HFpyridine complex [173–175];
3 N-terminal signal peptide (17 amino acids) for cotranslational import into the endoplasmic reticu-
lum [70] is cleaved out at RXL site and therefore was not considered for coverage evaluation.
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(c) treatment with anhydrous HF [58, 59].
The apparent molecular weight of native tpSil3 was around 60 kDa (0 h point in
Fig. 3.15a–3.15c), while the calculated mass of this protein is ~25 kDa (including the
mass of lysine modifications profiled in tpSil3, see Fig. 3.4 in Section 3.1.3). Therefore,
it was hypothesized that tpSil3 also bear multiple O-linked PTMs, which render it
highly negatively charged and decrease electrophoretic mobility of tpSil3. Moreover,
tpSil3 is poorly stained with colloidal Coomassie and for visualization the polycationic
carbocyanine dye ‘Stains All’ [87] was employed, which is also diagnostic of a high
negative net charge of the native protein. Altogether, the strikingly low electrophoretic
mobility and negative charge is a clear indication of covalent modifications affecting
multiple amino acid residues in tpSil3. Indeed, complex O-linked glycosylation and
sulphation has been previously reported for this protein (described in Section 1.3.2, see
also [67]).
EGHGGDHSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEEDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMP
DEAGAKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVDAKASKESHMSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAE
DVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKASKE
SSMPSSKAAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA 
(a) TFMS-treated tpSil3 (93/205 amino acids, 45 % coverage)
EGHGGDHSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEEDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMP
DEAGAKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVDAKASKESHMSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAE
DVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKASKE
SSMPSSKAAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA 
(b) tpSil3 treated with HFpyridine complex (12/205 amino acids, 6 % coverage)
EGHGGDHSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEEDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMP
DEAGAKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVDAKASKESHMSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAE
DVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKASKE
SSMPSSKAAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA 
(c) tpSil3 treated with anhydrous HF (168/205 amino acids, 82 % coverage)
Figure 3.14 Figure continued from p. 73. Peptide coverage obtained for: (a) treatment with tri-
fluoromethanesulfonic acid (TFMS) (40 %); (b) tpSil3 treated with soluble HFpyridine complex;
(c) tpSil3 treated with anhydrous HF
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(a) TFMS
0h ½h 2h0h ½h 2h
Stains allCoomassie
(b) HFpyridine complex
0h ½h 1h 2h 3h0h ½h 1h 2h 3h
Coomassie Stains all
(c) anhydrous HF
0h 1h1h 0h
Stains allCoomassie
Figure 3.15 Gel images stained with Coomassie and ‘Stains all’, demonstrating different treat-
ments of tpSil3 protein.
Removal of the O-linked modifications (carbohydrate or/and phospho groups) by
these three reagents was performed for tpSil3 prior to digestion in-gel with the same
set of proteases (see above). Resulting digests were analyzed with LC-MS/MS, and
obtained peptide coverage values was compared with the one for the native tpSil3 (5 %,
Fig. 3.13a). Sequence coverage achieved for each treatment is shown in Fig. 3.14a–3.14c.
Deglycosylation with TFMS allowed to cover 14 lysine residues (and 40 % of amino acid
sequence, Fig. 3.14a), whereas treatment with HFpyridine complex turned out to be
completely inefficient for tpSil3 (5 %, Fig. 3.14b). In contrast, treatment with anhydrous
HF resulted in 73 % coverage that contained 25 out of a total of 33 lysine residues (see
Fig. 3.14c). Moreover, treatment by anhydrous HF also improved electrophoretic be-
havior of tpSil3 (~35 kDa), allowing visualization with MS-compatible Coomassie dye
(see in Fig. 3.15c). At the same time, TFMS-treatment reduced the apparent molecular
weight to 50 kDa (Fig. 3.15a). TFMS is known to cleave O-linked glycans, however the
O-phosphorylation is stable to this treatment [85], which was verified with b-casein
standard (data not shown). This explains the lower mass shift for TFMS, as compared
to anhydrous HF, which cleaves both O-phosphoester and O-glycosidic linkages, while
preserving peptide bonds. The latter was ensured by treatment of commercially avail-
able protein standards (BSA, b-casein and Ribonuclease B). Protein losses after anhy-
drous HF treatment did not exceed 40 % (data not shown). Alternatively, HFpyridine
complex demonstrated much higher protein losses in comparison to other procedures
tested (almost full degradation after 1 hour of treatment, see Fig. 3.15b). Hence, anhy-
drous HF outperformed two alternative treatments both in terms of sequence coverage
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increase and lower protein degradation rates, and, despite the toxicity and requirement
of special equipment for handling, this procedure was selected for further studies.
3.3.3 Mapping lysine PTMs on tpSil3 using iterative search strategy
The use of HF-deprotection technique makes tpSil3 almost fully accessible to the pro-
teolytic enzymes. After parallel digestion in-gel with five proteases having comple-
mentary cleavage specificity (Asp-N, chymotrypsin, Proteinase K, Glu-C and trypsin),
the resultant peptides were subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis. The employed proteases
were carefully chosen according to their cleavage specificity (refer to Table 5.3), whereas
the use of each additional protease increased the protein sequence coverage by, on aver-
age, 15 %. Although less suitable for identification purposes, digestion by several pro-
teases allows producing complementary longer overlapping peptides, thus improving
the identification of PTM sites [168]. The larger size of peptides is beneficial in this case,
because it compensates the peptide hydrophilicity acquired from highly charged ly-
sine PTMs. The analysis of larger peptides gears this multi-protease approach towards
‘middle-down’ proteomics, such that confident combinatorial assignment of variable
modification sites becomes possible.
As discussed in Section 3.2, total 25 lysine PTMs were detected in biosilica extracts
from the three diatom species. In order to search the acquired MS/MS spectra against
all these PTMs, they need to be user-defined prior to database searches. Fixed mod-
ifications do not increase the complexity of the search, while the number of variable
modifications must be limited, in order to confine the search space and to control the
rate of false positive identifications, or false discovery rate (FDR, [153]). To overcome
the drawbacks of database search against multiple PTMs simultaneously, a number of
strategies for unrestricted PTM identification may be employed, such as the de novo
sequencing [147, 176], sequence-tag [177], and second pass searches [178]. Each of
these strategies has its own limitations and weaknesses, including sensitivity towards
the database size and the quality of MS/MS spectra [144]. It is therefore advisable
to limit the number of allowed PTMs for each query using follow-up searches [179].
This approach expands the systematic localization to hundreds of PTMs from complex
MS/MS data.
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EGHGGDHSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEEDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMP
DEAGAKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVDAKASKESHMSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAE
DVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKASKE
SSMPSSKAAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA 
(a) Lysine PTM map of tpSil3 obtained in the current study
(b) +28K (PTM 175) (c) +142K (PTM 289)
+
(d) +186K (PTM 333)
(e) MS/MS spectrum of modified peptide A.E+28K QAIEAAVEE.D (m/z 622.82; 2+)
(f ) MS/MS spectrum of modified peptide E.DVTEMSMA+142K AGK.D (m/z 713.37; 2+)
(g) MS/MS spectrum of modified peptide Q.AIEAAVEEDVAGPA+186K AA.K (m/z 600.00; 3+)
Figure 3.16 Silaffin mapping. (e); (f); (g).
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This approach implies that multiple database queries are searched repeatedly us-
ing conventional search engine (such as Mascot) with a restricted number of variable
modifications. It has been empirically found that peptides containing more than two
#-polyamine modifications do not produce confidently interpretable MS/MS spectra,
and, therefore, larger number (> 2) of variable modifications per search could be
omitted. Digestion with non-specific or semi-specific proteases (e. g., Proteinase K or
chymotrypsin; see Table 5.3) often results in unusual and unexpected protein cleav-
ages [180]. Therefore, additional searches without cleavage specificity have been per-
formed to ensure all peptide-spectrum matches (PSMs) that were missed by a specific
database search (for experimental details refer to Section 5.15). The performance of
this approach was evaluated with mapping of pre-defined modifications onto tpSil3
sequence: PTMs 175, 261, 275, 289, 303a, 319 and 333 (see Fig. 3.44). This number
of variable modifications (total six) resulted in 15 consecutive searches5, each with a
combination of two different variable #-lysine modifications. At the same time each
search included methionine oxidation as a variable modification and carboxyamido-
methylated cysteine as a fixed one6. The overall workflow of the multiple non-specific
searches with restricted number of variable modifications per query resulted in mod-
erate search times (less than an hour per one query) and false discovery rates (FDRs)
below 2 %, which was the acceptance criterion for the further studies.
The sequence of tpSil3 with mapped lysine PTMs is displayed in Fig. 3.16a. It
was possible to achieve 73 % of cumulative sequence coverage, whereas all mapped
modifications were confirmed with peptide MS/MS spectra (in contrast to a previ-
ous study [68], discussed further in Section 3.3.6). In total, 13 PTM sites have been
mapped with three different kinds of lysine modifications (PTMs 175, 289, and 333, see
Fig. 3.16b–3.16d), while 11 lysines were found unmodified. These results are consistent
with the PTM profile of tpSil3 (see Fig. 3.4), where 30 % of unmodified lysines has been
detected (while 11 out of 33 were mapped unmodified, ~33 %). However, some of these
4 After HF-treatment [58], phosphorylated PTMs 399 and 413 were converted into PTMs 319 and 333
respectively (Fig. A.6). Therefore, PTMs 399 and 413 were not searched in MS/MS data obtained from
HF-treated samples.
5 If the set has n elements, the number of k-combinations, where the order of selection does not matter, is
defined as
n
Ck = n!k!(n k)!
6 The sulfur-containing amino acids methionine and cysteine are more easily oxidized than the other
amino acids. During the sample preparation cysteines are carboxyamidomethylated and the reaction
is close to 100 % and therefore this modification should be specified as fixed. However, in all cases
methionine oxidation has to be specified as a variable modification.
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lysines could have multiple modifications, and therefore direct comparison of these
data may be biased. Unfortunately, full coverage is rarely achieved, and in the case of
tpSil3 it was not possible to map 9 remaining lysines (marked with ? in Fig. 3.16a),
presumably due to lack of informative fragment spectra of peptides cleaved from un-
covered regions. Moreover, lysine #-polyamination and methylation render modified
peptides hydrophilic, thus reducing separation efficiency on RPLC beads.
Some of these fragment spectra are provided in Fig. 3.16e–3.16g, where each peptide
represent either type of lysine PTM. During this study it was observed, that MS/MS
spectra of multiply-charged peptides (> 3+) often contain multiply charged fragments
(> 2+), which are ignored by the conventional database search engines such as Mas-
cot. To address this issue, deconvolution of raw peptide mass spectra was performed,
which will be discussed further in Section 3.3.4.
3.3.4 Identification of modified peptides by deconvolution of raw MS/MS spectra
We were focused on two types of diatom extracts, rich in biosilica-associated proteins
including silaffins: AFIM and AFSM. These extracts were separated by SDS-PAGE and
visualized with the polycationic carbocyanine dye ‘Stains All’ [86, 87]. From the gel
images it could be concluded, that T. pseudonana and C. cryptica AFSM extracts comprise
heterogeneous set of proteins, however the T. oceanica extract consists of few highly
abundant components. The entire gel slabs were excised and digested in-gel with the
same set of proteases as mentioned above, and the resulting digests were analyzed by
LC-MS/MS.
Although classical bottom-up analysis is the optimal strategy for PTM mapping,
combining high sensitivity of detection and efficient MS/MS fragmentation of short
modified peptides, the mapping of multiple lysine modifications in silaffins challeng-
ing. Bottom-up proteomics exclusively relies on high cleavage specificity of trypsin,
which cuts peptide bonds at the C-terminus of arginine and lysine residues. Such a
cleavage places the highly basic residues at the C-termini and generates peptides in
the preferred mass range (from 0.5 to 3 kDa) for effective MS/MS fragmentation [181].
Doubly-protonated peptides undergo facile fragmentation yielding sequence informa-
tion [141]. In this regard, collision-induced techniques, collision-induced dissocia-
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(a) Non-deconvoluted MS/MS; S.DASTEYESGASEAGAEVTA+142K AE+28K GSD.D; ion score = 56.9
(b) Deconvoluted MS/MS; S.DASTEYESGASEAGAEVTA+142K AE+28K GSD.D; ion score = 102.2
Figure 3.17 HCD MS/MS spectra of modified peptides from protein silaffin-4 from
T. pseudonana (tpSil4) (identified in Asp-N digest of T. pseudonana biosilica extract). (a) raw spec-
trum (m/z 910.77; 3+); (b) deconvoluted spectrum (m/z 910.77; 3+); (c) deconvoluted spectrum
of peptide (m/z 662.99; 3+).
tion (CID) and higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD), are most effective for
short, low-charged unmodified peptides such that highly informative and more eas-
ily interpretable mass spectra are produced.
As mentioned above, lysine modifications completely block tryptic digestion, and,
due to the significant lysine PTM sites occupancy (70 % to 80 % of lysines are modified,
see Fig. 3.10a), makes trypsin completely inefficient for silaffin PTM mapping. Protein
digestion with alternative proteases (e. g., Asp-N or Glu-C) leads to long and highly
charged peptides, whose MS/MS-spectra are particularly difficult to interpret [182].
Additionally, the presence of multiple basic lysine residues and positively-charged
polyamine modifications prevents full fragmentation upon CID or HCD and directs
the backbone bond dissociation to specific sites, which inhibits the formation of a suf-
ficiently diverse series of b and y-type fragment ions. Moreover, the presence of mul-
tiple positively-charged lysine #-polyamine modifications, at positions other than the
C-terminus, result in complex fragmentation spectra due to the presence of multiply-
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(c) Deconvoluted MS/MS; S.DMSVSS+186K AQMSYIHGSG.D; Mascot ion score = 38.8
Figure 3.17 HCD MS/MS spectrum of modified peptide. (c) deconvoluted spectrum of pep-
tide (m/z 662.99; 3+) (continued from previous page).
charged fragment ions, that fail to be matched with the conventional database search
engines like Mascot. To overcome this issue, pre-processing of the raw MS/MS spectra
was performed, that took an advantage of high resolution and mass accuracy of Or-
bitrap. This mass analyzer can resolve fragments with very close D-masses as well as
multiply charged ions at the level of isotope distribution. Consequently, pre-processing
reduces MS/MS spectra complexity in two steps: the first one reduces the isotope en-
velope of the fragment to one peak (deisotoping) [151], whereas the second mathemati-
cally collates a spectrum of several peaks for multiply-charged fragments into one peak
corresponding to a singly-charged ion (deconvolution) [148]. This implies that each frag-
ment is represented in the spectrum by only one singly charged peak, thus facilitating
the peptide identification from the resulting MS/MS peptide spectra.
An algorithm for deconvolution of mass spectra to singly charged fragment spectra
was implemented according to Gorshkov et al. [183]; processing details are described
in the Materials and Methods (Section 5.15). The total pre-processing procedure
for the entire spectral dataset takes less than a minute, which is significantly less than
the database search times. The typical example of deconvolution pre-processing for a
triply-charged peptide bearing two different lysine modifications is given in Fig. 3.17.
Non-deconvoluted spectrum contains multiply-charged fragments Fig. 3.17a, which
are either ignored by Mascot database search or assigned with lower ion score (56.9),
whereas the deconvoluted spectrum demonstrates extended y-ion series with an almost
doubled ion score (102.2, Fig. 3.17b) and improves spectrum-to-sequence matching.
Deconvolution helps to overcome this issue, allowing to match peptide spectra that
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has not been matched before deconvolution (example of such MS/MS is provided in
Fig. 3.17c).
Altogether, a total of 61 silaffin-like proteins were identified in the three diatom
species (25 for T. pseudonana, 15 for C. cryptica, 20 for T. oceanica), while 26 of them
were post-translationally modified with 5 types of lysine PTMs. It was possible to
localize in total 130 lysine PTM sites. The current analysis of the AFIM extract from
T. pseudonana revealed several novel biosilica-associated proteins with unknown func-
tions in [90, 166]. All identified proteins are summarized in Table A.2. In addition
to already known proteins, several novel silaffin-like proteins (SFLPs) were found in
C. cryptica and T. oceanica extracts. However, in some cases it was not possible to identify
PTM site unambiguously due to the lack of complete fragment ion series. To address
this issue, the characteristic fragments obtained from fragmentation spectra were used,
which is discussed in the following section.
3.3.5 Mass spectrometric mapping of PTM sites based on characteristic fragments
A multiple protease strategy, which was applied for mapping of PTMs in tpSil3 protein
(and discussed in Section 3.3.1), often produces peptides with sub-optimal length [168].
Specifically, peptides cleaved by other proteases than trypsin are likely to contain one
or more internal lysine residues that bear positively charged modifications, a situation
that can lead to unassignable MS/MS. PTM assignment in such peptides is therefore
far more challenging, since it is not always possible to unambiguously map a modifica-
tion site to specific lysine residue. Moreover, another problem arises from the regular
structure of #-polyamine modifications, where different combinations of these PTMs
can correspond to the same mass shift (e. g., the mass of
+142
K +
+28
K will be the same as
for
+85
K +
+85
K ).
As demonstrated in Section 3.2.1 and Table 3.2, fragmentation of covalently mod-
ified lysines produces a set of characteristic ions that are specific for each type of
#-polyamine modification. The presence or absence of these reporter fragments can be
used for PTM determination in instances, where the lack of b or y-ions leads to insuffi-
cient evidence for site-specific PTM assignment. All of the polyamine-specific reporter
fragments refer to low m/z in the range of 50 and 300 Da. In this scenario, polyamine-
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modified peptides can be matched to bona fide MS/MS spectra containing a peptide
sequence tag (PST), or series of sequence ions that are clearly identifiable. Notably,
normalized collision energies (nCE) that are usually applied for peptide fragmentation
are in the same range as for fragmentation of modified lysines (about 25 % to 35 %),
whereas Orbitrap resolution increases as 1/pm/z towards low masses.
143.1543
(a) MS/MS of peptide G.DMSMA+142K SH+28K AEAE.D; (m/z 535.61; 3+); nCE to 30 %; ion score = 51.7
143.1543
(b) MS/MS of peptide V.DA+142K AS+28K ESHMSISG.D; (m/z 539.96; 3+); nCE to 30 %; ion score = 44.3
143.1543
(c) Characteristic ion (m/z 143.1543; 1+) from PTM 289 (+142K )
Figure 3.18 MS/MS spectra of modified peptides that contain characteristic fragments for
#-polyamine of PTM 289. Spectra were deconvoluted prior to Mascot ion search
Characteristic fragments that are present in peptide spectra are displayed in Fig. 3.18.
Fragmentation of #-polyamine side-chain of modified lysine residue produces charac-
teristic ion m/z 143.1543 (Fig. 3.18a–3.18b). The presence of this fragment indicates
that fragmented peptides bear PTM 289, which is depicted in Fig. 3.18c. This ion was
subsequently used as reporter ions for peptides modified with PTM 289.
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Characteristic fragment m/z 143.1543 can also occur upon fragmentation of #-polyamines
with a similar structure, e. g., PTM 333. MS/MS spectra of two peptides, modified ei-
ther by PTM 289 or 333 are provided in Fig. 3.19. However, the intensity of m/z 143.1543
fragment varies significantly in these spectra (cf. Fig. 3.19a–3.19b). Upon fragmenta-
tion of the peptide bearing PTM 333 the intense fragment m/z 143.1543 is released,
which results from cleavage at the quaternary ammonium group (Fig. 3.19d). The
facile fragmentation of PTM 333 was explained previously in the literature by inter-
nal proton transfer from the adjacent secondary amino group [102]. This fragment
with m/z 143.1543, can be used as a distinguishing feature between PTMs 289 and 333.
Next, the sequence context of mapped PTM sites were compared in order to identify
consensus modification sequences.
3.3.6 Identification of consensus motifs harboring lysine PTMs
Modified peptides identified by MS/MS ion searches (see Section 3.3.4) were matched
by Mascot searches against a database that contained proteins from the three diatom
species and common laboratory contaminants (refer to Section 5.15 for experimental de-
tails). All the diatom proteins that are not associated with biosilica (histones, clathrins,
etc.) were subsequently filtered out. The resulting list of amino acid sequences with
mapped modification sites (provided in Table A.2) was further checked using BLAST.
It appeared that these proteins show little homology to each other or other proteins in
the NCBI non-redundant database with a clear GO assignment.
Most polyamine-modified proteins contain KXXK repeats and RXL processing sites
(Table A.2, highlighted in blue), which are also present in all silaffins characterized to
date (refer to Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2). These sequence features are clearly conserved
among all proteins identified in this work, such as silaffins (e. g., tpSil3 (B8BRK6) and
tpSil4 (B8C0W5) from T. pseudonana), cingulins (B8CGS1, CingulinY3 from T. pseudonana )
and novel silaffin-like proteins (K0S9A6 and K0SSD7 from T. oceanica; G11469 and G22685
from C. cryptica). A significant number (115 out of 150) of identified lysine #-polyamine
PTM sites reside within KXXK repeats. It was hypothesized previously that KXXK repeti-
tive motifs may represent a target for polyamine modification [68]. In addition they are
known to mediate silica precipitation [184] and to be involved in intracellular target-
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143.1543
low intensity
(a) MS/MS of peptide K.AE+42K PASSMPEMSVGA+142K .A; (m/z 535.61; 3+); nCE to 30 %; ion score = 49.3
143.1543
high intensity
(b) MS/MS of peptide K.AE+42K PASSMPEMSVGA+186K .A; (m/z 539.96; 3+); nCE to 30 %; ion score = 43.5
143.1543
(c) Characteristic ion (m/z 143.1543; 1+) from
PTM 289 (
+142
K )
+
143.1543
(d) Characteristic ion (m/z 143.1543; 1+) from
PTM 333 (
+186
K )
Figure 3.19 MS/MS spectra of modified peptides, that contain characteristic fragments for
#-polyamine of PTM 289. Spectra were deconvoluted prior to Mascot ion search
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ing [71, 185]. However, the KXXK repeat also frequently occurs in non-modified proteins.
Therefore, in order to reveal any consensus sequences for polyamine modifications, the
immediate vicinity of mapped PTM sites needs to be directly compared.
PTMs are usually located in the context of a particular amino acid pattern with a
fixed length (sequence motif). We expect a true #-polyamination motif to be shared
between distinct biosilica-associated proteins, particularly those from different diatom
phyla. Moreover, sometimes one PTM can promote or inhibit the modification of ad-
jacent amino acids, what is generally termed ‘PTM crosstalk’. PTMs involved in a
crosstalk typically occur in close proximity to each other [186–195]. Therefore, the
current study is based on two hypotheses: (i) lysines bearing the same PTM type
in non-homologous biosilica-associated proteins should be located in a conserved se-
quence context; (ii) if PTM crosstalk exists, two adjacent PTM sites should occur more
frequently than would be expected by chance alone.
As discussed in Section 1.3.3, Sumper et al. formulated a set of empirical rules based
on mapping of tpSil3 lysine PTMs, which are referred to as the ‘lysine modification
code’ [68]. According to these rules, the N-terminal lysine of K(A/S/Q)XK motif is modi-
fied by the PTM 289:
...
+142
K
"
(A/S/Q)XK... (a)
For KXXK motifs which are separated by more than five amino acid residues from
each side, the C-terminal lysine becomes dimethylated (PTM 175):
...KXXK .......
>5 aa
KXX
+28
K
"
.......
>5 aa
KXXK... (b)
Next, if a single lysine is located close to a KXXK motif (i. e., separated by one or two
amino acids from KXXK), both lysines of the adjacent KXXK are modified by the PTM 289:
...KXX
+142
K
"
...
1-2 aa
K ...
1-2 aa
+142
K
"
XXK... (c)
Finally, if two KXXK motifs are separated by less than six amino acids, terminal lysine
residues in both KXXK motifs are modified by PTM 333:
...
+186
K
"
XXK .......
<6 aa
KXX
+186
K
"
... (d)
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All the above rules (a)–(d), however, were formulated based on the PTM mapping of a
single protein, silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (refer to [68]). We therefore compared the
mapping results from Section 3.3.3, to the ones obtained by Sumper et al. (cf. Fig. 3.20a
and 3.20b). Our results were in good agreement with that reported previously, however
our data showed differences for six lysines (out of 25), which were detected as non-
modified residues (marked with a * in Fig. 3.20b). Thus, it can be inferred from our data
that the PTM map in Fig. 3.20b is consistent with rules (a)–(c), while five #-polyamine-
modified (PTM 289, Fig. 3.20d) and six dimethylated lysines (PTM 175, Fig. 3.20c) in
KXXK repeats comply with the rules (a) and (b) respectively. At the same time, rule (c)
holds only for one KXXK with PTM 289 (out of three covered motifs), whereas three
out of the four mapped lysine residues that conform to the context of rule (d) remain
unmodified. In contrast to the previous study [68], all the peptide identifications in
the current work were confirmed by high-resolution MS/MS spectra. It is possible that
the corresponding modified peptides were not detected in our experiments. However,
lysine PTM profile for tpSil3 protein (displayed in Fig. A.3), where the total content
of PTM 333 (Fig. 3.20e) corresponds to ~2–3 modified lysines (together with PTM 413,
which is converted to PTM 333 by HF-treatment), support our PTM mapping results.
PTM 333 sites mapped to other proteins in the current study also contradict the
rule (d) (B8BYI7, B8C0W5, B8CGS1 from TP; g22685 from CC; refer to Table A.2). However,
a full validation of this rule would require near-complete PTM mapping for all proteins
of interest, which is rarely achievable in large-scale proteomic studies. On the other
hand, the rule (a) defines a specific amino acid context for #-polyamine modification
(PTM 289), whereas rule (b) represents a relaxed sequence motif, which could be easily
validated, made more exact or even revised if necessary. Hence, we attempted to define
precise consensus motifs for all types of mapped #-polyamine modifications using a
substantially larger proteomic dataset. Taking into account that many PTMs may also
be present at nonconsensus sites, the conservation of determined sequence motifs for
polyamine modifications was explored across the three distinct diatom species. Finally,
we investigated the interplay between different types of PTMs.
In order to define consensus sequences for #-polyamine modifications, the short
amino acid stretches flanking PTM sites need to be aligned and the frequency of each
amino acid residue need to be evaluated (e. g., by ‘Sequence Logo’ [196]; refer to Sec-
tion 5.15). However, there are a number of pitfalls that have to be avoided during
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EGHGGDHSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEEDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMP
DEAGAKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVDAKASKESHMSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAE
DVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKASKE
SSMPSSKAAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA 
(a) Lysine PTM map of tpSil3 obtained by Sumper et al. [68]
EGHGGDHSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEEDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMP
DEAGAKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVDAKASKESHMSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAE
DVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKASKE
SSMPSSKAAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA 
? ? ? ?
? ?
? ?
* * * *
* *
*
(b) Lysine PTM map of tpSil3 obtained in the current study
+0
K - unmodified;
?
K - unmapped;
*
K - differences
(c) +28K (PTM 175) (d) +142K (PTM 289)
+
(e) +186K (PTM 333)
Figure 3.20 Comparison of two PTM maps of silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3): (a) ob-
tained by Sumper et al. [68]; (b) obtained in the current study; (c)–(e) color-coding used for
lysine PTMs.
this procedure. Firstly, the length of the sequence stretch should be reasonably short.
Therefore, the length of flanking stretches was limited to 20 amino acids (10 down-
stream and 10 upstream), because wider window will increase the chance of finding
more than two modifiable amino acids in one motif, significantly complicating the
analysis. Secondly, it was not always possible to unambiguously assign PTMs to some
KXXK lysine pairs due to lack of corresponding overlapping peptides or incomplete
fragment series. Furthermore, 25 lysine residues have ambiguous modification sta-
tus, where two different PTMs can affect the same residue (e. g., dimethylation and
trimethylation). Therefore, in case of both ambiguous assignments and lysine residues
bearing multiple modifications, we considered all possible sequence variants that were
supported by the obtained data. Finally, lysine residues in detected peptides were con-
sidered non-modified, when the corresponding unmodified peptide was detected in
absence of the modified counterpart. The lysines situated before tryptic peptides or at
90 results and discussion
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TP_B5YNQ3_344 VSRLRRLKDDKGDEAVEESIV
TP_B8BRK6_43 HSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAV
TP_B8BRK6_65 EDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAG
TP_B8BRK6_68 AGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMP
TP_B8BRK6_70 PAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMPDE
TP_B8BRK6_73 AAKLFKPKASKAGSMPDEASA
TP_B8BRK6_93 AKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAV
TP_B8BRK6_96 AKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVDAK
TP_B8BRK6_142 VTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDMCM
TP_B8BRK6_164 FAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSV
TP_B8BRK6_200 AAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSE
TP_B8BRK6_208 SGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSL
TP_B8BSN6_192 KEAYVELFTTKYNVRDAVPDL
TP_B8BSN6_182 YLEPLMGPLKKEAYVELFTTK
TP_B8BSN6_399 TKKSTTLAIPKSTPTISLGST
TP_B8BSN6_410 STPTISLGSTKSTATDSSLKP
TP_B8BSN6_74 TKGRNAGKIVKLVNDVVLDRQ
TP_B8BYI7_61 EEVEYIMSDGKAGKLPYGGST
TP_B8C0W5_72 GSGDEEAVDAKAEKTSTTGSA
TP_B8C0W5_243* AGSSDMSVSSKPEKSEGSSEA
TP_B8C0W5_246* SDMSVSSKPEKSEGSSEATTA
TP_B8CC24_430 KPKSPPKDAAKKASTAASFRS
TP_B8CGS1_200 DDYSAGADAGKSENYDEEASR
TP_B8LBG8_61 EDASRPERLLKSLSFSIELGE
TP_B8LBG8_389 PALPVEEQMDKIPGGVALLFL
TP_B8LDT2_455 LSEGIAVGYAKSSGRSSQQAV
CC_g11469_308 SAPVEKESAYKVFSKASL...
CC_g11606_152 FVKMLQMIGFKPKKVPFIPYS
CC_g11606_284 CPGDSVGLSIKGIAKDEKVEP
CC_g11606_288 SVGLSIKGIAKDEKVEPGDII
CC_g11606_302 VEPGDIIYVQKEGELKPIKSF
CC_g11606_307 IIYVQKEGELKPIKSFTAMVA
CC_g11606_310 VQKEGELKPIKSFTAMVAVQE
CC_g11606_405 RIAVMDSNRLKMLGKVTGTAT
CC_g11606_409 MDSNRLKMLGKVTGTATD...
CC_g11606_40 ERGVTIQCNTKEFFTEKYHYT
CC_g13975_273 CGYLKGDVGDKSCFEYAACYQ
CC_g13975_296 ADLGIFNVGYKSCIGRGSCEY
CC_g13975_632 RLRFLQESEYKTSAVLFEIVS
CC_g1484_156 KIGANSCIGNKNCYFLKDATI
CC_g1484_156 KIGANSCIGNKNCYFLKDATI
CC_g1484_276 EENQALIGDCKCLGDYICENN
CC_g15479_207 KSSKQDMSMGKSFDSKSDKVA
CC_g15479_603 NIETSAAEEEKLTTSEEISES
CC_g15720_277 PQECINNAVDKSYNGCVTASP
CC_g22685_354 AKAEKYSKAAKSLSMNEAIKD
CC_g22685_363 AKSLSMNEAIKDAKAEKTHSL
CC_g25187_16 NYLRCDPATVKSSDKETCNAI
CC_g25187_20 CDPATVKSSDKETCNAIKHEV
CC_g25187_27 SSDKETCNAIKHEVCGKDMSN
CC_g25187_33 CNAIKHEVCGKDMSNIDQSYC
CC_g25187_149 NYLRCDPATVKSSDKDTCNAI
CC_g25187_153 CDPATVKSSDKDTCNAIKHDV
CC_g25187_160 SSDKDTCNAIKHDVCGKDMSN
CC_g25187_173 VCGKDMSNVDKSYCECIGLYG
CC_g25187_184 SYCECIGLYGKGTANLRGIMK
CC_g3798_241 KEGYGHDGYAKEEYGHDGYDN
CC_g3798_145 YYGVVEHFGYKPSYGSSGEHS
CC_g3964_541 QIDKVAGLSGKETTAPPFAKV
CC_g3964_550 GKETTAPPFAKVYAGASATAN
CC_g3964_603 PRYIPNQVSLKGPAIAAAIGE
CC_g3964_643 KGELGLGNSVKSVDAPNNDNG
CC_g3964_685 DVFATGSNLYKQLCKDTDGEP
CC_g3964_689 TGSNLYKQLCKDTDGEPTTTP
CC_g3964_749 LGDGTFLDQDKTSVLIPNDGT
CC_g3964_798 RYQLGLGEPGKTAYPTEVDFQ
CC_g3964_816 DFQVPFFNIAKISSSGSHTVA
CC_g3964_1115 FSDGEPVTTPKAIKNIQDVKA
CC_g3964_1118 GEPVTTPKAIKNIQDVKADVE
CC_g3964_1236 NELDTVAGILKISSSGTQTVA
CC_g3964_1447 ATALYFSGDPKAVGENTDGNL
CC_g749_314 SGSSSNEYGNKYDGYAPAKGY
CC_g749_426 YNAIIQCCDDKFGPASFEDGT
CC_g749_440 ASFEDGTCLYKDICETVPPSP
CC_g749_608 SDGASSGESSKGEGYSGYSQK
CC_g7979_688 SPSPTTCEERKWYALSTGDML
CC_g7979_776 VTPSPTVCEDKVFFFDGDVCS
CC_g7979_302 KGTSFNVSGSKSDKGASFNVS
CC_g8502_533 NNYKGLFGDYKRVTGTTLQKQ
CC_g8502_99 YVSLTACCNAKFESYARCDFT
CC_g8502_62 QAFTANCGPNKPCADGLCCSQ
TO_K0R7E4_41 VRAGDRCNYPKYDNCSVGPSS
TO_K0RIC9_261 INVIGEPVDEKGPIFAKGKEK
TO_K0RIC9_267 PVDEKGPIFAKGKEKFAPLHR
TO_K0RIC9_287 RSAPTFTEQGKSQEILVTGIK
TO_K0RIC9_297 KSQEILVTGIKVVDLLAPYAK
TO_K0RIC9_307 KVVDLLAPYAKGGKIGLFGGA
TO_K0RIC9_321 IGLFGGAGVGKTVVIMELINN
TO_K0RIC9_465 GLQERITSTAKGSITSVQAVY
TO_K0RIC9_594 VAEVFTGTAGKFVSLADTIKG
TO_K0RIC9_603 GKFVSLADTIKGFEEIINGDY
TO_K0S7V0_379 SKGTGYGQSDKWQDYDGR...
TO_K0S9A6_121 EAKSAKVAEAKPVKEAAAKSA
TO_K0SQ58_48 VLAPMPGNTLKAGEDERELGS
TO_K0SSD7_156 QSKAPEDYTAKITSEAAMQLN
TO_K0SUG8_1365 MRGEGFDFLSKDSKASLFPVA
TO_K0SUG8_2212 IVERLNRYLNKGLTIMTNERE
TO_K0T463_183 PDNGWESPHDKPYEGIVYGGS
Conserv. | {z } | {z }
Not conserved Not conserved
(a) non-modified lysine +0K
PTM 175 (Dimethylation)
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TP_B8BRK6_46 SMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEED
TP_B8BRK6_109 DAAAVDAKASKESHMSISGDM
TP_B8BRK6_126 SGDMSMAKSHKAEAEDVTEMS
TP_B8BRK6_159 DMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGK
TP_B8BRK6_211 SGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMP
TP_B8BRK6_225 AHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA....
TP_B8C0W5_148 AGAEVTAKAEKGSDDEGHDAK
TP_B8C0W5_341 SMSHYTHGYEKSIFG......
TP_B8CC24_431 PKSPPKDAAKKASTAASFRSN
TP_B8LBG8_106 KSGKADAKAHKVDEEDLALAS
TP_B8LDT2_67 RNFYRDDDTRKCSNEATGGIY
CC_g11469_150 SLRTVESKAEKLPGGSMSPVA
CC_g11469_191 SMRTVDAKAQKQQPGSMPPAY
CC_g11469_214 SMRTVEAKAEKTPPDGGSMRL
CC_g11606_154 KMLQMIGFKPKKVPFIPYSGF
CC_g11606_291 LSIKGIAKDEKVEPGDIIYVQ
CC_g13975_233 TIGDGSCIGYKACYKAQDATI
CC_g13975_237 GSCIGYKACYKAQDATIGDGS
CC_g1484_162 CIGNKNCYFLKDATIGDRSCL
CC_g1484_177 GDRSCLYDSIKGAQNSYGYAC
CC_g1484_193 YGYACAYLQGKVGNDSCHEYA
CC_g1484_213 AACYQYGDDNKTFNIGNNACQ
CC_g15479_617 ERDNSFSFSMKTKHALKHRLF
CC_g15720_111 IGQNACSSVYKTTVGQGSCNG
CC_g22685_133 GELSMMAKVAKEPAMSVGSKA
CC_g22685_171 PEMSVGAKAEKPAMSVEAKAE
CC_g22685_171 PEMSVGAKAEKPAMSVEAKAE
CC_g22685_217 ADASAGAKSEKPASSMPAMSV
CC_g22685_244 PAMSVEAKAEKPAMSVEVDAK
CC_g22685_266 EKVMSVGKAKKDELSMAKVAK
CC_g22685_288 EPSMSISKAAKDEEDESSGSA
CC_g22685_303 ESSGSAGKTHKVDSQSMPFGG
CC_g25187_85 KDKQVLVDLNKDNGGGGGGDG
CC_g25187_98 GGGGGGDGGGKSNGGGNNKSD
CC_g25187_106 GGKSNGGGNNKSDGGGNNKSD
CC_g25187_114 NNKSDGGGNNKSDGGGNNKSD
CC_g25187_122 NNKSDGGGNNKSDGGGNKSDG
CC_g25187_129 GNNKSDGGGNKSDGGNDNGKN
CC_g3798_231 GDGYGHDGYDKEGYGHDGYAK
CC_g749_322 GNKYDGYAPAKGYRLGSASFR
CC_g8502_526 SAKSDGSNNYKGLFGDYKRVT
TO_K0RN71_304 KYGGGKKRKQKSAEPDIDDDE
TO_K0RU48_146 CGSNAVASATKCRNPQLSCDR
TO_K0RWP8_2756 SSATLFVDALKQVVKLCSCPD
TO_K0S1R3_110 AGFNEDPPAVKCRNPRPLCDF
TO_K0S7V0_276 CGKSGKAKGSKGGYGGYDYGH
TO_K0S7V0_310* SKGGYGGDDAKSSKGGYGGYD
TO_K0S7V0_313* GYGGDDAKSSKGGYGGYDAKS
TO_K0S9A6_049* AAEEDHHGDAKAAKVPAAKSV
TO_K0S9A6_052* EDHHGDAKAAKVPAAKSVKAE
TO_K0S9A6_63 VPAAKSVKAEKAPEEAAFAKS
TO_K0S9A6_124 SAKVAEAKPVKEAAAKSAKVA
TO_K0S9A6_170* SAASSTSVAAKSTKTNPEMYM
TO_K0S9A6_173* SSTSVAAKSTKTNPEMYMGIE
TO_K0S9A6_279 IAKSHKSKTTKEEMEESPGYR
TO_K0SQ58_128 KKSGYYPKSDKSYGDYTYSKS
TO_K0SQ58_148 SSKSYRDLQSKAPEDYTAKIT
TO_K0SQ58_68* SKSGYYLFGSKKSYGSKKYGS
TO_K0SQ58_69* KSGYYLFGSKKSYGSKKYGSK
TO_K0SSD7_111 PKKSGYYHYPKKSGHYPKKSG
TO_K0SSD7_112 KKSGYYHYPKKSGHYPKKSGY
TO_K0T322_57 MKSGKDAKAEKYTTPEYQGKA
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PTM 289 (14 out of 62 sequences)
(b) dimethylation site +28K
+28
K – dimethylation (PTM 175)
+42
K – trimethylation (PTM 189)
+0
K – non-modified lysine
K – unmapped lysines
* – ambiguous PTM sites
PTM 189 (Trimethylation)
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TP_B5YNQ3_341 RNGVSRLRRLKDDKGDEAVEE
TP_B8BSN6_709 LFGGGNASSNKSVSFTPKATS
TP_B8CC24_431 PKSPPKDAAKKASTAASFRSN
CC_g11469_128 RSNPTFTVLEKVPSMPLAADS
CC_g11469_150 SLRTVESKAEKLPGGSMSPVA
CC_g11469_175 SMRTVEAKAEKTASAGSMRTV
CC_g11469_191 SMRTVDAKAQKQQPGSMPPAY
CC_g11469_214 SMRTVEAKAEKTPPDGGSMRL
CC_g11469_235 AESTPAAKAEKTPADAGSMRT
CC_g11469_252 SMRTVDAKAEKLSPGSMPAAV
CC_g11469_273 AGETPAPKAEKTPADGASMRS
CC_g11469_290 SMRSVDTKAKKHTPGGSMSAP
CC_g11469_303 PGGSMSAPVEKESAYKVFSKA
CC_g11606_359 WKMGKKTGGQKVENPPELSQY
CC_g13975_325 NSCNEFYACYKNYGTVSYNSC
CC_g13975_237 GSCIGYKACYKAQDATIGDGS
CC_g13975_254 GDGSCTGDSIKGVTYYGFSCG
CC_g13975_267 TYYGFSCGYLKGDVGDKSCFE
CC_g1484_162 CIGNKNCYFLKDATIGDRSCL
CC_g1484_177 GDRSCLYDSIKGAQNSYGYAC
CC_g1484_193 YGYACAYLQGKVGNDSCHEYA
CC_g15479_429 TTFSTDSKADKSPVFSMDAKA
CC_g15479_483 TSFSMETKADKSPVFSMDTKA
CC_g15479_517 TLSMPAAKTTKEEVISLSMGY
CC_g15720_69 CGSCNGFRACKNAYYSTIGEV
CC_g15720_111 IGQNACSSVYKTTVGQGSCNG
CC_g15720_197 TGACYVYLEYKGIYTFTVGNN
CC_g15720_231 IMIGDNSCNAKEACYSVEANV
CC_g22685_81 LFKPAPAKADKGGSMPEVEAD
CC_g22685_133 GELSMMAKVAKEPAMSVGSKA
CC_g22685_155 PAMSVGSKAEKPASSMPEMSV
CC_g22685_171 PEMSVGAKAEKPAMSVEAKAE
CC_g22685_171 PEMSVGAKAEKPAMSVEAKAE
CC_g22685_217 ADASAGAKSEKPASSMPAMSV
CC_g22685_244 PAMSVEAKAEKPAMSVEVDAK
CC_g22685_276 KDELSMAKVAKMEPSMSISKA
CC_g22685_288 EPSMSISKAAKDEEDESSGSA
CC_g22685_303 ESSGSAGKTHKVDSQSMPFGG
CC_g22685_348 VFSLHDAKAEKYSKAAKSLSM
CC_g3964_166 RKSGDSNSALKISGRGKKQSN
CC_g7979_107 NVNVSGSKSDKGTGINVEGGA
CC_g7979_305 SFNVSGSKSDKGASFNVSGSK
CC_g8502_526 SAKSDGSNNYKGLFGDYKRVT
TO_K0R8C7_118 IQTSAEDTSLKGFSSSQAKHA
TO_K0S7V0_273 KGGCGKSGKAKGSKGGYGGYD
TO_K0S7V0_310* SKGGYGGDDAKSSKGGYGGYD
TO_K0S7V0_313* GYGGDDAKSSKGGYGGYDAKS
TO_K0S9A6_63 VPAAKSVKAEKAPEEAAFAKS
TO_K0SAX6_494 SKVDAKASEQKPEAAVETKVE
TO_K0SSD7_111 PKKSGYYHYPKKSGHYPKKSG
TO_K0SSD7_112 KKSGYYHYPKKSGHYPKKSGY
TO_K0SUG8_1368 EGFDFLSKDSKASLFPVAFGS
Conserv. |{z}
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"
PTM 289 and 333 (13 out of 52 sequences)
+
(c) trimethylation site +42K
+142
K – #-polyamine (PTM 289)
+186
K – #-polyamine (PTM 333)
+85
K – #-polyamine (PTM 232)
Figure 3.21 Graphical representations of the local protein contexts of modified lysines 10 residues. See
full description on p. 91.
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PTM 289 (2 propylamine units)
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TP_B8BRK6_106 KSEDAAAVDAKASKESHMSIS
TP_B8BRK6_123 MSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAEDVT
TP_B8BRK6_139 AEDVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTED
TP_B8BRK6_156 STEDMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSK
TP_B8BRK6_166 KSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVAD
TP_B8BRK6_169 KEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKA
TP_B8BRK6_222 ASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA.
TP_B8C0W5_145 ASEAGAEVTAKAEKGSDDEGH
TP_B8C0W5_216* SDEATTSDASKATKVFKSSGK
TP_B8C0W5_219* ATTSDASKATKVFKSSGKSGK
TP_B8C0W5_243* AGSSDMSVSSKPEKSEGSSEA
TP_B8C0W5_246* SDMSVSSKPEKSEGSSEATTA
TP_B8CGS1_263* DESYGDSGDSKAGKAEAGYGD
TP_B8CGS1_266* YGDSGDSKAGKAEAGYGDDYG
CC_g11469_147 DSGSLRTVESKAEKLPGGSMS
CC_g11469_147 DSGSLRTVESKAEKLPGGSMS
CC_g11469_172 DSGSMRTVEAKAEKTASAGSM
CC_g11469_188 SAGSMRTVDAKAQKQQPGSMP
CC_g11469_188 SAGSMRTVDAKAQKQQPGSMP
CC_g11469_211 YAGSMRTVEAKAEKTPPDGGS
CC_g11469_211 YAGSMRTVEAKAEKTPPDGGS
CC_g11469_232 MRLAESTPAAKAEKTPADAGS
CC_g11469_249 DAGSMRTVDAKAEKLSPGSMP
CC_g11469_270 AAVAGETPAPKAEKTPADGAS
CC_g22685_168 SSMPEMSVGAKAEKPAMSVEA
CC_g22685_168 SSMPEMSVGAKAEKPAMSVEA
CC_g22685_273 KAKKDELSMAKVAKMEPSMSI
CC_g22685_300 EEDESSGSAGKTHKVDSQSMP
CC_g22685_300 EEDESSGSAGKTHKVDSQSMP
CC_g22685_345 SAKVFSLHDAKAEKYSKAAKS
TO_K0RIC9_565 LGMDELSEDDKLVVSRARKVQ
TO_K0S9A6_049* AAEEDHHGDAKAAKVPAAKSV
TO_K0S9A6_052* EDHHGDAKAAKVPAAKSVKAE
TO_K0S9A6_60 AAKVPAAKSVKAEKAPEEAAF
TO_K0S9A6_60 AAKVPAAKSVKAEKAPEEAAF
TO_K0S9A6_170* SAASSTSVAAKSTKTNPEMYM
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Figure 3.21 Graphical representations of the local protein contexts of modified lysines 10
residues (continued from p. 90). Sequence logo plots represent relative amino acid frequencies
for 10 amino acids from the lysine PTM site. The total height of the stack of letters at each
position shows the sequence conservation, while the relative height of each letter shows the
relative abundance of the corresponding amino acid [196]. Positively and negatively charged
residues are shown in blue and red respectively, uncharged residues are green, hydrophobic
residues are black, and S/T/Y residues are highlighted in orange.
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their C-termini were also mapped as non-modified lysines, because trypsin does not
cleave after modified lysine residues.
This all considered, the local contexts of lysine PTM sites were investigated in all
three diatom species. However, prior to the alignment of modified residues, the conser-
vation of amino acids surrounding non-modified lysines was checked. As displayed
in Fig. 3.21a, no sequence conservation was observed in short sequence stretches with
non-modified lysine residues. The local contexts of methylated lysines (#-N,N-di- and
#-N,N,N-trimethylation, denoted also as PTMs 175 and 189 respectively, see Fig. 3.21b–
3.21c), on the other hand, demonstrate the prevalence of C-terminal lysines in KXXK
motifs as methylation target. Of the total 93 mapped methylated residues, 21 bear ei-
ther di- or trimethylation in C. cryptica and T. oceanica species (but not in T. pseudonana),
which is consistent with the relative abundance of both #-methylated lysines in total
hydrolysates (see Fig. 3.10b from Section 3.2.3). The -3 position from the methylation
site contains a markedly conserved lysine residue that is often flanked by alanine re-
sidues (AKA). Lysines at the -3 position, as well as the N-terminal lysine in KXXK, are
often modified by an #-polyamine chain (~25 % of aligned sequence stretches). Such a
conclusion was further corroborated by the alignment of #-polyamine-modified lysines,
which are shown in Fig. 3.21d–3.21f. The PTM 333 (#-polyamine with two propylamine
units and quaternary amine) is often present within an SKA consensus site (4 out of
8 in Fig. 3.21e) and affects N-terminal lysine in KXXK. However the small number of
sequences (altogether 8 mapped sites) do not allow us to draw strong conclusions. A
similar situation is observed for the T. oceanica specific PTM 232 (#-polyamine with one
propylamine unit, 6 mapped sites). Amino acid residues that surround #-modification
sites (PTM 289) display some degree of conservation ((A/S)K(A/S)EK, Fig. 3.21d).
Next, we wanted to test whether the identified motifs were conserved across all
the species, or if different organisms displayed differences in the amino acid context.
For this purpose, sequences with mapped PTM sites were grouped by the species
from which they derive. Sequence logos resulting from these alignments are shown in
Fig. 3.22. These results clearly indicate that both methylated and polyamine-modified
lysines are found in KXXK boxes at the C- and N-terminal positions respectively. How-
ever, sequence context of PTM 289 site in T. oceanica differed from the overall picture
of polyamine-modified lysines, which could be affected by the small sample size of
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aligned sequences (total seven stretches, see Fig. 3.22c). Nevertheless, 88 % of modified
lysines mapped in this study were embedded into defined KXXK motifs, with biases for
certain lysine-flanking amino acid residues (putative motifs are demonstrated below
each sequence logo in Fig. 3.22a–3.22c). In order to further investigate the association
between PTMs in KXXK boxes, short sequence stretches were aligned by the entire lysine
pairs.
Specific properties of lysine methylation and #-polyamination were further investi-
gated by studying their crosstalk. As demonstrated in Fig. 3.21 and 3.22, 114 out of the
130 total mapped modified lysines that were detected in this study, resided in repeat
KXXK. However, it is clear that these PTMs are not strictly dependent on each other,
because there are counter-examples for the both cases, when either #-polyamination
or methylation occurs in KXXK alone (five and eight cases respectively, Fig. 3.21). We
therefore examined the statistical evidence for association between #-polyamines and
methylation present in KXXK motifs. To this end, all sequences containing this motif
were extracted and aligned by the N-terminal lysines. The analyzed sequences are
presented in both graphical (as sequence logos) and text form in Fig. 3.23. Firstly, we
counted the number of either #-polyaminated or methylated lysines at I or II position
in KXXK motif, and analyzed their distribution for non-random modification patterns
using a Fisher’s exact test (Table A.3). Here we determined a major bias towards methy-
lation at C-terminal lysine in KXXK block (with the prevalence of dimethyllysine marks
in T. pseudonana and trimethyllysine in C. cryptica), whereas polyamination occurred
mostly at N-terminal lysine in KXXK (PTMs 289 and 333). This correlation is statistically
significant for T. pseudonana and C. cryptica (Tables A.3b and A.3d), while the sample
size is too small to draw a conclusion about a crosstalk in T. oceanica (Fisher’s exact
test, Table A.3f). Lysines modified with #-polyamines with two propylamine units are
flanked by either alanine or serine residue (A/S)K(A/S) in T. pseudonana and C. cryptica
(see Fig. 3.22a and 3.22b), whereas the little number of sequences for T. oceanica is not
enough to properly define a consensus sequence (Fig. 3.22c):
(A/S)(
+142
K /
+186
K )(A/S)E
+28
K (T. pseudonana)
(A/S)(
+142
K /
+186
K )(A/S)E(
+28
K /
+42
K ) (C. cryptica)
A(
+142
K /
+85
K )XE(
+28
K /
+42
K ) (T. oceanica)
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Therefore, three diatom species comparison, provided in Fig. 3.23, revealed the po-
tential PTM crosstalk in a large number of polyamine-modified proteins (e. g., B8BRK6
and B8C0W5 from T. pseudonana, G11469 and G22685 from C. cryptica), which occurs be-
tween methylation and #-polyamines. The defined consensus site (A/S)K(A/S) for #-
polyamines in T. pseudonana and C. cryptica demonstrates, that biosilica-associated pro-
teins are modified in a similar way in these closely-related species. The discovered
interplay between #-polyaminated and methylated lysines may indicate the presence
of recognition domains in the corresponding PTM enzymes, similar to Tudor domains
for histone methylases [100], which could facilitate binding of silaffins already possess-
ing methylated lysine residues. However, this potential crosstalk remain to be further
investigated, and to demonstrate its biological relevance it is necessary to examine in
vivo the effect of methylation on lysine #-polyamination (or vice versa).
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4 CONCLUS IONS AND OUTLOOK
In this thesis I investigated the profile and site-specificity of lysine #-polyamine PTMs
in diatom biosilica-associated proteins. The motivation for these experiments stems
from the significance of polyamine structures in biosilicification process. The silica
precipitation activity reported for polyamines in the literature [31, 61–67, 83], sug-
gests that they are involved in the species-specific patterning of diatom biosilica. In
this context, lysine #-polyamine modifications can play an important role in regula-
tion of biosilica morphogenesis. Therefore, the characterization of the PTM consensus
sites is important for understanding the link between biosilica-associated proteins and
biosilica-forming machinery.
Here we present an integrated analytical strategy for the systematic analysis of ly-
sine polyamine modifications. The employed approach relies on the profiling of ly-
sine PTMs in biosilica hydrolysates prior to the site-specific identification of lysine
#-polyamines in biosilica-associated proteins. It starts with exhaustive protein hydrol-
ysis in 6 m HCl and is followed by AQC-derivatization of polyamine-modified lysines
and their identification by LC-MS/MS. In this way, we could distinguish structural iso-
mers of polyamine moieties and quantify them with a limited set of internal standards
(Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3).
Using this approach we have catalogued lysine polyamine modifications in proteins
associated with silicified cell walls, which were isolated from three closely-related di-
atom species: Thalassiosira pseudonana, T. oceanica and Cyclotella cryptica (Section 3.2.1).
High resolution MS/MS analysis of these modifications revealed characteristic frag-
ments (Table 3.2) that were subsequently used as reporter ions for modified peptides.
Altogether, we identified 25 polyamine modifications (Section 3.2.3), which not only
confirmed seven previously known PTMs, but also revealed 18 novel ones, includ-
ing three acid-resistant phosphoester-containing polyamines (collectively denoted as
phosphopolyamines in Section 3.2.2). We also observed that the pattern of polyamine
modifications reflects the phylogenetic proximity of the three species (Section 3.2.5),
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where, on one hand, two closely-related diatoms (T. pseudonana and C. cryptica) share
conserved set of polyamine modifications, which, on the other hand, differ substan-
tially from a phylogenetically distant diatom (T. oceanica).
Detected structures represent an unusual class of protein post-translational modifica-
tion, which appears to be unique for biomineralizing organisms. These modifications
occur at the lysine side-chains, where propyleneimine (or aminopropyl) units are lin-
early linked to #-amines (see Fig. 4.1c–4.1e). The polyamine chains characterized in
all three (centric) diatom species consist of 1–2 aminopropyl units, while the longer #-
polyamine structures were detected previously in the pennate diatom C. fusiformis [64–
66]. Lysine residues were detected in three methylation states: textmono-, di- and tri-
methylation, whereas each N-atom in #-polyamine structures can also be methylated.
Additionally, the lysine residue can be converted to d-hydroxylysine, whose hydroxyl
group can be phosphorylated (3 out the total of 25 PTM structures). As a result, lysine
#-polyamine modifications introduce to biosilica-associated proteins positive charges
of protonated amino groups along with negatively charged phosphate residues. The
zwitterionic character of these molecules is likely to influence their chemical and biolog-
ical properties; however the mechanistic role of these PTMs remains elusive. Besides di-
atoms, silicified sponge spicules [91, 92] and calcifying coccolithophores [44] also have
similar polyamine structures, although phosphopolyamines seem to be diatom-specific.
Apparently, diatoms have a highly complex PTM machinery, whose site-specificity was
investigated in this work by mapping polyamine modifications to protein sequences.
The profiled lysine modifications were localized at biosilica-associated proteins by
GeLC-MS/MS using the multiple protease digestion approach (Section 3.3.1) after se-
lective removal of O-linked glycans and phosphorylation by HF-treatment (Section 3.3.2).
For the identification of polyamine-modified peptides an iterative search strategy (Sec-
tion 3.3.3) and deconvolution of raw peptide MS/MS spectra (Section 3.3.4) were em-
ployed, whereas polyamine-specific fragments were used for the validation of PTM
assignments (Section 3.3.5). We have identified 150 polyamine-acceptor lysines, which
can be modified by 5 types of PTM marks displayed in Fig. 4.1. Two of them represent
di- and trimethylation (Fig. 4.1a and 4.1b), while the others are #-polyamines with ei-
ther one (Fig. 4.1c) or two (Fig. 4.1d and 4.1e) aminopropyl units and a different degree
of N-methylation. PTM 333 (Fig. 4.1e) contain quaternary amino group and occur in
T. pseudonana and C. cryptica only, while PTM 232 (Fig. 4.1c) is specific for T. oceanica.
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These modifications were mapped to 25 biosilica-associated proteins (summarized in
Table A.2) from the three diatom species that are sharing no sequence homology and
are also not homologous to other known proteins. In this way, we have substantially
extended the catalogue of lysine #-polyamine sites in biosilica-associated proteins and
provided a resource for future studies of site-specificity and functional association of
PTM machinery in diatom biosilica.
(a) PTM 175 +28K
(#-dimethylation)
+
(b) PTM 189 +42K
(#-trimethylation)
(c) PTM 232 +85K (#-polyamine with
one aminopropyl unit)
(d) PTM 289 +142K (#-polyamine with two
aminopropyl units)
+
(e) PTM 333 +186K (#-polyamine with two
aminopropyl units and quaternary amine)
Figure 4.1 Structure of mapped PTMs.
Since a primary goal of this study was to reveal consensus sequences for lysine poly-
amine modifications, the conservation of amino acids surrounding the PTM sites was
tested. It was shown that polyamine modifications occurred at several consensus mo-
tifs, despite full sequences of the modified proteins were not conserved. In total, we de-
fined two consensus motifs for #-polyamines and methylation common to T. pseudonana
and C. cryptica, while the assignments in T. oceanica were inconclusive because of small
sampling size (Section 3.3.6). Out of the total 25 polyamine-modified proteins 21 con-
tained multiple conserved repeats KXXK, and 88 % of mapped PTMs resided in this
sequence motif. It was shown, that methylation commonly occurs at C-terminal lysine
of KXXK, while #-polyamine modifications reside preferably at N-terminal lysine. In ad-
dition, given the proximity of PTMs in KXXK, we hypothesized that crosstalk between
different modifications may be an important mechanism of the biosilica PTM machin-
ery. The association between #-polyamines and methylation in KXXK repeats was statis-
tically significant for T. pseudonana and C. cryptica and not significant for T. oceanica.
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However, it was possible to map only 5 out of total 25 modified lysines detected.
Therefore, as a perspective for the future work, we would like to improve the iden-
tification of lysine modification sites by all-ion fragmentation (AIF) technique using
the catalogued polyamine-specific fragments for peptide-independent identification of
#-polyamine PTMs. Furthermore, newly emerging alternative proteases [180, 197–199]
are useful to increase the proteome coverage and improve the identification of PTMs,
through the analysis of longer peptides, an approach referred as ‘middle-down’ prote-
omics, which in turn enables a perspective characterization of PTM proteoforms [200,
201]. Our results also open new perspectives for protein functional studies. In or-
der to gain the insight into the biosilica post-translational modification machinery, the
prospective polyamine biosynthetic enzymes should be investigated [99]. To this pur-
pose, the synthesis of initial substrate for transfer of aminopropyl groups is required.
Several polyamine synthases have been already cloned and tested for their possible
activity [97, 98], while many more remain to be discovered and characterized. Finally,
in order to provide a direct mass spectrometric evidence for the PTM crosstalk be-
tween polyamination and methylation, it need to be validated in vivo via site-directed
mutagenesis.
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Table 5.1 Chemicals and reagents. Unless otherwise noted, reagents were purchased commer-
cially from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (Milford, MA, USA) with a highest purity available.
(a) chemicals and reagents
Pierce™ Amino Acid Standard H 2.5 µm/mL in 0.1 N HCl
Thermo Scientific Pierce
(Waltham, MA, USA)
6 m HCl Sequencing grade
Acetonitrile (ACN) HPLC grade
(freshly purchased)Water (H2O)
Pierce BSA standard ampules 2.0 mg/mL
AccQTag™ Ultra Derivatization Kit Waters Corporation(Milford, MA, USA)
Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) For protein sequencing Merck Millipore
(Darmstadt, Germany)Formic acid (FA) 98–100 %
Coomassie Brilliant Blue R 250
Stains for electrophoresis
SERVA
Heidelberg, Germany
‘Stains All’
Sigma-Aldrich Co.
(Schnelldorf, Germany)
b-casein (bovine) >98 %, SDS-PAGE
l-lysine
all >98 %
d-hydroxy-l-lysine
#-N-monomethyl-l-lysine
#-N,N-dimethyl-l-lysine
#-N,N,N-trimethyl-l-lysine
l-arginine
l-proline
Spermidine
Acetic anhydride
Triethylamine (TEA)
Ammonium fluoride (NH4F)
HFpyridine soluble complex (Olah’s reagent) pyridine ~30 %, HF ~70 %)
GlycoProfile™ IV Chemical Deglycosylation Kit
Hydrogen fluoride (HF) Anhydrous, 3.5 GHC Gerling(Hamburg, Germany)
Trypsin MS grade Promega(Madison, WI, USA)
Endoproteinase Asp-N sequencing grade
Roche Diagnostics GmbH
Mannheim, Germany
Proteinase K PCR grade
Chymotrypsin Sequencing grade
Glu-C (V8 protease) MS grade
Ornithine d-polyamine derivative
Analytical standards Synthesized in Armin Geyer lab(Philipps-Universität, Marburg, Germany)Lysine #-polyamine derivative
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Table 5.1 Materials and instrumentation (continued from previous page).
(b) materials
HyperSil Gold Kappa column 0.5 mm i.d.150 mm 3 µm
Thermo Fisher Scientific
(Rockford, IL, USA)
Acclaim™ PepMap100 C18 75 µm i.d.15 cm, 3 µm, 100 Å
Acclaim™ PepMap100 C18 nanoViper 75 µm i.d.2 cm, 3 µm, 100 Å
OPTI-PAK 1 µL C18
Dichrom GmbH
(Marl, Germany)
Acid-washed glass hydrolysis tubes 5 ml Wheaton(Millville, NJ, USA)
LoBind tubes 1.5 mL Eppendorf
(Hamburg, Germany)Digital readout ThermoMixer C —
SDS-PAGE pre-cast gradient gels
Glycine (4–20 %) anamed Elektrophorese GmbH(Groß-Bieberau, Deutschland)
Glycine (4–20 %) Bio-Rad Laboratories
(Richmond, CA, USA)Tricine (10–20 %)
Universal indicator paper Merck(Darmstadt, Germany)
(c) equipment and instrumentation
LTQ Orbitrap™ Velos
Mass spectrometers Thermo Fisher Scientific(Bremen, Germany)
Q Exactive™
Q Exactive™ HF
Agilent 1200 LC system
HPLCs
Agilent Technologies
Santa Clara, CA, USA
Eksigent NanoLC™ 2D EksigentDublin, CA, USA
Vacuum concentrator RVC 2-25 CDplus Martin Christ GmbH(Osterode am Harz, Germany)
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5.1 synthesis of polyamine standards
Two internal standard compounds of oligo-propylenediamine-substituted lysine and
ornithine derivatives (Fig. 5.1a and 5.1b) were synthesized by Marina Abacilar in
Armin Geyer laboratory (Philipps-Universität, Marburg, Germany). Alkylation via
Mitsunobu reaction [202] was the key step for the modification of the side chains
of amino acids (ornithine and lysine). A detailed scheme of synthesis is provided in
Fig. 5.1c. Isolated compounds were purified by RPLC and characterized by 1H- and 13C-
NMR, HPLC and HRMS. The analytical data for corresponding synthetic standards are
provided in Fig. 3.6 (Suppl. Material A.1).
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(c) Synthesis of derivatives (a) and (b). (i) 3-brom-1-propanol, K2CO3, TBAI, 60 C, DMF, 12 h; (ii) PPh3,
DIAD, N-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl)-2-nitrobenzenesulfonamide, dry THF, 3 d; (iii) 2% hydrazine in
DCM; (iv) CTC-Resin, DIPEA, (v) 12 h; 2-Mercaptoethanol, DBU, 330 min; (vi) TFA/H2O/Et3SiH.
Figure 5.1 Chemical structures and synthesis of oligo-propylenediamine-substituted #-lysine
and d-ornithine derivatives. The synthetized molecules are either lysine or ornithine with
addition of two aminopropyl units with a dimethylated N-terminus. (a) ornithine d-polyamine
derivative; (b) lysine #-polyamine derivative; (c) synthesis of deprotected lysine and ornithine
derivatives (a) and (b).
Purification by RPLC was performed with a Thermo Scientific Dionex UltiMate
3000 semi-preparative system, including a HPG-3200BX pump, an ERC Series-300 sol-
vent degasser, a MWD-3000 detector and a AFC-3000 fraction collector. A Macherey
Nagel VP Nucleodur C18 Gravity column (5 µm, 1252.1 mm) was used. Eluents in
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both systems: A: H2O + 0.1 % TFA, B: MeCN + 0.085 % TFA. Afterwards, the synthe-
sized compounds were lyophilized with a Christ Alpha 2-4 LDplus.
The analytical HPLC spectra were recorded with a Thermo Scientific Dionex Ul-
tiMate 3000 system, including a LPG-3400SD pump, a WPS-3000SL autosampler, a
TCC-3000SD column compartment and a DAD-3000 detector. An ACE UltraCore 2.5
Super-C18 column (1502.1 mm) was used as stationary phase.
High-resolution ESI mass spectra of synthesized compounds (shown in Fig. 3.6) were
recorded in the positive ion mode with a Q Exactive mass spectrometer.
1H- and 13C-NMR spectroscopy (TOCSY, HSQC) was performed on a Bruker AV-
300 or AV-500/HD-500 spectrometer. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and are
referenced to the residual solvent peak (DMSO-d6 by 2.5 ppm). Multiplicities are in-
dicated by s (singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), bs (broad singlet), m (multiplet) and pq
(pseudo quartet). Coupling constants (J) are reported in Hertz [Hz].
5.2 isolation of biosilica-associated proteins
Thalassiosira pseudonana (strain CCMP|1335), T. oceanica (strain CCMP|1005) and Cyclotella
cryptica (strain CCMP|332) were grown in an enriched artificial seawater (ESAW) medium
according to the North East Pacific Culture Collection protocol (Canadian Center for
the Culture of Microorganisms ESAW Recipe [203]) at 18 C under constant light at
5000–10 000 lx.
Isolation of diatom cell walls was performed by Christoph Heintze in Nils Kröger
laboratory (B-CUBE, Dresden, Germany) as described previously [57]. Briefly, cells
were boiled twice in 2 % SDS / 100 mm EDTA to remove intracellular components and
membranes. Cell walls were pelleted by centrifugation (10 min, 3200g), extracted
with acetone and washed extensively with H2O. Milli-Q (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany)
purified H2O (resistivity: 18.2 MW cm) was used throughout this procedure. The puri-
fied cell walls (biosilica) was lyophilized and stored at  20 C until further use.
Ammonium fluoride (NH4F) extraction of purified cell walls, orammonium fluoride
soluble material (AFSM), was as described by Kröger et al. [66]. Purified cell walls
were resuspended in 10 m ammonium fluoride and the suspension was acidified to
pH 4.5 by adding HCl. After 30 min at RT, the suspension was centrifuged (10 min,
3200g) and the supernatant subjected to dialysis against 10 mm ammonium acetate
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(Spectra/Por dialysis tubing, 500 Da molecular weight cut-off). The dialysate was
centrifuged for 15 min at 3200g and the supernatant was lyophilized and kept at
 20 C.
For extraction of ammonium fluoride insoluble material, biosilica was isolated ac-
cording to Scheffel et al. [71] and treated with 0.1 mg/ml chitinase from Streptomyces
griseus ( 0.2 U/mg) from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (Schnelldorf, Germany) in chitinase
buffer1 (50 mm potassium phosphate pH 6.0, 0.05 % (w/v) sodium azide, 1 mm PMSF)
at 37 C in a shaker incubator for 2 d. The progress of chitin degradation was moni-
tored by Calcofluor White staining as described previously [163]. The chitinase-treated
biosilica was washed once with 1 % (w/v) SDS followed by 5 washing with H2O
by repeated centrifugation-resuspension cycles. The final pellet (i. e., chitin-free biosil-
ica) was resuspended in H2O and freeze-dried. The dry material was resuspended in
150 ml 10 m NH4F and adjusted to pH 4.5 by the addition of HCl. The suspension was
incubated at room temperature for 30 min, and centrifuged at 3200g for 30 min. The
pellet was washed with H2O by resuspension-centrifugation (3200g, 30 min). Resid-
ual chitin was removed by a second chitinase treatment as described above, followed
by washing once with 1 % (w/v) SDS and 5 washing with H2O. The resulting NH4F-
insoluble organic matrix material (AFIM) was freeze-dried and stored at  20 C until
use.
The isolation of silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3), which was used in Sections 3.1.3
and 3.3.3, was according to Poulsen and Kröger [67]. The dialysate of AFSM extract
was loaded onto a HighS cation exchange column (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Richmond,
CA, USA) equilibrated in 50 mm ammonium acetate. After washing the column with
50 mm ammonium acetate and 0.5 m ammonia, LCPAs were eluted with 2 m NaCl in
pH 10.0 buffer (100 mm ammonia, 50 mm ammonium acetate). Next, the flow-through
from the HighS cation exchange column and the 50 mm ammonium acetate wash were
pooled, concentrated by lyophilization, and then subjected to fractionation using a
Superdex200 HiLoad 16/60 column (Amersham Biosciences, Little Chalfont, UK)
with running buffer 500 mm NaCl and 50 mm ammonium acetate at 1.0 ml/min flow
rate. Fractions were analyzed by Tricine-SDS-PAGE [204] and staining with ‘Stains
All’ [86, 87]. Fractions eluting between 45 and 60 min (containing tpSil1/2 and tpSil3)
were combined, concentrated by ultrafiltration (molecular weight cut-off 10 kDa) and
1 Note: the chitinase solution was filtered through a polyethersulfone syringe filter with 0.2 µm pore size.
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loaded onto a Mono Q HR-5/5 column (Amersham Biosciences, Little Chalfont, UK)
equilibrated with 50 mm Tris-HCl, pH 6.4. Elution was performed at a flow rate of
0.5 ml/min by linearly increasing the NaCl concentration to 2 m in 1 h. Fractions con-
taining tpSil3 eluted between 22.5 and 28.5 min were pooled, exhaustively dialyzed
(molecular weight cut-off 7 kDa) against 10 mm ammonium acetate, and lyophilized.
The dry residue was dissolved in water and stored frozen at  20 C until use.
5.3 expression of tpsil3 from synthetic gene
tpSil3 was expressed from a synthetic gene according to Kumar et al. [171]. The
database sequence of tpSil3 (without signal peptide) was in-silico concatenated into
a single protein sequence, flanked with tryptic peptide sequences picked out from the
PhospB and (at the N-terminus side) and BSA (at the C-terminus side) and with two
affinity tags (Twin-strep-tag and His-tag) together with 3C cleavage site (sequence is
depicted in Fig. 5.2).
MGSAWSHPQFEKGGGSGGGSGGSAWSHPQFEKLEVLFQGPAAAKVFADYEEYVKDFYELEPHKVAAAFPGDVDRGLAGVENV
TELKEGHGGDHSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEEDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMPDEAGAKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVD
AKASKESHMSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAEDVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDMCMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKASKESSMP
SSKAAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSAHLVDEPQNLIKYLYEIARQTALVELLKLGEYGFQNAL
IVRDAFLGSFLYEYSRLVNELTEFAKGSGHHHHHH
Figure 5.2 Sequence design of tpSil3 expressed from a synthetic gene. The sequence of tpSil3
(without signal peptide) is in-silico concatenated into a single sequence, flanked with peptide
sequences from PhosB (at the N-terminus side) and bovine serum albumin (BSA) (at the C-
terminus side) proteins with two affinity tags ( Twin-strep-tag and His-tag ) together with 3C
cleavage site.
This synthetic gene was obtained from GeneArt (Regensburg, Germany) and sub-
cloned into pET expression vector, which was transformed into an E. coli strain that
was dual auxotroph for arginine and lysine ( 4Arg4Lys BL21 (DE3) T1 pRARE ). Fresh
transformants were inoculated into a synthetic media MDAG-135 [205] supplemented
with antibiotics (100 µg/ml ampicillin and 15 µg/ml chloramphenicol) and incubated
overnight at 37 C on a shaking platform. After this overnight incubation the start-
ing culture was further diluted 1000 by MDAG-135 media supplemented with the
same antibiotics and incubated at 37 C until OD600=0.5. Cells in MDAG-135 media
were induced by 0.2 mm IPTG. After 4 h to 6 h post induction cells were pelleted, re-
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suspended in 2 PBS, aliquoted, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at  80 C
until analysed. Prior analyses frozen aliquots were thawed and cell lysed in an equal
volume of 2 Laemmli buffer by incubating at 80 C for 15 min. The samples were
spun down and the supernatant subjected to SDS-PAGE. Protein bands were visual-
ized by Coomassie staining and full length expression of corresponding synthetic genes
was validated by in-gel digestion with trypsin or Asp-N and LC-MS/MS of recovered
peptides, as described in Section 5.14.
5.4 hcl hydrolysis
Hydrolysis of biosilica extracts (AFSM and AFIM) and protein tpSil3 was performed
by 6 m HCl in vacuo for 17 h at 110 C in acid-washed clear-glass tubes. The HCl hy-
drolysates were evaporated to dryness in a vacuum centrifuge at 40 C and dissolved
in water for further analysis.
5.5 aqc-derivatization of amino acids and polyamines
Derivatization of acidic hydrolysates and standards with AccQTag Ultra Kit was car-
ried out according to the protocol provided by the manufacturer [206]. 20 µL of either
standard solution or biosilica hydrolysate was mixed with 140 µL AccQTag Ultra bo-
rate buffer (pH~9.0), and 40 µL AccQTag Ultra reagent that was previously dissolved
in 1.0 mL of AccQTag Ultra reagent diluent (the concentration of reconstituted AQC
is approximately 10 mm in acetonitrile). The solution was left for 1 min at RT, but
to ensure complete derivatization and decomposition of unreacted reagent it was al-
lowed to proceed for 10 min at 55 C. AQC-derivatization mixture was diluted 10
and immediately subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis.
5.6 lc-ms/ms analysis of qac-derivatives
Liquid chromatographic analysis of QAC-derivatives was performed on a Agilent 1200
LC system, equipped with a binary solvent manager, an autosampler, a column heater,
a DAD (set at at 280 nm), and interfaced to a Q Exactive mass spectrometer. The
separation column was a HyperSil Gold Kappa column 0.5 mm i.d.150 mm packed
with 3 µm particles. A column OPTI-PAK (1 µL C18) was used as the trap column.
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10 µL of the sample was loaded with solvent A at 0.020 µL/min. After loading the
trap column was switched online to the separation column, and the mobile phase flow
rate was maintained at 20 µL/min. 10 µL of sample was injected. Eluent A was 0.1 %
FA in water, and eluent B was FA in neat acetonitrile. The column heater was set at
40 C. The separation of QAC-derivatives was performed by 60 min gradient, which is
provided in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 HPLC gradient used for the analysis of QAC-derivatives.
Time (min) 0 10 20 50 55 57 60
B (%) 0 0 10 95 95 0 0
A: 0.1 % FA B: 100 % ACN in 0.1 % FA
The LC was connected to the Q Exactive mass spectrometer under the control of Xcal-
ibur 4.0 software (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Survey scans were acquired within the
range of m/z 140–700 at a resolution of of 70 000 FWHM at m/z 200 and with the target
value of 3 106 ions with a maxiaml injection time of 100 ms. Survey scan was fol-
lowed by MS/MS fragmentation targeted to the inclusion list derived from Tables 3.1
and A.1. Isolation of precursors was performed with a window of m/z = 2 at 5 ppm.
Spectra were acquired in one microscan under the stepped normalized collision energy
of 25, 30 and 35 % with a target value of 1 105 ions and a maxiaml injection time of
100 ms. Resolution for HCD spectra was set to 70 000 at m/z 200 with, whereas the
first mass was fixed to m/z 80. Three replicate LC-MS/MS runs for each sample were
performed and saved as .RAW files (Thermo).
5.7 amino acid measurement using uv-detection
The amino acid analysis (AAA) with single wavelength UV detection was done in the
Functional Genomics Center Zürich (FGCZ, ETH Zürich, Switzerland) [207]. The
tpSil3 sample was hydrolyzed with HCl and derivatized by AQC reagent as described
previously. Derivatives were separated with high resolution using UPLC columns
(1.7 µm particles). Amino acid concentrations were determined using the MassTrak
Amino Acid Analysis Solution (Waters Corporation, Milford, USA) with UV de-
tection at 280 nm. The results were distributed as .pdf and .txt file, containing the
chromatogram and a tabular summary of the integration results.
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5.8 direct infusion ms/ms analysis
Total biosilica hydrolysates and analytical standards were diluted with a mixture aceto-
nitrile/water/FA (v/v/v - 50/45/5). Dilution of the hydrolysates and stock solutions
were selected individually for each experiment. Prior to the analysis, samples were
loaded into 96-well plate (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). Mass spectrometric anal-
ysis was carried out in the positive ion mode using either Q Exactive or Q Exactive HF
mass spectrometer. Instruments were equipped with the robotic nanoflow ion source
TriVersa NanoMate (Advion BioSciences, Ithaca, NY, USA) using chips with spray-
ing nozzles with a diameter of 4.1 µm and controlled by Chipsoft 8.3.3 software. The
ionization voltage and gas back pressure were set to 2.00 kV and 0.80 psi. Under these
settings, 8 µL of the analyte was electrosprayed for more than 50 min. The temperatures
of the ion transfer capillary was 275 C and S-lens level was 65 %. The samples were
sprayed for 10 min. FT MS mass resolution Rm/z 400 was 140 000 (FWHM); target value
AGC was 3 106 and maximum injection time was 25 ms. One FT MS was acquired
within 3.52 s. The total acquisition time for all FT MS spectra was 10 min.
5.9 acetylation of phosphopolyamines
The hydrolyzed biosilica extract from T. pseudonana was derivatized with acetic anhy-
dride. Briefly, biosilica hydrolysate was evaporated to dryness and dissolved in 80 µl
of triethylamine 30 mm resulting in a 200 dilution corresponding to the initial extract
volume. The mixture was derivatized by addition of 160 µl of acetic anhydride/iso-
propanol = 1/7 (v/v) (total volume can be changed if proportions are maintained).
Above solutions were mixed thoroughly and incubated for at least 2 h at RT. The
derivatization reagents were removed by vacuum centrifugation at 40 C. The dried
sample was reconstituted in 50 µl of 50 % acetonitrile containing 5 % FA for direct infu-
sion MS/MS analysis.
5.10 31p nmr measurements
31P-NMR was performed by Marcus Rauche in Eike Brunner laboratory (Technische
Universität Dresden, Germany). All experiments were carried out at 300 K using a
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Ascend™ 500 spectrometer from from Bruker Daltonik GmbH (Bremen, Germany).
31P-NMR spectra were recorded at a resonance frequency of 202.45 MHz using a 5 mm
BBO prodigy cryo probe (cooled with nitrogen to increase the sensitivity). A pulse
length of 11.63 µs at 61 W and a relaxation delay of 2 s were used. For 31P{1H}-NMR-
decoupling WALTZ-16 was used. The samples were rotated with 20 Hz. The chemical
shifts were referenced relative to H3PO4 for
31P-NMR. The samples were dissolved in
600 µl of 99.9 % D2O (Sigma-Aldrich Co., Schnelldorf, Germany), after centrifugation
the supernatant was adjusted with 0.1 m HCl to pH~5.0 (tested by universal indicator
paper) and transferred to a 5 mm NMR-tube.
5.11 deglycosylation with tfms
Deglycosylation with GlycoProfile IV Kit was performed according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions [208]. A dry pellet of tpSil3 was dissolved in 150 µl of trifluoro-
methanesulfonic acid (TFMS) and incubated for 30 min or 2 h at 0 C. Subsequently,
the solution was neutralized by dropwise addition of 60 % pyridine (in ethanol), which
caused the formation of a fine precipitate after 150 µl of the pyridine solution was
added. The precipitate was completely dissolved by adding 20 µl of water, and neu-
tralization was quickly completed by adding 150 µl of the pyridine solution2. The neu-
tralization of reaction mixture was monitored by addition of 4 µl Bromophenol Blue
Solution as an indicator dye until the pH is ~6.0. The neutral solution was mixed with
a sample buffer for SDS-PAGE and subjected to GeLC-MS/MS.
5.12 treatment with hf pyridine soluble complex
A chemical dephosphorylation/deglycosylation with anhydrous HFpyridine soluble
complex was performed as described previously [174]. A dry pellet of tpSil3 was
dissolved in 50 µl of anhydrous HFpyridine soluble complex and incubated at 0 C for
30 min, 1, 2 and 3 h. The reaction mixture at any given time was neutralized with a
sample buffer for SDS-PAGE and subjected to GeLC-MS/MS.
2 Note: the entire process of neutralization should be carried out quickly, keeping the reaction mixture
cold at all stages to minimize protein degradation
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5.13 anhydrous hf-treatment
Biosilica extracts or tpSil3 were dried and dissolved in liquid HF [58, 59]. After 30 min
at 0 C, HF was evaporated, and any remaining material was dissolved in water. De-
phosphorylation/deglycosylation efficiency is demonstrated by shifts to lower mass
in HF-treated proteins, evaluated by SDS-PAGE. After HF-treatment samples were
analyzed by GeLC-MS/MS analysis.
5.14 protein analysis by gelc-ms/ms
In-gel digestion was performed according to Shevchenko et al. [110, 111]. To visualize
protein lanes, gels were fixed, rinsed with water and successively stained with ‘Stains
All’ [86, 87] and Coomassie Brilliant Blue R 250. After destaining the entire gel lanes
covering the mass range of 10–250 kDa were excised, cut into small pieces (~1 mm3).
The gel pieces were then transferred into 1.5 mL tubes and completely destained by
acetonitrile/water. Destained gel pieces were reduced with 10 mm DTT (for 45 min at
56 C) and alkylated with 55 mm IAA (for 30 min in dark at RT). The reduced and
alkylated gel pieces were washed with water/acetonitrile and then shrunk with aceto-
nitrile. The ice-cold protease solution (per mode = symbol50 ng µl 1) was added
to cover the shrunk gel pieces, and incubated on ice for 2 h. The swollen gel pieces
was then covered with 10 mm NH4HCO3 and incubated at 37 C for 12–18 h. Cleavage
specificity for proteases3 used or discussed in this thesis is provided in Table 5.3. The
resulting peptides were extracted by water/acetonitrile/FA (v/v/v - 49/50/1), dried
in a vacuum centrifuge and stored at  20 C until use.
The resulting peptides were recovered in 5 % and 2.6 µL was injected using AS-2 au-
tosampler into direct pumping nanoflow liquid chromatography system (Eksigent
NanoLC 2D), which eliminates the limitations imposed by flow splitting. NanoLC
was equipped with a 300 µm i.d.5 mm trap and 75 µm i.d.15 cm separation column
packed with Acclaim PepMap100 C18 3 µm particles. Multiple lysine PTMs increase
hydrophilicity of modified peptides, aggravating RPLC separation. Therefore, LC
3 Note: non-specific proteases, when allowed to work for a long time, can result in large number of short
peptides, decreasing reproducibility and complicating the further analysis. Therefore, for non-specific
proteases (e. g., Proteinase K) shorter incubation times were used (~4–6 h).
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Table 5.3 Cleavage specificity of the proteases used (or discussed) in this thesis. For a review,
see [109, 180, 199]. ‘[]’, cleavage activators; ‘hi’, cleavage preventors; ‘.’, cleavage point; ‘Y’,
aliphatic, aromatic, or hydrophobic amino acids.
Protease Optimal pH Cleavage specificity used for Mascot searches
Trypsin 7.5 [RK].hPi C-terminal to an arginine ora lysine (if not followed by a proline)
Glu-C (V8) 8.0 [E].hPi and slower at [D].hPi C-terminal to an glutamic acid and slower toan aspartic acid (if not followed by a proline)
Asp-N 4.0–9.0 .[D] and less specific at .[E] N-terminal to an aspartic and aglutamic acid (with less specificity)
Chymotrypsin 7.8–8.0
[FWY].hPi
[LMADE].hPi at slower rate Semi-specific
Proteinase K 8.0 Y. Non-specific
OmpT [197] 6.0–6.5 [KR].[KR] Cleaves within dibasic combinations of Arg and Lys.
LisargiNase [198] 7.5 .[RK] N-terminal to an arginine or a lysine
gradients were adjusted as follows: solvent A was 0.1 % FA in water; solvent B was
60 % acetonitrile in water containing 0.1 % FA. The samples were loaded for 8.5 min
with solvent A at 2 µL/min. After loading the trap column was switched online to the
separation column, and flow rate was set to 300 nL/min. The peptides were fraction-
ated using 175 min program shown in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 HPLC gradient used for the analysis of peptides.
Time (min) 0 25 145 150 155 175
B (%) 0 0 55 55 0 0
A: 0.1 % FA B: 60 % ACN in 0.1 % FA
The nanoLC was connected to the LTQ Orbitrap Velos hybrid mass spectrometer un-
der the control of Xcalibur 4.0 software (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The DDA cycle
consisted of a survey scan acquired in µs within the range of m/z 350–1600 performed
under the target mass resolution of 60 000 FWHM in the Orbitrap amalyzer. Automated
gain control (AGC) target ion count was set to 1 106 for FT MS scans with maximal
fill time of 500 ms; precursor ion isolation width of 3 Da; spectra were recorded in cen-
troid mode. The data-dependent acquisition (DDA) cycle consisted of acquiring FT MS
survey spectrum followed by 8 MS/MS spectra with a fragmentation threshold of 4000
ion counts; singly charged precursor ions were excluded. Four CID and four HCD
fragment spectra were acquired in one microscan under the normalized collision en-
ergy (nCE) of 35 % and target value of 1 104 ions (ion selection threshold 400 counts;
precursor ions isolation width m/z = 3). Activation parameter q = 0.25 and activation
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time of 30 ms were applied. Fragmented precursors were dynamically excluded for
30 s. Two replicate LC-MS/MS runs for each sample were performed and saved as
.RAW files (Thermo). Lock mass was set to the singly charged ion of dodecamethylcy-
clohexasiloxane ion ((Si(CH3)2O))6; m/z =445.120025).
5.15 proteomics data processing
Data processing was performed using Proteome Discoverer 2.1 (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, Bremen, Germany). Beforehand, all MS2 spectra were processed using custom-
built deconvolution node developed by Vladimir Gorshkov [183] to produce deiso-
toped MS/MS spectra consisting only of singly charged fragments. Briefly, each iso-
topic cluster is converted to one singly charged peak with m/z-value calculated accord-
ing to the formula (*), where m/z1+ represents the mass-to-charge ratio of the deconvo-
luted singly charged peak, z is the charge state of the fragment and mH+ is the mass of
the proton:
m/z1+ = m/zz+  z  (z  1)mH+ (*)
Next, fragment masses were grouped with a Distance tolerance that was set to
5 ppm4. For the grouped peaks masses were averaged and intensities were summed
up. All multiply charged peaks were deconvoluted to the singly charged state, and
all peaks that could not be assigned to any charge state according to the isotopic pat-
tern were transferred to the deconvoluted spectra with charge state 1+. The parameter
Isotope peak difference / N was set to one.
Mascot 2.2.06 database search engine (Matrix Science, London, UK) [209] was
used for peptide identifications against the custom-made database (80 096 sequence
entries) containing protein sequences from three diatom species (T. pseudonana [13],
T. oceanica [14] and C. cryptica [15]), which was concatenated with sequences of com-
mon laboratory contaminants were added (proteases, keratines, etc.) Deconvoluted
fragment spectra were sorted to CID and HCD spectra, which were processed indepen-
dently with parameters listed in Table 5.5.
4 i. e., a moving window is used to check each two neighbouring masses; m/z having absolute differences
less than 5 ppm are considered to belong to the same m/z peak.
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Table 5.5 Mascot search parameters.
Parameters CID MS/MS HCD MS/MS
Precursor tolerance 10 ppm
Fragment tolerance 0.6 Da 60 mmu
Max missed cleavages 3
Enzyme See Table 5.3
Fixed modifications Carbamidomethyl (C)
Variable modifications Methionine oxidation and 2 #-polyamine PTMs (see Section 3.3.3)
Precursor type (mass) Monoisotopic
Peptide charge 2+ and 3+
Instrument ESI-TRAP instrument settings HCD instrument settings
1+ fragments yes
2+ fragments if precursor 2+ or higher yes
immonium ions no yes
a-series no yes
b-series yes
y-series yes
y or y++ must be significant no
Max mass for internal fragements 700 1500
Scaffold 4.8.7 (Proteome Software, Inc., Portland, OR, USA) was used to validate
peptide-spectrum matches (PSMs) and protein identifications from Mascot searches [210,
211]. Proteins containing shared peptides were grouped satisfying the laws of parsi-
mony. Peptide identifications were accepted if they could be established at greater than
99.0 % probability as specified by the Peptide Prophet algorithm [210]. The peptide and
protein identities were accepted if they displayed a false discovery rate (FDR)  2 %
based on the Scaffold Local FDR algorithm with at least two unique peptides with a
precursor ion mass accuracy  10 ppm. Protein identifications were accepted if they
could be established at greater than 95.0 % probability [211] detected in at least one
biological replicate. Proteomics data were deposited to the ProteomeXchange Datasets
Consortium via the PRIDE [212] partner repository.
Sequece Logos [196] for the identification of PTM consensus sites were produced
by TEXshade package [213]. Briefly, amino acid sequences were restricted to 20 amino
acids (10 downstream and 10 upstream) and aligned by lysine PTM sites; details are
described in the Results and Discussion (Section 3.3.6).
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Figure A.1 Reactions of 6-aminoquinolyl-N-hydroxysuccinimidyl carbamate (AQC), which
might occur in buffered aqueous solutions and/or during storage: (a) hydrolysis of AQC (cat-
alyzed by acids or bases) results in N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and 6-quinolinyl carbamic
acid, which is an unstable and spontaneously breaks down (b) to carbon dioxide and 6-amino-
quinoline (AMQ); (c) alkaline hydrolysis of AQC eliminates NHS and gives 6-quinolinyl iso-
cyanate; (d) acid or base catalyzed addition of water to the carbon-nitrogen double bond gives
an N-substituted carbamic acid; (e) in absence of a basic catalyst, disubstituted urea, N,N0-bis-
(6-quinolinyl)urea, can be obtained by a nucleophilic addition of AMQ; (f) the primary amine
AMQ forms N,N0-bis(6-quinolinyl)urea by a nucleophilic substitution reaction [129].
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Table A.1 Calculated NQAC-derivatization groups for lysine #-polyamine modifications
from Fig. 3.1 (p. 39). Propylamine units (PA0, PA1, PA2); N-methyl groups (Me1–Me7); d-
hydroxylation of lysine (Hydroxy); phosphorylation of side hydroxyl (Phospho).
Backbone Me0 Me1 Me2 Me3 Me4 Me5 Me6 Me7 ...
Lys-PA0 2 2 — 1 — 1 — — — — — — — ...
Lys-PA1 3 3 2 2 — 2 1 1 — 1 — — — ...
Lys-PA1-PA2 4 4 3 3 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hydroxy-Lys-PA0 2 2 — 1 — 1 — — — — — — — ...
Hydroxy-Lys-PA1 3 3 2 2 — 2 1 1 — 1 — — — ...
Hydroxy-Lys-PA1-PA2 4 4 3 3 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Phospho-Hydroxy-Lys-PA0 2 2 — 1 — 1 — — — — — — — ...
Phospho-Hydroxy-Lys-PA1 3 3 2 2 — 2 1 1 — 1 — — — ...
Phospho-Hydroxy-Lys-PA1-PA2 4 4 3 3 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Figure A.2 Calibration curves of QAC-derivatized amino acids. The dynamic range and linear-
ity for QAC-derivatives were obtained from calibration curves that were built using solutions
of a standard physiological amino acid mix (Pierce Amino Acid Standard H, Table 5.1). Y -
arbitrary abundance units, X – amount loaded on-column, pmol; both logarithmic scales.
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amino acid analysis (AAA) and lysine PTMs profile of silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3) by
mass spectrometry (MS)- and ultraviolet (UV)-detection.
+
+
(a) PTM 175 (3QAC)
+
+ +
(b) PTM 261 (3QAC)
+ + +
(c) PTM 275 (4QAC)
+ +
(d) PTM 289 (3QAC)
+ +
(e) PTM 303a (2QAC)
+ +
(f ) PTM 319 (3QAC)
+ +
(g) PTM 333 (2QAC)
+ +
(h) PTM 399 (3QAC)
+ +
(i) PTM 413 (2QAC)
Figure A.3 Number of amino acid residues. Comparison of obtained amino acid content of
silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3) with the theoretical one (cf. with Fig. 3.4). Numbers on
top of each bar represent calculated amino acid residues. Only 25 % of unmodified lysines
were detected, whereas ~75 % of total lysine content is modified with different #-modifications,
displayed in (a)–(i). Asx, Aspartic acid or Asparagine; Glx, Glutamic acid or Glutamine; QAC,
derivatization group.
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a.1 analytical data for synthetic standards
(a) (S)-2-amino-5-((3-((3-(dimethylamino)propyl)amino)propyl)amino)pentanoic acid
1H-NMR (500MHz, DMSO d6): d (ppm) = 1.61-1.89 (m, 4 H, g H, b H2), 1.89-
2.03 (m, 4 H, HNCH2CH2CH2NH), 2.79 (d,
1 J = 3.2 Hz, 6 H, N(CH3)2), 2.89-3.05 (m,
8 H, d H2, CH2NH), 3.06-3.17 (m, 2 H, CH2N(CH3)2), 3.95 (m, 1 H, a H), 8.31 (bs, 3 H,
a NH +3 ), 8.68 (bs, 2 H, 2-NH +2 ), 8.79 (bs, 2 H, 2-NH +2 ), 9.78 (bs, 1 H, 3-HN+(CH3)2)
(300 K).
13C-NMR (75MHz, DMSO d6): d (ppm) = 21.2 (HNCH2CH2CH2NH), 21.9 (C g),
22.8 (HNCH2CH2CH2NH), 27.4 (C b), 42.6 (N(CH3)2), 44.4 (CH2NHCH2), 46.7 (C d),
51.8 (C a), 54.1 (CH2N(CH3)2) (300 K).
(b) (S)-2-amino-6-((3-((3-(dimethylamino)propyl)amino)propyl)amino)hexanoic acid
1H-NMR (500MHz, DMSO d6): d (ppm) = 1.32-1.42 (m, 1 H, g H), 1.42-1.52 (m,
1 H, g H), 1.55-1.66 (m, 2 H, d H2), 1.68-1.87 (m, 2 H, b H2), 1.87-2.04 (m, 4 H,
HNCH2CH2CH2NH), 2.80 (d,
1 J = 4.4 Hz, 6 H, N(CH3)2), 2.84-2.93 (m, 2 H, # H2),
2.93-3.048 (m, 6 H, CH2NH), 3.06-3.18 (m, 2 H, CH2N(CH3)2), 3.98 (pq,
3 J = 5.7 Hz,
1 H, a H), 8.26 (bs, 3 H, a NH +3 ), 8.65 (bs, 2 H, 2-NH +2 ), 8.81 (bs, 2 H, 2-NH +2 ), 9.78
(bs, 1 H, 3-HN+(CH3)2) (300 K).
13C-NMR (75MHz, DMSO d6): d (ppm) = 21.8 (C g), 21.2, 22.9 (HNCH2CH2CH2NH),
25.5 (C d), 29.9 (C b), 42.6 (N(CH3)2), 44.3 (CH2NHCH2), 46.8 (C #), 54.0 (CH2N(CH3)2),
52.2 (C a) (300 K).
Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and are referenced to the residual
solvent peak (DMSO-d6 by 2.5 ppm). Multiplicities are indicated by s
(singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), bs (broad singlet), m (multiplet) and pq
(pseudo quartet). Coupling constants (J) are reported in Hertz [Hz].
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(a) Q9SE35 Silaffin-1 from C. fusiformis (cfSil1)
MKLTAIFPLLFTAVGYCAAQSIADLAAANLSTEDSKSAQLISADSSDDASDSSVESVDAASSDVSGSSVESVDVSGSSLESVDVSGSSLESVDDSSEDSEEEELRILSSKKSGSYYSYGTKKSGSYSGYSTKKSASRRILSSKKSGSYSG
YSTKKSGSRRILSSKKSGSYSGSKGSKRRILSSKKSGSYSGSKGSKRRNLSSKKSGSYSGSKGSKRRILSSKKSGSYSGSKGSKRRNLSSKKSGSYSGSKGSKRRILSGGLRGSM
(b) Q5Y2C2 Silaffin-1 from T. pseudonana (tpSil1)
MKVTTSIITLLFASCGAADVQRVLEDVTEPAVTTPAATPAPITPEPATPAPTICEGRNFYYDEETRKCSNEATGGIYGTLIDCCVAISGSVSCPYVDICNTLQPSPSPETNEPSAKPITAAPISSAPVSAAPVTSAPVAAPVETTSMTGP
TTIVASIVSTNAPSLTNAPSSSLEAVVTRIPVETTNTASPTTTAASIVSTNAPSSSPEAVVTPRPTFRPSPEGTESNTSPASIASDVMFGPPKTSTPTSTPTSSSHPSSSEPTLSPSVSKEPTGYPTSSPSHSPTKSPSKSPSSSPTTSP
SASPTETPTETPTESPTESPTESPTLSPTESPTLSPTESPSLSPTLSTTWSPTGYPTLAPSPSPSISSAPSVSSAPSSPPSISSAPSVSSAPSKNFGFLPGLTEMPTISPTEDHYFFGKSHKSHKSHKSKATKTLKVSKSGKSAKSSKSS
GRRPLFGVSQLSEGIAVGYAKSSGRSSQQAVGSWMPVAAACILGALSFFLN
(c) Q5Y2C1 Silaffin-2 from T. pseudonana (tpSil2)
MKVTTSIITLLFASCGAADVQRVLEDVTEPAVTTPAATPAPITPEPATPAPTICEGRNFYRDDDTGKCSNEATGGIYGTLIECCVAISGSDSCPYVDICNTLQPSPSPETNEPSAKPITAAPISSAPVSAAPVTSAPVAAPVETTSMTGP
TTIVASIVSTNAPSSTNAPSSSLEAVVTRIPVETTNTASPTTTAASIVSTNAPSSSPEAVVTPRPTFRPSPKGTESNTFPASIASDVMFDPARSEPTFTPTSSSQPSSSEPTLSPSVSKEPTRYPTSSPSHSPTKSPSKSPSSSPTTSPS
ASPTETPTETPTESPTELPTLSPTEFPSLSPTLSPTWSPTGYPTLAPSPSPSISSAPSVSSAPSSSPSISSAPSVSSAPSKNFGFLPGRNEMPTISPTEDHYFFGKSHKSHKSKATKTLKVSKSGKSSKSSKSSGSRPLFGVSQLSEGIA
AGYAKSSGRSSQQAVGSWMPVAAACILGALSFFLN
(d) B8BRK6 silaffin-3 from T. pseudonana (tpSil3)
MKTSAIALLAVLATTAATEPRRLRTLEGHGGDHSISMSMHSSKAEKQAIEAAVEEDVAGPAKAAKLFKPKASKAGSMPDEAGAKSAKMSMDTKSGKSEDAAAVDAKASKESHMSISGDMSMAKSHKAEAEDVTEMSMAKAGKDEASTEDM
CMPFAKSDKEMSVKSKQGKTEMSVADAKASKESSMPSSKAAKIFKGKSGKSGSLSMLKSEKASSAHSLSMPKAEKVHSMSA
(e) B8C0W5 silaffin-4 from T. pseudonana (tpSil4)
MKIIFPALAIIALVNGQQQVHRLRNDVIEHRVSSSASVATSTLFGRKGGRELSADRSEGSGGSGDEEAVDAKAEKTSTTGSAKAGKSAENEAATETSSKAAKLFKPKSSKGGASDASTEYESGASDASTEYESGASEAGAEVTAKAEKGS
DDEGHDAKADKGTGSGKSGKSMSMHAKSGKGEAGSDMSVSSKAQMSYIHGSGDEGSDEATTSDASKATKVFKSSGKSGKGEAAGSSDMSVSSKPEKSEGSSEATTADASKATKVYKSDASTESKSAKHSASMPFGKSSKESDAKAHKGEM
SVHQSKAFKGKSSKAMSVSSKAMSVSSKAASMSHYTHGYEKSIFG
(f ) B8C322 CingulinW1 from T. pseudonana (tpCinW1)
MKIGYSLALLAVASASAQNTGLRGSDAEVELFNRKLSDWGDDGWNDDGWNDDGWGGSGSSSKSSKSGSSGSSGKSGKSGSSGKSGKSGSGDSWSDDGWSGSSGKSGKGDYGGSSGKSGKGGYGGHWVWEGSDDSTSWGSDDSYSSGKSGK
GSKGSSKSSKGSGKSSKGSGKSSKGSDSSDDGEWGSGGWGSGGWGGGSSGKSGKGSYGGWASSDDGSWGGGSSGKSGKGSYGSSGKSGKGSYGGWAPSDDGWDGDGWYGGDSSGKSGKGSSGGSGKSGKGSYDGGWGSDDGTSWGSDDSY
SSGKSGKGSKGSSKSSKGSSSKSSKGSSSKSGKGSGKSSKGSSDSSSSWDGHGGWSDSWGGDYSGKSGKGSSGKSGKGSSGGSWGSGSSGKSGKGSSGGSGDSSYGGWDGDSYREYGGF
(g) B8CDQ9 CingulinW2 from T. pseudonana (tpCinW2)
MKLALFLTIPTLIAAQQSSVRGVATTSSRQLDEWGDDAWGSSDSGSSGKSGKSGGSASSGDGWETDGWGGDYSSSKSGKSGSGKSGKGSSGPHGHWVYIEDDSSDGSGKSGKGSSSKGSKGSSKSSKGSSSDDSTDDSWDGGWGGHGGWN
GDNSGKSGKGSYGSGKSGKGSSYPSSHWGPSHWGSDDDDSSSSKSSKGSSESSSKSSKGSSDSSSKSSKGSSSSEDEGHWEWEGGYGSGKSGKGSYSGSSGKSGKSGSGDSWVGDYGSSGKSGKGSYGGDSWGGNYNGWGGHYDVDVDDD
DSSSSKSSKGSSKSSKGSSEDSSKSSKGSSSKSSKGSSSSEDEGHWVWEGSYGSGKSGKGSYSGSSGKSGKSGSGDEGWYSGW
(h) B8CEX1 CingulinW3 from T. pseudonana (tpCinW3)
MKAALILALAAGASAEITDQFERELGKSGKGSYGDWGGNYNGWGGNYWGDSSSDSSSKSSKGSSKSGKGSSKSGKGSSKSSKGSSKSSKGSSSSSDWSDDGWHWVSGWGSSYDGKSGKGSYGGDSGKSGKGSYDGGWGSYGSGKSGKGSY
GGWSDGSGKSGKGSYGGWSDGSGKSGKGSYDGGWGSYGSGKSGKGSYGGWSDGSGKSGKGSYGGWSDGSDGGWGSSSEYEGWYSGHGGWGSDDDDSWGSSSSSKSSKGSSKSGKGSSKSSKGSSKSSKGSSKSSKGSSKSSKGSSKSSKG
SSDGNWVWVSGWGSDDDHWGGGSGKSGKGSSGGGWSDDGWGAGSSSKSSKSGSGDDGWGGSDGHIVESNNNWVGSGDGGDSWGTDGWTNDGHDDKWSGDSWADDGHVSGSGKSGKSGSGGSGDGWGGSDGSSKSSKSGSGGSGDAWGGSD
GSSKSGKSGSGGSGDAWGGSDGSSSKSGKSGSGGSGDSWGDDAWGGSDGSSSKSGKSGSGGSGDSWGDDAWGGSGGSSSKSGKSGSGGSSDSWGSSSKSGKSGSGGSSKSGKSGAGADGWEADGYEQDSAISKASTEMSFSTEASSSNRR
RIVVALGAAAGGAVLLL
(i) B8CGN3 CingulinY1 from T. pseudonana (tpCinY1)
MKSIIALSTIALASAGTNKTLAPTPFPGRPTPIPTPVNTYIVTEQTPAPTPGDVITPAPTICEEKIFFFDGGMCTNMFEVADGSSYNTLIQCCNANFGSFAMCVYEDMCVDVKPTRRPTTRPPTDMSYNYGIVDCFGKSGKSGSGCGKSG
KGSKSSKSGGGYGYGDNYVDDYTPSTNDYSHSTNDYTPSTNDYEYGYGHGSSGKSGKGSKSSKGGKSSKSSGKSSKSSGKSGKGSSSSGKSGKGSDGHYTGDGYRYDDDAYYRKLSEGQAGGLRRTRKMP
(j) B8CGQ5, CingulinY2 from T. pseudonana (tpCinY2)
MKLIIALSAITLASAGTNKTLPPTPFPGRPTPNPTMVNTIGTPGPSFIVTEQTPAPTPGDVLTPQPTPLPTLGGVPTTKMPTEMSYGYGYGDYGIVDCFGKSGKSGSGCGKSGKGSKSSGKSGKSGGGGGGGYGYGDNYADDYTPSTDDY
EYGYGHGGSSGKSGKGSSGKSGKSSSKSSKGSGKSSKSSGKSSKSSGKSGKGGSRDDGHGYGGYGGYEGYGGYEGYQYGGDEYVRRNRRLGASHNNRI
(k) B8CGS1, CingulinY3 from T. pseudonana (tpCinY3)
MKFSASILLLTVATASAGTNKTLAPTPFPGRPTPPGAGTPFPTENTPAPSPAFGTKPPTPVSESVASLLIVSWFVLGSMWPLNGRMNVSLTVHTVDRWRADTTLKDGTAEQRDRCSSYEPPQYSYEPPTTGCSKAGKGGKSGSMDYLIDC
IDLSSKSGKSGSGYGPSSSKGGKSGSSSAGYGDDYTATTDDYSAGADAGKSENYDEEASRDDGHYGASSKGGKSGSAGYGDEGYGSSAGSSKGGKSEADGYGDESYGDSGDSKAGKAEAGYGDDYGASAKSGKGSDGYGSSSKSGKAGSA
KSGKGEGYHMFHDKSGKGGKGSSSGGEGYGYGYDEAHDYGYGRRTRGLRASQFigure A.4 Sequences of biosilica-associated proteins. Colour codes: KXXK , tetrapeptide mo-
tif; RXL , N-terminal processing site; N , asparagine residues (putative N-linked glycosylation
site); S/T , hydroxy-amino acids residues (putative O-linked glycosylation and phosphoryla-
tion site).
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a.2 extracted-ion-chromatograms of qac-derivatives
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Figure A.5 extracted-ion-chromatograms (XICs) (3 ppm accuracy) of phosphopolyamine mod-
ifications detected in biosilica extracts from T. pseudonana and C. cryptica. For presentation clar-
ity the structures are annotated with nominal m/z values of their underivatized molecular ions.
Phosphate is highlighted in red; QAC, derivatization group is faded out.
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Figure A.7 Extracted-ion-chromatograms (XICs) (3 ppm accuracy) of QAC-derivatized #-polyamine
modifications detected in biosilica extracts from the three diatom species. QAC, derivatization group
(faded out).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 275-orn (m/z 275; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 3QAC-derivatized lysine modification 275 (m/z 393; 2+)
Figure A.8 HCD tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) spectra of the synthetic ornithine
derivative PTM 275-orn (internal standard). (a) spectrum of underivatized molecule (m/z
275.2442; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 3QAC-derivatized molecule (m/z 393.1977; 2+),
nCE to 30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated
chemical composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 161 (m/z 161; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 2QAC-derivatized lysine modification 161 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.9 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 161. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 161; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 2QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 175 (m/z 175; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 175 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.10 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 175. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 175; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 189 (m/z 189; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 189 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.11 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 189. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 189; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 232 (m/z 232.2020; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 232 (m/z 286.65; 2+)
Figure A.12 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 232. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 232.2020; 1+), nCE to 35 %; (b) spectrum of 2QAC-derivatized molecule (m/z
286.65; 2+), nCE to 30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding
calculated chemical composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 275 (m/z 275; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 275 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.13 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 275. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 275; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 289 (m/z 289; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 289 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.14 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 289. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 289; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 317a (m/z 317; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 317a (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.15 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 317a. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 317; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 317b (m/z 317; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 317b (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.16 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 317b. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 317; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 331a (m/z 331; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 331a (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.17 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 331a. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 331; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 331b (m/z 331; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 331b (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.18 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 331b. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 331; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 205 (m/z 205; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 205 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.19 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 205. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 205; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 319 (m/z 319; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 319 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.20 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 319. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 319; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 333 (m/z 333; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 333 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.21 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 333. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 333; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 347 (m/z 347; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 347 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.22 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 347. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 347; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 399 (m/z 399; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 399 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.23 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 399. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 399; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 413 (m/z 413; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 413 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.24 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 413. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 413; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
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(a) Fragment spectrum of underivatized lysine modification 427 (m/z 427; 1+)
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(b) Fragment spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized lysine modification 427 (m/z 251; 2+)
Figure A.25 HCD MS/MS spectra of lysine derivative 427. (a) spectrum of underivatized
molecule (m/z 427; 1+), nCE to 30 %; (b) spectrum of 1QAC-derivatized molecule, nCE to
30 %. Fragment peaks are annotated with an accurate mass, corresponding calculated chemical
composition (CHNOP) and delta mass (in mmu).
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine #-polyamine PTMs. The legend for the color-coding: COVERAGE , peptide coverage; KXXK and RXL ,
sequence motifs (where X stands for any amino acid); K , modified lysine residue; M , oxidized methionine residue; TP , T. pseudonana; CC , C. cryptica; TO ,
T. oceanica; AFSM, ammonium fluoride soluble material; AFIM, ammonium fluoride insoluble material.
# protein sequence coverage
1
B5YLH4
TP
AFSM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
2
B5YLI3
TP
AFSM
AFIM
3
B5YLL4
TP
AFSM
4
B5YLX5
TP
AFSM
AFIM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
5
B5YNQ3
TP
AFSM
6
B8BRK6
TP
AFSM
7
B8BSN6
TP
AFSM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
8
B8BV44
TP
AFSM
9
B8BYI7
TP
AFSM
10
B8C0W5
TP
AFSM
11
B8C2P6
TP
AFSM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
12
B8C2P7
TP
AFSM
13
B8C406
TP
AFSM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
14
B8C8R2
TP
AFSM
15
B8C9R4
TP
AFSM
16
B8CBB3
TP
AFSM
17
B8CC24
TP
AFSM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
18
B8CE63
TP
AFSM
19
B8CG95
TP
AFSM
20
B8CGN3
TP
AFIM
21
B8CGQ5
TP
AFIM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
22
B8CGS1
TP
AFSM
AFIM
23
B8LBG8
TP
AFSM
24
B8LBU6
TP
AFSM
25
B8LDT2
TP
AFSM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
26
g11469
CC
AFSM
AFIM
27
g11606
CC
AFIM
28
g13975
CC
AFSM
AFIM
29
g1484
CC
AFSM
AFIM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
30
g15479
CC
AFSM
AFIM
31
g15720
CC
AFSM
32
g22685
CC
AFSM
33
g25187
CC
AFSM
AFIM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
34
g2543
CC
AFIM
35
g3798
CC
AFIM
36
g3964
CC
AFIM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
37
g749
CC
AFIM
38
g7979
CC
AFIM
39
g8502
CC
AFSM
AFIM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
40
g9515
CC
AFSM
AFIM
41
K0R7E4
TO
AFSM
42
K0R8C7
TO
AFSM
43
K0RCW9
TO
AFIM
44
K0RHV4
TO
AFSM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
45
K0RIC9
TO
AFIM
46
K0RN71
TO
AFSM
47
K0RU48
TO
AFSM
AFIM
48
K0RWT0
TO
AFSM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
49
K0S1R3
TO
AFSM
50
K0S7V0
TO
AFSM
51
K0S9A6
TO
AFSM
52
K0SAX6
TO
AFSM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
53
K0SQ58
TO
AFSM
54
K0SSD7
TO
AFSM
55
K0T322
TO
AFIM
56
K0T463
TO
AFIM
Table A.2 Sequences of identified proteins bearing lysine PTMs (continued from previous page)
# protein sequence coverage
57
K0T7A1
TO
AFSM
58
K0TBU5
TO
AFSM
59
K0TCJ2
TO
AFSM
60
K0RNL4
TO
AFSM
AFIM
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Total 8 26 34(h) P = 0.0789Table A.3 Contingency tables for Fisher’s exact test (data taken from Fig. 3.23). Tables A.3a, A.3c, A.3e
and A.3g, non-random modification patterns in KXXK; Tables A.3b, A.3d and A.3h, analysis of interaction
between #-polyamination and methylation (crosstalk). The association is considered to be statistically
significant when two-tailed P-value is less than 0.05. I, N-terminal lysine in KXXK; II, C-terminal lysine
in KXXK; PA, #-polyaminated lysine (PTMs 232, 289 or 333); Me, di- or trimethylated lysine (PTMs 175 or
189); Un, unmodified lysine.
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